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This manual is provided as an aid for design engineers and 
programmers to design and program special-purpose in
terfaces for the HP 1000 M-Series, E-Series and F-Series 
Computers. The content of this manual is presented as a 
supplement to your particular HP 1000 Series Computer 
Operating and Reference Manual. You should, therefore, 
have a thorough understanding of the applicable reference 
manual contents prior to reading this manual. It is also 
suggested you read this manual in its entirety and become 
completely acquainted with its contents before attempting 
to use the information presented in any one particular 
section. 

Throughout this manual, the term HP 1000 is used to 
refer to all three models (M-, E- and F-Series Computers) 
when the information presented pertains equally to all 
three. A particular series of HP 1000 Computer is referred 
to only if the information presented is unique to that 
series. 

1-1. INTRODUCTION TO INTERFACING 

Interfacing a peripheral device to HP 1000 Computers 
involves both hardware and software. Except for the Mi
croprogrammable Processor Port (MPP) interfacing dis
cussed in Section VI, the hardware interface is ac
complished by inserting one or more interface printed
circuit assemblies (PCA's) into easily accessible input/ 
output (110) slots in the computer and connecting a cable 
between the interface PCA(s) and the peripheral device. 
As discussed in Section III, the computer provides a 
unique channel identification and service priority inter
rupt for every 1/0 channel used. Priority levels for the 
peripheral devices connected to the computer can be reas
signed by simply changing the position of the interface 
PCA's in the computer 1/0 slots. (Specifications for 
1/0-type interface PCA's are discussed in Section V.) The 
software interface is accomplished by updating the exist
ing computer 1/0 software system which may necessitate 
creating a new peripheral device driver. 

1-2. HP 1000 M-SERIES, E-SERIES AND 
F-SERIES BASIC FEATURES AND 
DIFFERENCES 

The HP 1000 M-, E- and F-Series Computers are mi
croprogrammable, high-performance computers. The HP 
1000 E-Series (HP 2109 and HP 2113) and F-Series (HP 
2111 and HP 2117) Computers are enhanced versions of 
the HP 1000 M-Series (HP 2105, HP 2108 and HP 2112) 

Computers featuring faster system cycle and instruction 
execution times, faster 1/0 transfer rates and increased 
microprogram routine efficiency. The HP 1000 F-Series 
Computer combines the basic processing speed of the 
E-Series central processing unit with a hardware floating 
point processor, a Scientific Instruction Set and a Fast 
FORTRAN Processor. Pertinent interfacing specifications 
for all three computers are presented in Table 1-1. (For 
more detailed specifications, refer to the applicable refer
ence manuals listed in paragraph 1-5, Available 
Documentation). A discussion of control processor and 1/0 
section timing for all three computers is contained in Sec
tion IV, Computer Timing. 

The 1/0 systems for the HP 1000 M-, E- and F-Series 
Computers are generally compatible with each other. 
Wherever necessary, existing differences are discussed in 
this manual. The computer 1/0 system features a mul
tilevel, vectored priority interrupt structure. There are 60 
distinct interrupt levels, each of which has a unique prior
ity assignment. Any 1/0 device can be selectively enabled 
or disabled under program control. The HP 2105 computer 
has four 1/0 channels in its mainframe; the HP 2108, HP 
2109 and HP 2111 computers have nine; and the HP 2112, 
HP 2113 and HP 2117 have fourteen. The number of 
available 1/0 channels for the HP 1000 Computers can be 
increased by adding one or two HP 12979B 1/0 Extenders 
that provide 16 additional 1/0 channels each. All 1/0 
channels are fully powered, buffered and bidirectional. 

Data transfers between HP 1000 Computers and 1/0 de
vices can take place under program control or, for faster 
transfer rates, under Dual-Channel Port Controller 
(DCPC) control. The DCPC provides two direct links be
tween computer memory and 1/0 devices and is program 
assignable to any two devices. DCPC data transfers occur 
on an 1/0 cycle-stealing basis and are independent of the 
1/0 priority structure. For applications where even faster 
transfer rates are desirable, the HP 1000 E/F-Series Com
puters have special microprogrammed 1/0 capabilities 
that are discussed in Section VI, Advanced Interfacing 
Techniques. 

1-3. USER INTERFACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

This manual assumes that you wish to interface a device 
which is not a standard peripheral supplied by Hewlett
Packard along with its software 1/0 driver subroutine. 
Therefore, two objectives must be accomplished: some sort 
of general-purpose or special 1/0 interface PCA must be 
selected to plug into the computer and to accept the device 
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Table 1-1. HP 1000 Computers Interface Specifications 

FEATURE 

MAXIMUM MAINFRAME MEMORY SIZE IN BYTES: 
(Optional HP 12990A Memory Extender can be 
installed to add space and power for additional 
memory up to 1 .152M bytes) 

WORD SIZE: 

SYSTEM MEMORY CYCLE TIMES (nS): 

(Standard Performance Memory and Controller, 
HP 21028) 

(Standard Performance Fault Control Memory and 
Controller, HP 2102C) 

(High Performance Memory and Controller, 
HP 2102E, E- and F-Series Computers only) 

(High Performance Fault Control Memory and 
Controller, HP 2102H) 

INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTION GROUP 
EXECUTION TIME (µS): 
(Depends on which 1/0 time period the instruction 

begins: T2, T3, T4, T5 or T6.) 

INTERRUPT LATENCY (µS):* 
(Non-DCPC environment) 

1-2 

CAPABILITY 

M-SERIES: HP 2105 To 64K 
HP 2108 To 640K 
HP 2112 To 1.28M 

E-SERIES: HP 2109 To 640K 
HP 2113 To 1.28M 

F-SERIES: HP 2111 To 640K 
HP 2117 To 1.28M 

16 bits 

Cycle 

READ w/o OMS 
READ w/DMS 
WRITE 
REFRESH 

READ w/o OMS 
READ w/DMS 
WRITE 
REFRESH 

READ w/o OMS 
READ w/DMS 
WRITE 
REFRESH 

READ w/o OMS 
READ w/DMS 
WRITE 
REFRESH 

M-SERIES: 
E/F-SERIES: 

M-SERIES: 
E/F-SERIES: 

Minimum 

560 
595 
595 
595 

595 
630 
595 
595 

350 
385 
350 
350 

386 
456 
386 
386 

2.59 To 3.89 
158 To 2.66 

85 (max.) 
45 (max.) 

Typical Maximum 

595 665 
665 700 
665 700 
665 700 

630 665 
700 730 
630 665 
630 665 

350 385 
420 455 
350 385 
350 385 

421 456 
491 526 
421 456 
421 456 
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Table 1-1. HP 1000 Computers Interface Specifications (Continued) 

FEATURE 

DUAL-CHANNEL PORT CONTROLLER 
Number of Channels: 
Word Size: 
Maximum Block Size: 
Transfer Rate (Mbytes/sec): 

(Standard Performance Memory) 

(Standard Performance Fault Control Memory) 

(High Performance Memory) 

(High Performance Fault Control Memory) 

CAPABILITY 

2 
16 bits 
32,768 words (65,536 bytes) 
M-SERIES: (Maximum Input) 1.23 

(Maximum Output) 1.23 

E/F-SERIES: (See following table; full bandwidth assumed, 
refer to Section 6. 13) 

HP 21028 Minimum Typical Maximum 

Input w/DMS 1.884 1.950 2.098 
w/o DMS 

Output w/DMS 1.626 1.676 1.782 
w/o DMS 1.672 1.778 1.938 

HP 2102C 

Input w/DMS 1.946 1.018 2.096 
w/o DMS 

Output w/DMS 1.586 1.626 1.726 
w/o DMS 1.670 1.724 1.780 

HP 2102E 

Input w/DMS 2.282 2.284 2.284 
w/o DMS 

Output w/DMS 2.038 2.114 2.196 
w/o DMS 2.196 2.284 2.284 

HP 2102H 

Input w/DMS 2.28 2.28 2.28 
w/o DMS 

Output w/DMS 1.902 1.968 2.038 
w/o DMS 2.038 2.114 2.196 
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Table 1-1. HP 1000 Computers Interface Specifications (Continued) 

FEATURE 

DCPC LATENCY (CHANNEL 1, µ.$):** 

M-SERIES: Input Latency 
Output Latency 

E/F-Series: (See following table) 

(Standard Performance Memory) 

(Standard Performance Fault Control Memory) 

(High Performance Memory) 

(High Performance Fault Control Memory) 

1-4 

CAPABILITY 

Typical Worst Case 

2.22 2.93 
2.54 3.25 

HP 21028 Minimum Typical Maximum 

Input w/o DMS 2.73 2.91 3.15 
w/DMS 2.84 3.12 3.26 

Output w/o DMS 3.43 3.64 3.95 
w/DMS 3.57 3.92 4.10 

HP 2102C 

Input w/o DMS 2.98 3.12 3.26 
w/DMS 3.09 3.33 3.46 

Output w/o DMS 3.75 3.93 4.11 
w/DMS 3.89 4.21 4.36 

HP 2102E 

Input w/o DMS 2.21 2.21 2.28 
w/DMS 2.24 2.28 2.35 

Output w/o DMS 2.75 2.75 2.84 
w/DMS 2.80 2.87 2.98 

HP 2102H 

Input w/o DMS 2.31 2.42 2.52 
w/DMS 2.38 2.56 2.74 

Output w/o DMS 2.84 2.94 3.05 
w/DMS 2.98 3.16 3.33 

A USER MICROCODE sequence of seven consecutive 
reads may provide conditions to produce the absolute 
worst case latency time. The absolute worst case latency 
times are as follows: 

Memory 
System Input Output 

HP 21028 4.095 us 4.935 us 
HP 2102C 5.125 us 6.031 us 
HP 2102E 3.050 us 3.681 us 
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Table 1-1. HP 1000 Computers Interface Specifications (Continued) 

FEATURE 

MICROPROGRAMMABLE BLOCK 1/0 TRANSFERS 
(HP 1000 E-Series and F-Series only) 

Input (256 words or less): 

Output (256 words or less): 

Burst (16 words or less): 

MICROPROGRAMMABLE PROCESSOR PORT (MPP) 
1/0 TRANSFERS (HP 1000 E-Series only) 

Burst (16 words or less): 

Continuous: 

CAPABILITY 

2.28 Mbytes/sec 

3.18 Mbytes/sec 

11.4 Mbytes/sec 

11.4 Mbytes/sec {maximum) 

3.18 Mbytes/sec {maximum) 

NOTES: * Interrupt latency is defined as the time interval between the generation of an Interrupt Request {IRQ) signal by 
an 1/0 device and entry into the service routine. 

** DCPC latency is defined as the time interval between the generation of a Service Request {SRQ) signal by an 
1/0 device through the initiation of a DCPC channel 1 cycle to the actual completion of the 1/0 data transfer to 
or from the 1/0 interface PCA. 

interface cable, and 1/0 software must be configured so 
that the computer can control the device. There are sev
eral possible methods of accomplishing these objectives. 
For hardware, the methods range from using available HP 
general-purpose interface PCA's to designing and building 
special interface PCA's from the drawingboard level. For 
software, writing a short assembly-language subroutine 
may suffice or Real-Time Executive (RTE) system drivers 
may have to be written. For software development infor
mation, refer to the applicable software system documen
tation listed in Table 1-3. 

1-4. LEVELS OF HARDWARE 
INTERFACING 

For the purpose of this manual, the approaches to interfac
ing break down into three levels: Level 1 - Using HP 
General-Purpose Interface PCA's, Level 2 - Party-Line 
1/0, and Level 3 - Fabricating Interface PCA's. 

Level 1 assumes that the specifications of off-the-shelf HP 
general-purpose interface PCA's are satisfactory to oper
ate your device. These interface PCA's cover a wide range 
of applicability: receiving or transmitting signals with 
characteristics suitable for microcircuits, transistors, or 
relays. Appendix A of this manual contains a condensed, 
general description of the general-purpose interface kits 
available from Hewlett-Packard as of this printing. A data 
sheet providing the features, specifications, and a list of 
product support documentation and software either 

supplied with or available for the applicable interface kit 
is available at your nearest Hewlett-Packard Sales and 
Service Office. CA list of Sales and Service Offices is pro
vided at the back of this manual.) Economics in design and 
manufacture can frequently be achieved by using these 
general-purpose interfaces. If a large number of devices, or 
devices of a special type are required to be serviced by the 
computer, or if exceptionally fast transfer rates are de
sired, Level 2 or Level 3 may have to be considered. 

Level 2 provides a party-line method of servicing a large 
number of 1/0 devices. The number of devices serviceable 
by party-line 1/0 is dependent of the addressing word 
format you choose. Assuming seven bits are used for com
mand and status information, eight bits would be left to 
address 256 devices. (One bit must be reserved for indirect 
addressing.) This is a typical example, but the quantity 
limit can vary by factors of the powers of two (128, 256, 
512, etc.). A detailed discussion of party-line 1/0 is con
tained in Section VI, Advanced Interfacing Techniques. 

Level 3 is the most fundamental level; designing and 
building an interface that permits the computer to service 
special devices or, for the HP 1000 E-Series and F-Series 
Computers, an interface that permits the faster mi
croprogrammed 1/0 capabilities. Hewlett-Packard can 
furnish a breadboard interface PCA with the Flag and 
Control logic required by the computer's 1/0 section to 
facilitate these procedures. (Refer to Sections V and VI for 
more information.) 
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Table 1-2. HP 1000 Computers Available Current 

MAXIMUM CURRENT AVAILABLE FOR MEMORY, ACCESSORIES AND 1/0 CARDS 

(A Model Power Supply) 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE 2105A 2108A 2109A 2112A 2113A 

+sv 12.8A 24.8A 24.6A 38.2A 38.0A 
-2V 5.0A 4.SA 4.SA 9.SA 9.SA 
+12V 1.0A 1.SA 1.SA 3.0A 3.0A 
-12V 1.0A 1.SA 1.SA 3.0A 3.0A 

(B Model Power Supply) 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE 21088 21098 

+sv 38.8A 38.8A 
-2V 4.0A 4.0A 
+12V 2.SA 2.SA 
-12V 2.0A 2.0A 

The HP 1000 E-Series Computer has provisions for two 
types of microprogrammed I/O data transfers: transfers 
via a block I/O interface PCA connected to the 1/0 section 
and transfers via an interface PCA connected to the Mi
croprogrammable Processor Port (MPP). As an aid toward 
determining whether block I/O or MPP transfers are best 
for your particular application, the following features and 
limitations should be considered: 

1. Generally, MPP transfers are easier to microprogram 
and provide faster data transfer rates. 

2. Block I/O transfers are more difficult to microprogram 
because the microcode must be written to simulate I/O 
instructions and the data transfer rates are slower 
because the I/O control instructions must be synchro
nized to I/O Section timing. 

3. The MPP is totally independent on the I/O Section 
and, therefore, does not require the use of an I/O 
Section connector slot or select code. 

4. Since MPP transfers are affected through bus drivers 
and receivers, the MPP has the capability of driving 
cables up to six feet (1.83 metres) in length. 

5. Block I/O transfers do require the use of an I/O Sec
tion connector slot and do require a select code. There
fore, block I/O transfers can be used to combine the 
speed of microprogrammed I/O transfers with the 
capabilities of the interrupt system discussed in Sec
tion III, I/O System Fundamentals. 

1-6 

21128 21138 2111F 2117F 

38.8A 38.8A 21.9A 28.8A 
4.0A 4.0A 6.0A 6.0A 
2.SA 2.SA 2.SA 2.SA 
2.0A 2.0A 2.0A 2.0A 

6. The MPP has no interrupt capability. Therefore, the 
computer must determine when the I/O device re
quires service by polling the device in the mi
croprogram and then initiating the required data 
transfer. (Refer to Section IV, Computer Timing for 
more information.) 

The HP 1000 F-Series Computer also has provisions for 
microprogrammed I/O data transfers. Because the MPP is 
dedicated to the floating point processor in this series of 
computers, the block I/O transfer method is the only one 
available to you for microprogrammed I/O applications. 

At all levels, the user should keep in mind that Hewlett
Packard warranties and responsibilities apply only to 
those items produced and quality controlled by Hewlett
Packard. This manual is intended as a guide only, and the 
effectiveness of devices or programs created according to 
the recommendations outlined herein are purely the re
sponsibility of the user. 

1-5. AVAILABLE DOCUMENTATION 

Supporting hardware documentation is provided with 
each Hewlett-Packard computer shipped to a customer. 
Hardware documentation is also supplied for optional and 
accessory add-ons as well as for off-the-shelf I/O interface 
PCA's. Basic hardware manuals for the HP 1000 Com
puters are listed in Table 1-3. Hardware manuals are also 
available for the I/O interface PCA's described in Appen
dix A of this manual. Consult your local Hewlett-Packard 
Sales and Service Office for additional hardware 
documentation related to the HP 1000 Computers. If your 
computer was supplied as part of an HP computer system, 
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Table 1-3. 1/0 Interface Related Reference Manuals 

TITLE* HP PART NUMBER 

HARDWARE 

HP 1000 M-Series Computer Operating and Reference Manual 02108-90037 

HP 1000 M-Series Computer Installation and Service Manual 02108-90035 

HP 1000 E-Series Computer Operating and Reference Manual 02109-90014 

HP 1000 E-Series Computer Installation and Service Manual 02109-90015 

HP 1000 F-Series Computer Operating and Reference Manual 02109-90001 

HP 1000 F-Series Computer Installation and Service Manual 02109-90002 

MICROPROGRAMMING 

HP 1000 M-Series Computer RTE Microprogramming Reference Manual 02108-90032 

HP 1000 E-Series and F-Series Computer Microprogramming Reference Manual 02109-90004 

SOFTWARE 

Real-Time Executive Operating System Drivers and Device Subroutines 92200-93005 

RTE-II Programming and Operating Manual 92001-93001 

RTE-IV Programmer's Reference Manual 92067-90001 

RTE-IVB Programmer's Reference Manual 92068-90004 

RTE-M Programmer's Reference Manual 92064-90002 

Driver Writing Manual 92200-93005 

* For the purposes of this manual, HP 1000 is synonymous with 21 MX. 

a complete list of related hardware documentation is con
tained in the Manual and Software Record supplied with 
the system. 

All software supplied with any HP computer system is 
supported by complete user documentation. General types 
of software manuals include language manuals, operating 
system manuals, software operating procedures, user 
manuals, applications manuals, and small program man
uals. The Manual and Software Record supplied with each 
system lists all software furnished with the original 
equipment and provides an index to the software 

documentation. Software and software documentation 
supplied with standard HP 110 interface PCA's are listed 
in the individual data sheets. Reference manuals that 
contain basic information for writing system software 
drivers are listed in Table 1-3. Consult your local 
Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service Office for additional 
software documentation related to the HP 1000 
Computers. 

A complete list of microprogramming manuals available 
for the HP 1000 Computers is contained in Table 1-3. 
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1•1mw1 COMPUTER CHARACTERISTICS! 11 I 

As an aid toward more successful I/O interface design, this 
section contains a general discussion of the HP 1000 Com
puter's operation and architecture. Unless otherwise 
specified, the contents of this section apply equally to the 
HP 1000 M-Series, HP 1000 E-Series and HP 1000 
F-Series Computers. 

2-1. COMPUTER OVERVIEW 

As shown in Figure 2-1, the computer functionally con
sists of four major sections: a Control Processor Section, 
Main Memory Section, 1/0 Section, and Arithmetic/Logic 
Section. These four sections and the computer's Operator 
Panel are interconnected by a network of signal paths. 
Data processing programs and data are stored in the Main 
Memory Section. Parameters, status, commands, and 
computer results (data) are exchanged with external 
peripherals via the I/O Section. Mathematical functions 
such as add, subtract, and multiply and logical functions 
such as "and", "or", and shift are performed by the 
Arithmetic/Logic Section. The Operator Panel registers 
and switches provide direct operator communication. Each 
section operates under direction of the Control Processor 

Section by means of a microprogram. The Control Pro
cessor Section interprets the user's program stored in the 
Main Memory Section and directs the appropriate 
hardware in each of the other sections to perform the 
required operations. Control commands (or mi
croinstructions) spell out which signal paths the data is to 
follow and what modifications or tests are to be performed. 

Control and data paths between the computer's major sec
tions and add-on accessories are provided by a bus system. 
The structure of the bus system is shown in Figure 2-2 
which illustrates the main communication paths between 
major computer sections and accessories. The S-bus is a 
16-bit, tri-state, TTL-compatible bus and is the major data 
transfer bus in the computer. The T-bus is a 16-bit, bi
state, TTL-compatible bus. The T-bus is a resultant data 
bus and is completely internal to the Arithmetic/Logic 
Section. The M-bus is a 16-bit, tri-state, TTL-compatible 
bus. The M-bus holds the address to be referenced by 
memory and is driven by CPU M-register or the DCPC 
memory address registers. The ME-bus is a 10-bit, tri
state, TTL-compatible bus. The ME-bus holds the upper
ten bits of the 20-bit expanded memory address bus and is 
driven by the Memory Expansion Module. For interfacing, 
the select code (SCl bus, interrupt address (IA) bus, and 

MAIN MEMORY 
SECTION 

.... 
/\ • 

CONTROL 
CONTROL 

PROCESSOR ARITHMETIC/LOGIC 

SECTION 
.... SECTION 

joATAI > v -

-
1/0 

SECTION 

Figure 2-1. Computer Functional Sections 
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IJO bus are of prime importance. The select code bus is a 
6-bit, CTL-compatible, control bus. The select code bus 
holds the select code for the 1/0 device being referenced by 
either the I/O Section or DCPC. The interrupt address bus 
is a 6-bit, open-collector, TTL-compatible control bus. The 
interrupt address bus holds the select code of any 
interrupt-requesting 1/0 interface PCA, memory protect 
or DCPC option. The 1/0 bus is a 16-bit, bi-directional, 
CTL-compatible, data communication bus for the 1/0 Sec
tion. All plug-in 1/0 interface PCA's transmit and receive 
data via the I/O bus. A more detailed discussion of the 
three I/0-related buses is contained in Sections III and IV 
of this manual. Block diagrams of the HP 1000 Computers 
are contained in Figure 2-3 at the end of this section. 

2-2. CONTROL PROCESSOR SECTION 

The Control Processor Section is the heart of the computer 
and contains the registers, control logic, control memory, 
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and timing logic required to execute microprograms and 
fetch and execute programs stored in the Main Memory 
Section. This section initializes and controls, either di
rectly or indirectly, the other computer sections. The 
primary tasks of the Control Processor Section are as 
follows: 

a. Control the execution sequence of computer 
microprograms. 

b. Decode microinstruction fields. 

c. Control the computer data manipulations. 

d. Initiate I/O signal sequences. 

e. Control the Operator Panel. 

f. Communicate with Memory Protect. 

g. Provide system timing for all other computer sections. 
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Figure 2-2. Computer Functional Block Diagram 
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h. Provide control processor synchronization with mem
ory and 1/0 timing as required. 

I. Provide effective execution of computer instructions. 

2-3. ARITHMETIC/LOGIC SECTION 

The Arithmetic/Logic Section contains all the computer's 
working registers and the necessary logic to perform 
arithmetic and logic operations on data. Resultant data is 
transferred between elements in this section via the 
T-bus. Data is transferred between this section and the 
rest of the computer via the S-bus. The primary tasks of 
the Arithmetic/Logic Section are as follows: 

a. Provide temporary register storage of memory data. 

b. Perform arithmetic and logical operations on data 
received from other computer registers and to modify 
and manipulate this data as instructed by the com
puter program. 

c. Provide status indications of computed results as an 
operations aid (overflow, extend, and special flags). 

2-4. MAIN MEMORY SECTION 

The Main Memory Section consists of a memory controller 
and one or more memory module boards with which the 
controller is designed to operate. The memory module 
boards contain semiconductor memory arrays that are 
jumper selectable to various address spaces. The memory 
controller is the interface to and from the Main Memory 
Section and responds to read/write requests, generates 
proper timing and enabling signals for the memory mod
ules, and controls memory refresh timing and addressing. 
The primary tasks of the Main Memory Section are as 
follows: 

a. Sustain memory data. Since dynamic semiconductor 
memory is used, the memory module boards must be 
refreshed to retain stored data. The memory control
ler initiates and controls the refresh cycles to fit 
around read/write requests and Dual-Channel Port 
Controller (DCPC) cycles. 

Computer Characteristics 

b. Respond to read and write requests. The memory con
troller generates the proper timing and enabling sig
nals to perform read or write data transfers. The 
memory address is obtained from the M-bus and the 
addressed data is transferred on the S-bus. 

c. Inhibit memory cycles upon receipt of violation flags 
from the Memory Protect. (Memory cycles received 
from the DCPC are not inhibited.) 

2-5. 1/0 SECTION 

Except for the MPP (E-Series computers only), the 1/0 
Section provides the hardware link for communication 
between the computer and all peripheral devices (The 
MPP provides direct interfacing under microprogrammed 
control and is discussed in more detail in Section VI of this 
manual.) The 1/0 Section contains the 1/0 control and 
select code addressing logic, 1/0 bus control logic, inter
rupt control logic, and 1/0 interface PCA slots required to 
carry out computer initiated transfer operations and 1/0 
device interrupting transfer operations. (Refer to Section 
Ill.) The primary tasks of the I/O Section are as follows: 

a. Generate control signals for the 1/0 interface PCA's. 

b. Provide data and status paths for the I/O interface 
PC A's. 

c. Determine select codes of interrupting peripheral 
devices. 

d. Resolve interrupt request priority conflicts. 

e. Generate pending interrupt signals for the Control 
Section. 

f. Provide control interface signals for special computer 
accessories such as the DCPC, Memory Protect, etc. 

g. Provide communication lines for I/O extenders. 
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\liiilMil 1/0 SYSTEM FUNDAMENTALS :
1 111 I 

This section contains a general discussion of the HP 1000 
Computer 110 system. Unless otherwise specified, the con
tents of this section apply equally to the HP 1000 
M-Series, E-Series and F-Series Computers. 

3-1. PURPOSE 

The purpose of the 110 system is to transfer data between 
the computer and external peripheral devices. As shown 
in Figure 3-1, data is normally transferred through the A
or B-register. An input transfer of this type occurs in three 
distinct steps: ( 1) between the external device and its 
interface PCA in the computer, (2) between the interface 
PCA and the A- or B-register via the 110 bus, S-bus, and 
CPU, and (3) between the A- or B-register and memory via 
the S-bus and memory controller. This three-step process 
also applies to an output transfer except in reverse order. 
This type of transfer, which is executed under machine 
instruction program control, allows the computer logic to 
manipulate the data during the transfer process. 

As shown in Figure 3-1, data may also be transferred 
automatically under control of the Dual-Channel Port 
Controller (DCPC). Once the DCPC has been initialized, 
no programming is involved and the transfer is reduced to 
a two-step process: (1) between the external device and its 
interface PCA in the computer and (2) between the inter
face PCA and memory via the 110 bus, S-bus, and memory 
controller. The two DCPC channels are program assigna
ble to operate with any two device interface PCA's. Since a 
DCPC transfer eliminates programmed loading and stor
ing via the accumulators, the time involved is shorter 
than the programmed 110 method. Also, since DCPC oper
ates on a cycle-stealing basis, instruction execution can 
occur concurrently with DCPC operation. Therefore, the 
DCPC is normally used with high-speed external devices 
capable of transferring data at the rates specified in Table 
1-1. Additional information on DCPC 110 transfers is con
tained in paragraph 3-25. 

In addition, Figure 3-1 shows that data may be transferred 
under microprogram control in the HP 1000 E-Series and 
F-Series Computers. Both the E-Series and F-Series Com
puters allow data transfers via a user-designed block 110 
interface PCA connected to the 110 bus. For these mi
croprogrammed block 110 operations, an input transfer 
occurs in two steps: (1) between the external device and its 
interface PCA in the computer, and (2) between the inter
face PCA and memory via the 110 bus, S-bus and memory 
controller. This two-step process also applies to an output 
transfer except in reverse order. The E-Series Computers 
permit 110 data transfers via a user-designed interface 
PCA connected to the Microprogrammable Processor Port 
(MPP). Design of the MPP permits external devices to be 
connected directly to the CPU and interfaced under mi-

croprogram control. For these transfers, an input transfer 
also occurs in two steps: (1) between the external device 
and its interface PCA, and (2) between the interface PCA 
and memory via the MPP, S-bus and memory controller. 
This two step process also applies to an output transfer 
except in reverse order. Microprogrammed 110 operations 
can be used with exceptionally fast external devices capa
ble of transferring data at the rates specified in Table 1-1. 
Additional information on microprogrammed 110 trans
fers is contained in Section VI, Advanced Interfacing 
Techniques. 

3-2. 1/0 SECTION CONTROL 

3-3. GENERAL 

Functionally, the 110 Section allows the computer to select 
and communicate with each of the 110 device's associated 
interface PCA(s) through 110 control and address logic and 
through direct bus wiring. The structure of the 110 Section 
also provides a means by which 110 devices can interrupt 
the computer program in order to be serviced by the com
puter. When more than one 110 device requests an inter
rupt, the computer processes the requests on a priority 
basis. Figure 3-1 illustrates the main sections of the com
puter concerned with the control of 110 operations. All 
sections shown are contained in the computer mainframe 
except for the 110 devices. Although the S-bus is rep
resented as a single line, it actually consists of 16 indi
vidual hardwired lines. 

3-4. 1/0 CONTROL INSTRUCTIONS 

The 110 instructions generate signals that are translated 
into appropriate control, flag test and select code signals. 
The control signals generated by the CLC and STC in
structions clear and set the interface PCA's Control flip
flop. In a similar fashion, the control signals generated by 
the CLF and STF instructions clear and set the interface 
PCA's Flag flip-flop. The flag test instructions, SFC and 
SFS, monitor the status of the associated 110 device flag. 
These control and flag test signals are routed to the appro
priate 110 interface PC As as determined by the select code 
signals. Each 110 slot is permanently assigned to an indi
vidual select code through the computer's hardware de
sign. The select code bus allows each 110 interface PCA 
and associated 110 device to be individually addressed. 

3-5. 1/0 DATA TRANSFER 
INSTRUCTIONS 

Data transfer instructions initiate either an input or out
put data transfer between the computer and an 110 device 
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by sending either an L'O Input (101) signal or an L'O 
Output (100) signal to the 110 interface PCA. The IOI 
signal clocks the appropriate interface PCA for input data 
as a result of a Load Into A (LIA), Load Into B (LIB), 
Merge Into A (MIA), or Merge Into B (MIB) instruction. 
Only the data from the interface PCA addressed by the 
select code is enabled. The data is clocked by IOI into 
either the A- or B-register via the L'O bus and S-bus. The 
IOO signal is applied to the interface PCA's as a result of 
an Output From A (OTA) or Output From B (OTB) in
struction. This signal, when combined with the appropri
ate select code signal, clocks data from either the A- or 
B-register into the addressed interface PCA via the S-bus 
and 110 bus. IOI and 100 have the same function when 
operating under DCPC control except that both signals 
are generated by the DCPC hardware. 

3-6. INTERRUPT REQUESTS 

The instruction STF 00 enables the interrupt system. This 
system allows an external L'O device to request interrupt 
service. (The interrupt system is explained in more detail 
in paragraph 3-10.) To request an interrupt, the 110 device 
applies an Interrupt Request (IRQl signal to the computer 
via its interface PCA. The L'O Section then determiues the· 
address of the interrupting device and causes an interrupt 
to the main computer program. The computer sets the 
Memory Address register (M-register) to the select code of 
the interrupting device. This memory location (or "trap 
cell") generally contains a Jump to Subroutine Indirect 
(JSB,I) instruction which transfers program control to the 
appropriate interrupt service routine. A typical interrupt 
service routine accepts input data from the L'O device or 
outputs data from the computer to the device. Upon com
pletion of the interrupt service routine, program control is 
returned to the previously interrupted main program. 

3-7. INTERFACE PCA'S 

The interface PCA's provide data transfer channels be
tween the computer and the external 110 devices, and 
provide control (via computer commands) for the 110 de
vice's operation. The interface PCA's usually contain flag 
and interrupt logic circuits, and registers for temporary 
storage of data being transferred to or from the computer. 
Requirements for the use of the flag and interrupt logic 
circuits and the number of storage registers designed into 
the interface PCA depend on the type of L'O device to 
which it is connected. (Refer to Section V for a detailed 
discussion of interface PCA design.) 

3-8. 1/0 TIMING 

An L'O cycle is the time required to generate all 110 sig
nals necessary to execute an L'O instruCtion. Each 110 
cycle is divided into five T-periods designated T2, T3, T4, 
T5 and T6. The control processor provides the required 
timing for the 110 signals resulting from decoded 110 in
structions and interrupt requests. Timing of the 110 sig-

1/0 System Fundamentals 

nals in relation to the 110 time periods is discussed in 
Section IV. Two 110 time period signals, Enable Flag 
(ENF) corresponding to T2 and Set Interrupt Request 
(SIR) corresponding to T5, provide control signals for 
interrupt processing. L'O time period T2 (ENF) is used 
during L'O operations to synchronize the interface PCA's 
Flag flip-flop with the beginning of the computer's I/O 
cycle. L'O time period T5 (SIR) is used during interrupt 
processing to synchronize the setting of the interface 
PCA's Interrupt Request (IRQl flip-flop. 

3-9. 1/0 ADDRESSING 

Each interface can be uniquely addressed through the use 
of select codes. A select code specifies one of 64 (decimal, 
77 octal) possible L'O devices or functions. Select code 
signals corresponding to the two-digit octal address found 
in the select code field of an 110 instruction are transferred 
to the L'O slot of the selected interface PCA. This enables 
the device's interface PCA to respond to commands and/or 
transfer data to or from the 110 device. Select codes 00 
through 07 (octal) are dedicated to specific functions and 
select codes 10 through 77 (octal) are used to address L'O 
devices. Table 3-1 lists the select codes and their assign
ments, and indicates the interrupt location (trap cell) cor
responding to each select code. Figure 3-2 illustrates the 
L'O slots in the computer into which interface PCAs are 
installed. 

Each L'O slot is assigned two select codes in order to 
service L'O devices that may be capable of performing two 
distinct functions. For example, if an 110 device is capable 
of responding to commands as well as inputting and/or 
outputting data, two separate select codes may be re
quired. Since the two select codes are hardwired to each 
L'O slot, each interface PCA can be designed to respond to 
either a lower select code (LSC) or a higher select code 
(HSC) or both. The interface PCA assumes the select codes 
of the slot into which it is inserted. 

The select code field of the L'O instructions generates the 
Select Code Most Significant Digit (SCM) and the Select 
Code Least Significant Digit (SCL) signals to determine 
which L'O slot is to be addressed. These signals are applied 
to the various 110 slots in the fashion illustrated in Figure 
3-3. Note that the SCM(l) signal is applied to the most
significant digit input pins on the 110 slot connectors with 
select codes 10 through 17 (octal) and that SCM(2) is 
applied to the L'O slot connectors with select codes 20 
through 27 (octal), and so on. The SCM(O) and SCL(O) 
through SCL(7) signals are used to form select codes 00 
through 07 (octal). The functions of these select codes are 
given in Table 3-2. It should be noted that the SCM and 
SCL signals are applied to the same pins on all 110 slot 
connectors as follows: 

a. Pin 14 - lower select code, most significant digit. 

b. Pin 16 - lower select code, least significant digit. 
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Table 3-1. Select Code Assignments 

INTERRUPT 
SELECT CODE MEMORY LOCATION 

(OCTAL) (OCTAL) ASSIGNMENT 

00 None Interrupt System Enable/Disable 

01 None Display Register or Overflow 

02 None DCPC Initialization Channel 1 

03 None DCPC Initialization Channel 2 

04 00004 Power Fail Interrupt/Central Interrupt Register 

05 00005 Parity Error Interrupt/Memory Protect Interrupt/Dynamic 
Mapping System Interrupt 

06 00006 DCPC Channel 1 Completion Interrupt 

07 00007 DCPC Channel 2 Completion Interrupt 

10 thru 77 0001 0 thru 00077 1/0 Devices 

HP 2105 1/0 PCA CAGE 

II) TO 1/0 DEVICE: w 13 WITH LOWEST HP 2112/2113/2117 1/0 PCA PAGE 0 
0 PRIORITY OR 
CJ 12 TO HP 12979 
I- 1/0 EXTENDER 25 TO 1/0 DEVICE 
CJ 11 WITH LOWEST w 
...J 

10 24 PRIORITY OR w TO 1/0 DEVICE TO HP 12979 II) 

WITH HIGHEST 23 1/0 EXTENDER* 
PRIORITY 

22 

HP 2108/2109/2111 1/0 PCA PAGE 21 

w 20 
TO 1/0 DEVICE 0 20 
WITH LOWEST 0 17 

17 PRIORITY OR 
CJ 
I- 16 

TO HP 12979 CJ 
II) 16 w w 1/0 EXTENDER* ...J 15 
0 

15 w 
0 II) 14 CJ 
I- 14 13 CJ 
w 13 
...J 12 w 12 II) 

11 
11 10 TO 1/0 DEVICE 
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TO 1/0 DEVICE 
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PRIORITY 
*FOR HP 1000 M-SERIES ONLY 

Figure 3-2. 1/0 Address Assignments 
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Figure 3-3. 1/0 Slot Connector Select Code Wiring 

c. Pin 37 - higher select code, most significant digit. 

d. Pin 34 - higher select code, least significant digit. 

3-10. INTERRUPT SYSTEM 

The interrupt system provides the means for an external 
device to interrupt the program in progress. Gene~ally, 
interrupts are used for interrupt data transfers, in which a 
background (main) program is interrupted when data is 
available for input or when additional output data can be 
accepted, or to signal the main program that an external 
event has occurred. An interrupt request occurs when the 
following conditions are met: 

a. The interrupt system is enabled with a STF 00 
instruction, 

b. The specific 1/0 device's interface PCA Control flip
flop is set, 

c. No instruction that affects priority (STF,CLF,STC or 
CLC) is in progress, 

d. The priority network is not disabled by gaps between 
interface PCA's as discussed in paragraph 3-13., 

e. No higher priority 1/0 devices have met the conditions 
stated above, disabling the specified interface PCA, 
and 

f. The specific 1/0 device's interface PCA Flag flip-flop is 
set. 

Program control of the interrupt system is provided with 
the STF and CLF instructions. A Set Flag (STF) instruc
tion with a select code of 00 (octal) enables the interrupt 
system. A Clear Flag (CLF) instruction with a select code 
of 00 (octal) disables the interrupt system. The interrupt 
system is disabled when power is initially applied to the 
computer. In addition, the Control Reset (CRS) signal is 
generated at power up which clears all interface PCA's 
Control flip-flops and the Power On Preset to 1/0 (POPIO) 
signal sets all Flag Buffer flip-flops. Therefore, to operate 
any device under interrupt system control, it is first neces
sary to clear the addressed 1/0 interface PCA's Flag Buffer 
and Flag flip-flops with a CLF sc instruction and to set the 
Control flip-flop with a STC sc instruction. 

3-11. INTERRUPT PRIORITY 

The interrupt system contains a priority network that 
establishes an orderly sequence of granting interrupt re
quests. The following paragraphs contain discussions of 
priority assignments, network operation, continuity, and 
instructions. 

3-12. PRIORITY ASSIGNMENTS. A priority cir
cuit on the 1/0 interface PCA's allows only one 110 device 
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Table 3-2. Interrupt and 1/0 Control Summary 

INST S.C.00 s.c. 01 S.C.02 s.c. 03 

STC NOP NOP Prepares DCPC channel Prepares DCPC channel 

1 to receive and store 2 to receive and store 
the block length in 2's the block length in 2's 
complement form. complement form. 

CLC Clears all Control FF's NOP Prepares DCPC channel Prepares DCPC channel 
from S.C. 06 and up; 1 to receive and store 2 to receive and store 
effectively turns off the direction of data the direction of data 
all I /O devices. flow and the starting flow and the starting 

memory address. memory address. 

STF Turns on interrupt STO sets overflow bit. NOP NOP 
system. 

CLF Turns off interrupt CLO clears overflow bit. NOP NOP 
system except power 
fail (S.C. 04) and 
parity error (S.C. 05). 

SFS Skip if interrupt system sos NOP NOP 
is on. 

SFC Skip if interrupt system soc NOP NOP 
is off. 

LIA/B Loads A/B register with Loads display register Loads present contents Loads present contents 
all zeros. (Equivalent to contents into A/B of DCPC channel 1 of DCPC channel 2 
CLA/B instruction.) register. word count register word count register 

into A/B register. into A/B register. 

MIA/B Equivalent to a NOP. Merges display register Merges present contents Merges present contents 
contents into A/B of DCPC channel 1 of DCPC channel 2 
register. word count register into word count register into 

A/B register. A/B register. 

OTA/B NOP Outputs A/B register 1. Outputs to DCPC 1. Outputs to DCPC 
contents into display channel 1 the block channel 2 the block 
register. length in 2's com- length in 2's com-

plement form plement form 
(previously prepared (previously prepared 
by an STC 02 by an STC 03 
instruction). instruction). 

2. Outputs to DCPC 2. Outputs to DCPC 
channel 1 the direc- channel 2 the direc-
tion of data flow and tion of data flow and 
the starting memory the starting memory 
address (previously address (previously 
prepared by a prepared by a 
CLC 02 instruction). CLC 03 instruction). 
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S.C.04 S.C.05 S.C.06 S.C.07 s.c. 10-77 

Re-initializes power-fail Turns on memory Sets Control FF on Sets Control FF on Sets PCA Control FF and 
logic and restores inter- protect. DCPC channel 1 DCPC channel 2 turns on device on chan-
rupt capability to lower (activates DMA). (activates DMA). nel specified by S.C. 
priority functions. 

Re-initialize power-fail NOP Clears Control FF on Clears Control FF on Clears PCA Control FF and 
logic and restores inter- DCPC channel 1 DCPC channel 2 turns off device. 
rupt capability to lower (reestablishes priority (reestablishes priority 
priority functions. with STF; does not turn with STF; does not turn 

off DCPC). off DCPC). 

Flag FF sets auto- Turns on parity error Aborts DCPC Aborts DCPC Sets PCA Flag FF. 
matically when power interrupt capability. channel 1 data channel 2 data 
comes up. (No pro- transfer. transfer. 
gram control 
possible.) 

Flag FF clears auto- Turns off parity error Clears Flag FF on DCPC Clears Flag FF on DCPC Clears PCA Flag FF. 
matically when power interrupt capability channel 1. channel 2. 
fail occurs. (No pro- and clears violation 
gram control register bit 15. 
possible.) 

NOP Skip if Dynamic Map- Tests if DCPC channel 1 Skip if DCPC channel 2 Skip if 1/0 channel Flag FF 
ping System (DMS) data transfer is com- data transfer is com- is set. 
interrupt. plete. plete. 

Skip if power fail Skip if memory pro- Tests if DCPC channel 1 Skip if DCPC channel 2 Skip if 1/0 channel Flag FF 
has occurred. tect interrupt. data transfer is still in data transfer is still in is clear. 

progress. progress. 

Loads contents of Loads contents of Loads A/B register with Loads A/B register with Loads con ten ts of PCA 
central interrupt violation register into all ones. (Equivalent to all ones. (Equivalent to data buffer into A/B 
register (S.C. of last A/B register: CCA/CCB instruction.) CCA/CCB instruction.) register. 
interrupting device) Bit 15 = 1 =PE 
into least-significant Bit 15 = 0 = MPV 
bits of A/B register. 

Merges contents of Merges contents of Same as LIA/B 06 Same as LIA/B 07 Merges contents of PCA 
central interrupt violation register into above. above. data buffer into A/B 
register into least- A/B register. register. 
significant bits of A/B 
register. 

NOP Outputs first address Outputs to DCPC Outputs to DCPC Outputs data from A/B 
of unprotected memory channel 1 the S.C. of channel 2 the S.C. of register into PCA data 
to fence register. 1/0 channel. Specify 1/0 channel. Specify buffer. 

STC after each word; STC after each word; 
CLC after block. CLC after block. 
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to interrupt the computer program regardless of the 
number of 1/0 devices requesting an interrupt. The prior
ity network assigns the highest priority to select code 04 
(octal) which is reserved for power fail interrupt and de
creasing priority to select codes 05 through 77 (octal) as 
listed in Table 3-1. The interrupt priority assignments for 
each 1/0 interface PCA connector are fixed but, since any 
IIO interface PCA can be inserted into any connector slot, 
the interrupt priority of any 1/0 device can be easily 
changed simply by inserting the device's associated 1/0 
interface PCA into another connector slot. 

3-13. PRIORITY NETWORK OPERATION. 
Interrupt priority is established by a hardwired priority 
network on both the individual 1/0 interface PCA's and on 
each 1/0 connector slot. A simplified representation of the 
priority network is given in Figure 3-4. As illustrated, the 
interrupt priority decreases as the select code increases. 
Interrupts on select code 04 through 07 (octal) take prior
ity over interrupts from 1/0 devices, with the Power Fail 
interrupt signal on select code 04 (octal) having the high
est priority. When an 1/0 device requests an interrupt, the 
priority enable line is broken to lower priority devices. 

The interrupt priority network is shown in more detail in 
Figure 3-5. An 1/0 device requests interrupt service by 
setting the Flag flip-flop on its associated interface PCA. If 
the IEN signal is asserted, the associated interface PCA's 
Control flip-flop is set and the priority enable line has not 
been broken, the device's interrupt service routine (ISR) 
will be executed. Figure 3-5 illustrates the operation of the 
priority network -

Slot 10 passes priority (the PCA's Flag flip-flop is 
not set). 

Slot 11 drops priority to lower priority cards (Flag 
set). 

Slot 12 fulfills all conditions for an interrupt except 
that the priority enable line has been drop
ped at slot 11. 

Slot 13 contains a priority jumper PCA to continue 
the priority enable line to slot 14. In this 
case, the priority line has been previously 
dropped. 

In this way, an interrupt service routine (ISR) for any 1/0 
device can be interrupted by any other device with a 
higher priority. After the higher priority device has been 
serviced, the lower priority device's ISR can continue. As a 
result, several ISR's can be in an interrupted state at one 
time. Each ISR continues from its interrupted point when 
the next higher priority ISR is completed. 

Interrupt priority can also be program controlled. Since an 
interrupt cannot occur unless the 1/0 interface PC A's Con
trol flip-flop is set, all Control flip-flops on 1/0 interface 
PCA's with a higher priority than the one desired can be 
cleared by a CLC sc instruction. This prevents the higher 
priority 1/0 interface PCA's from requesting an interrupt 
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and establishes the desired 1/0 interface PCA as the high
est priority device. However, the 1/0 interface PCA's dis
abled by the CLC instruction must now be monitored for 
service by testing the state of their Flag flip-flops or by 
resetting the Control flip-flops with an STC sc instruction. 

3-14. PRIORITY CONTINUITY. When an 1/0 
interface PCA requests an interrupt, the PRL signal 
applied to the next lower priority 1/0 interface PCA as 
PRH goes false, which prevents that 1/0 interface PCA 
from requesting an interrupt. This sequence continues 
from PCA to PCA until the last (lowest priority) 1/0 inter
face PCA receives a false PRH signal. 

PRIORITY 
Power Fall ENABLE 
Signal SELECT 

CODE 

Power 
04 Fail 

Error 
Signal 

Computer Parity 

Logic Error and 
05 

Memory 

Completion 
Protect 

Signal 

DCPC 06 
Chan 1 

Completion 
Signal 

DCPC 07 
Chan 2 

1/0 10 
De111ce 

Interface 
PCA 

1/0 
Device 

11 

Interface 
PCA 

1/0 
Device 

12 

Interface 
PCA 

1/0 
Device 13 

Interface 
PCA 

Figure 3-4. Priority Linkage 
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If an 1/0 int.erface PCA contains two separately address
able logic circuits such as input/output or command/data, 
continuity of the priority network must be ensured inter
nally on the PCA as illustrated in Figure 3-6. There can be 
no gaps in the priority network ifthe syst.em is to function 
properly. In addition, if a two-select-code PCA is used, 
only the higher select code of the next lower priority 1/0 
slot is available. For example, slot 10 in Figure 3-6 con
tains an 1/0 interface PCA that uses both select codes 10 
and 11. The next select code available (in slot 11) is select 
code 12. If the next lower priority PCA is not set up to use 
a higher select code (in this example 12), a jumper PCA 
must be inserted in slot 11 to ensure continuity of the 
priority network. The next lower priority PCA would be 
inserted into slot 12 in this example case. 

3-15. INSTRUCTIONS AFFECTING PRIORI-
TY. Four instructions (STC, CLC, STF, and CLF) affect 
the 1/0 interface PCA's priority network. Whether an 1/0 
device can or cannot request an int.errupt depends on the 
condition of its 1/0 interface PCA's Control flip-flop (set 
with STC or cleared with CLC) and its Flag flip-flop (set 
with STF or cleared with CLF). If an 1/0 device cannot 
request an interrupt, all succeeding lower priority devices 
assume a priority of one higher in the priority network. 
The four instructions (along with SFS and SFC) also in
hibit all int.errupts during the computer cycle in which 
they occur. This prevents int.errupts from occuring during 
entry and exit from subroutines. Also, a combination of 
two of the four instructions is normally the next-to-last 
instruction in a service subroutine processing an inter
rupt. (The last instruction is a JMP,I instruction to return 
to the main program or to the address of another sub
routine.) If another 1/0 device could interrupt the sub
routine immediat.ely after the combination of the two in
structions and before the JMP,I instruction, the possibility 

would exist that the first 1/0 device could interrupt a 
second time before the JMP,I instruction. In this case, the 
first main program address or the other service subroutine 
address would be destroyed, pr0venting a return to the 
main program or to the other service subroutine. 

3-16. INTERRUPT GENERATION 

A detailed discussion of the sequence of events that take 
place during an interrupt request is contained in para
graphs 4-4 through 4-8 and paragraph 5-4 of this manual. 

3-17. INTERRUPT PROCESSING 

Initially, during an interrupt, the comput.er decrements 
the P-regist.er to ensure that the proper location in the 
main program will be returned to after the int.errupt is 
processed. Also, the computer places the service request 
address (always equal to the select code of the interrupting 
1/0 device) into the M-regist.er. This addresses the memory 
location having the same number as the service request 
address (select code). This location in memory is referred 
to as the "trap cell" and is reserved for one particular 1/0 
device. For example, an 110 device specified by select code 
10 (octal) will interrupt to (i.e., cause execution of the 
cont.ents of) memory location 00010. The computer fetches 
the instruction in the trap cell which is usually ajump to a 
subroutine (JSB,I) instruction. (Any legal instruction can 
be placed in the trap cell.) The contents of the P-register 
plus one are then stored in the first location (X) of the 
subroutine. (Since the previous contents of the first mem
ory location are destroyed when P+ 1 is stored, the first 
instruction of the subroutine should always be a no
operation (NOP) instruction or equivalent.) Next, the lo
cation of the subroutine (X + 1) is placed in the P- and 
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Figure 3-6. Internal Priority Continuation 

M-registers and the computer resumes operation in the 
subroutine. Thus, the instruction stored in location X + 1 is 
the first instruction of the subroutine to be executed. It 
should be noted that the contents of the working registers 
that were in use in the main program should be stored 
when entering the subroutine and restored before exiting 
from the subroutine. Exit from the subroutine is ac
complished with a JMP,I instruction to location X. This 
places the address of the interrupted program instruction 
in the P- and M-registers and allows normal program 
operation to resume. 

3-18. 1/0 DATA TRANSFERS 

I/O data transfers between the HP 1000 M/E/F-Series 
Computer and peripherals can be accomplished using the 
following five methods: 

a. wait-for-flag 

b. interrupt 

c. direct memory access using the Dual-Channel Port 
Controller 

d. Microprogrammed Block I/O (MBIO, E/F-Series only) 

e. Microprogrammable Processor Port (MPP, E-Series 
only) 

The following discussions cover wait-for-flag, interrupt 
and DCPC only. These three concepts are considered to be 
the standard methods of interfacing the HP 1000 to the I/O 
world. The remaining methods, MBIO and MPP, require a 
more detailed explanation and are considered special in
terfacing techniques. 
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The programming sequences presented for wait-for-flag, 
interrupt, and DCPC methods are generalized and 
simplified in order to present an overall view without 
involvement of the operating system software and device 
drivers. Certain I/O interface PCA's may require addi
tional or different control and data transfer protocols for 
correct operation. For additional information, refer to the 
documentation supplied with the appropriate software 
system or I/O subsystem. 

3-19. WAIT-FOR-FLAG TRANSFERS 

The simplest, yet not necessarily the most efficient, way to 
transfer data is the wait-for-flag technique. This method 
involves the activation or toggling of two status signals, 
control and flag, which originate from the I/O interface 
assembly. An I/O device, when requesting service or at
tention, can cause the flag signal on the interface to be set 
or activated. I/O assembly instructions SFS (Skip if Flag is 
Set) or SFC (Skip if Flag is Clear) can be executed to test 
the status of the flag signal and the decision can be made 
by the CPU whether or not to service the device. In using 
this method to transfer data, it is assumed that the com
puter time is relatively unimportant. The programming is 
very simple, consisting of only four words of in-line coding 
as shown in the examples in Table 3-3. Each of these 
routines will transfer one word or character of data. It is 
also assumed that the interrupt system is disabled 
(STF 00 not previously given). The select codes used are 
for example purposes only. 



Table 3-3. Noninterrupt Transfer Example Routines 

INSTRUCTIONS COMMENTS 

INPUT ROUTINE 

STC 12,C Start device. 
SFS 12 Is input ready? 
JMP *-1 No, repeat previous instruction. 
LIA 12 Yes, load input into A-register. 

OUTPUT ROUTINE 

OTA 13 Output A-register to buffer. 
STC 13,C Start device. 
SFS 13 Has device accepted the data? 
JMP *-1 No, repeat previous instruction. 
NOP Yes, proceed. 

3-20. INPUT DATA. In the example in Table 3-3, 
operation begins with a programmed STC 12,C instruction 
which sets the Control flip-flop and clears the Flag flip
flop on the interface PCA. The computer then goes into a 
waiting loop, repeatedly checking the status of the PCA 
Flag flip-flop. Setting the Control flip-flop causes the PCA 
to output a Start (Device Command) signal to the 110 
device. The Start signal causes the device to output a data 
character and then a Done signal to the PCA which sets 
the PCA Flag flip-flop. If the Flag flip-flop is not set, the 
JMPI' -1 instruction causes a jump back to the SFS in
struction. (The * -1 operand is assembler notation for 
"this location minus one".) When the Flag flip-flop is set, 
the skip condition for SFS is met and the JMP instruction 
is skipped. The computer then exits from the waiting loop 
and the LIA 12 instruction loads the device input data into 
the A-register. 

3-21. OUTPUT DATA. The first step, in the exam
ple in Table 3-3, which is to transfer the data to the 
interface PCA buffer, is the OTA 13 instruction. Then STC 
13,C commands the device to operate and accept the data. 
The computer then goes into a waiting loop as discussed in 
the preceding paragraph. When the Flag flip-flop becomes 
set, indicating that the device has accepted the output 
data, the computer exits from the loop. (The final NOP is 
for illustration purposes only.) 

3-22. INTERRUPT TRANSFERS 

The interrupt method is more time and software efficient 
than the wait-for-flag method; however, this method in
volves the use of more computer hardware and the pro
gramming task is more complicated. 

3-23. INPUT DAT A. Figure 3-7 illustrates the se
quence of events required to input data using the inter
rupt method. Note that some operations are under control 
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of the computer program (programmer's responsibility) 
and some of the operations are automatic. Note also that 
the interface PCA (device controller) is installed in the 
slot assigned to select code 12. The operation begins (1) 
with the programmed instruction STC 12,C which sets the 
Control flip-flop and clears the Flag flip-flop on the inter
face PCA. Since the next few operations are under control 
of the hardware, the computer program may continue the 
execution of other instructions. Setting the Control flip
flop causes the PCA to output a Start signal (2) to the 
device which sends out a data character (3) and then 
asserts the Done signal (4). 

The device Done signal sets the PCA Flag flip-flop which 
in turn generates an interrupt (5) assuming that the 
interrupt conditions are met; i.e., the interrupt system 
must be on (STF 00 previously given), no higher priority 
interrupt is pending, and the Control flip-flop is set (ac
complished in step 1). 

The interrupt causes the current computer program to be 
suspended and control is transferred to a service sub
routine (6). It is the programmer's responsibility to pro
vide the linkage (JSB,D between the interrupt location 
(00012 in this case) and the service subroutine. It is also 
the programmer's responsibility to include in his service 
subroutine the instructions for processing the data (load
ing into an accumulator, manipulating if necessary, and 
storing into memory). 

The subroutine may then issue further STC 12,C com
mands to transfer additional data characters. One of the 
final instructions in the service subroutine must be CLC 
or CLF 12. This step (7) restores the interrupt capability to 
lower priority devices and returns the interface PCA to its 
static "ready" condition (Control clear and Flag set). This 
condition is initially established by the computer at power 
turn-on and it is the programmer's responsibility to return 
the interface PCA to the same condition at the completion 
of each data transfer operation. At the end of the sub
routine, control is returned to the interrupted program via 
previously established linkages. 

There are some cases in which it is desirable to use the 
noninterrupt 1/0 data transfer method while the interrupt 
system is enabled. For example, the interrupt system re
mains enabled while a noninterrupt transfer is being car
ried out to an 1/0 device in a privileged interrupt envi
ronment. When a noninterrupt input transfer is used with 
the interrupt system enabled, certain programming con
siderations have to be taken into account. Care must be 
taken as to when the device flag is cleared since all 1/0 
control instructions (SFC, SFS, STF, CLF, STC, and CLC) 
hold off interrupts until the following instruction is exe
cuted. The object here is to prevent the interface PCA on 
which the noninterrupt transfer is occurring from causing 
an interrupt. The usual sequence of instructions used to 
handle an input data transfer are the following: 

SFS SC 

JMPI' -1 
LIA sc,C 
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Figure 3-7. Input Data Transfer (Interrupt Method) 

In this example, the SFS sc instruction senses that the 
device flag is set but holds off interrupts until after execu
tion of the LIA sc,C instruction. Since the device flag is 
cleared by the LIA sc,C instruction, the interrupting de
vice select code is not available to the Central Interrupt 
Register (CIR) when it is clocked. Instead, zero is loaded 
into the CIR. As with normal interrupt processing, the 
contents of the CIR determine the main memory address 
where the next instruction to be executed is found. Since 
the CIR contains zero, the contents of the A-register will 
be executed. This is, of course, undesirable because the 
A-register may contain input data or garbage at this point 
instead of the usual JSB,I instruction. 

Proper operation can be ensured in one of two ways. The 
first consists of placing a CLF sc instruction before the 
LIA sc instruction. This technique eliminates the inter
rupt altogether. For example -

SFS 12 
JMpi' -1 
CLF 12 
LIA 12 

The second method involves inserting an instruction (ex
cept an I/O control instruction) between the JMpi' -1 and 
the LIA sc,C instructions and loading the corresponding 
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trap cell with zero. In this case, the interrupt actually 
occurs after the inserted instruction and before the flag is 
cleared but program execution immediately returns to the 
LIA sc,C instruction. For example -

SFS 12 
JMpi'-1 
NOP 
LIA 12,C 

3-24 OUTPUT DATA. Figure 3-8 illustrated the 
sequence of events required to output data using the inter
rupt method. Again, not the distinction between pro
grammed instructions and automatic operations. It is as
sumed that the data to be transferred has been loaded 
from memory into the A-register and is in a form suitable 
for output. The interface PCA in this example is assumed 
to be in the I/O slot assigned to select code 13. 

The output operation begins with a programmed instruc
tion (OTA 13) to transfer the contents of the A-register to 
the interface PCA buffer (1). This is followed (2) by the 
instruction STC 13,C which sets the Control flip-flop and 
clears the Flag flip-flop on the interface PCA. Since the 
next few operations are under control of the hardware, the 
computer program may continue the execution of other 



instructions. Setting the Control flip-flop causes the inter
face PCA to output the buffered data (3) followed by a 
Start signal (4) to the device which writes (e.g., punches, 
stores, etc.) the data character and asserts the Done 
signal (5). 

The device Done signal sets the PCA Flag flip-flop which, 
in turn, generates an interrupt (6) provided that the inter
rupt system is on, priority is high, and the Control flip-flop 
is set (accomplished in Step 2). The interrupt causes the 
current computer program to be suspended and control is 
transferred to a service subroutine (7). It is the pro
grammer's responsibility to provide the linkage (JSB,I) 
between the interrupt location (00013 in this case) and the 
service subroutine. The detailed contents of the sub
routine are also the programmer's responsibility and the 
contents will vary with the type of device. 

The subroutine can then output further data to the inter
face PCA and reissue the STC 13,C command for addi
tional data character transfers. One of the final instruc
tions in the service subroutine must be a clear control or 
clear flag. This step (8) allows lower priority devices to 
interrupt and restores the channel to its static "ready" 
condition (Control clear and Flag set). At the end of the 
subroutine, control is returned to the interrupted program 
via previously established linkage. 

OUTPUT TRANSFER 

3-25. 
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DUAL-CHANNEL PORT 
CONTROLLER 

The Dual-Channel Port Controller (DCPC) accessory pro
vides a direct data path, software assignable, between 
memory and a high-speed peripheral device. The DCPC 
accomplishes this by stealing an 1/0 cycle instead of inter
rupting to a service subroutine. The DCPC logic is capable 
of stealing every consecutive 1/0 cycle and can transfer 
data at the rates specified in Table 1-1. 

There are two DCPC channels, each of which may be 
separately assigned to operate with any 1/0 interface 
PCA. The two channels are capable of operating simul
taneously in an interleaved fashion and, when in this 
mode, Channel 1 has priority over Channel 2. For the HP 
1000 E/F-Series Computers, the combined maximum 
transfer rate for both channels operating simultaneously 
is as specified in paragraph 6-13. Both channels do not 
have to be operating to achieve the full DCPC bandwidth. 
The DCPC hardware must steal every consecutive 1/0 
cycle to attain the full DCPC bandwidth. Since the mem
ory cycle rate is somewhat faster than the 110 cycle rate, it 
is possible for the CPU to interleave memory cycles while 
the DCPC is operating. 

Transfers via the DCPC are on a full-word basis; hardware 
packing and unpacking of bytes is not provided. The word 
count register is a full 16 bits in length and data transfers 
are accomplished in blocks. The transfer is initiated by an 
initialization routine and from then on the operation is 

OUTPUT COMPUTER 
PROGRAM INTERFACE PCA DEVICE 
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Figure 3-8. Output Data Transfer (Interrupt Method) 
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under automatic control of the hardware. The initializa
tion routine specifies the direction of the data transfer (in 
or out), where in memory to read or write, which J/O 
channel to use, and how much data to transfer. Comple
tion of the block transfer is signaled by an interrupt to 
location 00006 (for channel 1) or to location 00007 (for 
channel 2) if the interrupt system is enabled. It is also 
possible to check for completion by testing the status of the 
flag (SFS or SFC) for select code 06 or 07, or by interrogat
ing the word count register with an LINB instruction to 
select code 02 (for channel 1) or to select code 03 (for 
channel 2). A block transfer in process can be aborted with 
an STF 06 or 07 instruction if the DCPC hardware is not 
stealing every cycle. 

3-26. DCPC INPUT DATA TRANSFER. Figure 
3-9 and Table 3-4 illustrate the sequence of operations for 
a DCPC input transfer. A comparison with the conven
tional interrupt method (Figure 3-7) shows that much 
more of the DCPC operation is automatic. Remember that 
the procedure in Figure 3-7 must be repeated for each 
word or character. In Figure 3-9, the automatic DCPC 
operation will input a block of data any size up to 32, 768 
words. The initialization routine sets up the control regis
ters on the DCPC (1) and issues the first start command 
(e.g., STC 12,C) directly to the interface PCA. The DCPC 
logic is now turned on and the computer program con
tinues with other instructions. 

Setting the Control and clearing the Flag flip-flop (2) 
causes the interface PCA to send a Start signal to the 
external device (3). The device goes through a read cycle 
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and returns with a data word (4), then a Done signal (5). 
The Done signal sets the PCA Flag flip-flop which, regard
less of priority, immediately instructs the DCPC logic to 
request an J/O cycle (6) and transfer a word into memory 
(7). The process now repeats back to the beginning of this 
paragraph to transfer the next word. 

After the specified number of words have been trans
ferred, the interface PCA Control flip-flop is cleared (8) 
and the DCPC logic generates a completion interrupt (9). 
The program control is now forced to a completion routine 
(10), the content of which is the programmer's 
responsibility. 

3-27. DCPC OUTPUT DATA TRANSFER. The 
components that make up a DCPC output transfer are the 
same as the DCPC input transfer: DCPC PCA, CPU mem
ory system, CPU PCA, J/O interface PCA, and J/O device. 
The output transfer, however, identifies a specified block 
(buffer) of data in memory and transfers it to a specified 
J/O device. 

In the case of most output transfers, full handshake pro
tocol between the J/O interface and the J/O device is ob
served. This discussion assumes this protocol. Two major 
operations take place during each DCPC output cycle: 

1. One 16 bit data word is transferred from memory 
through the J/O interface and presented to the J/O 
device's input registers. 

INTERFACE PCA 

SELECT CODE 12 

SET CONTROL 
CLEAR FLAG 

CLEAR CONTROL 

SET FLAG 

BUFFER 

INPUT 
DEVICE 

START 

.. 
PROGRAMMER'S 

RESPONSIBILITY 

~AUTOMATIC 
~ OPERATIONS 

Figure 3-9. DCPC Input Data Transfer 
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Table 3-4. DCPC Input Initialization Program 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

IN LDA CW1 Fetches control word 1 (CW1) from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 68 Outputs CW1 to DCPC Channel 1. 

MAR1 CLC 28 Prepares Memory Address Register to receive control word 2 (CW2). 

LDA CW2 Fetches CW2 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 28 Outputs CW2 to DCPC Channel 1. 

WCR1 STC 28 Prepares Word Count Register to receive control word 3 (CW3). 

LDA CW3 Fetches CW3 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 28 Outputs CW3 to DCPC Channel 1. 

INPUT STC 108,C Start input device. 

STC 68,C Activate DCPC Channel 1. 

SFS 68 Wait while data transfer takes place or, if interrupt processing is used, 
JMP . -1 continue program. 

HLT Halt 

CW1 OCT 120010 Assignment for DCPC Channel 1 (ASGN1 ); specifies 1/0 channel select 
code address (108), STC after each word is transferred, and CLC after 
final word is transferred. 

CW2 OCT 100200 Memory Address Register control. DCPC Channel 1 (MAR1 ); specifies 
memory input operation and starting memory address (2008). 

CW3 DEC -50 Word Count Register control. DCPC Channel 1 (WCR1 ); specifies the 
2's complement of the number of character words in the block of data 
to be transferred (5010). 

2. A Device Command, initiated by an STC from the 
DCPC PCA through the 1/0 interface, is used as a 
"start signal" to tell the 1/0 device to latch the data 
into its input registers. 

memory data has been transferred to the 1/0 device. The 
DCPC communicates this completion condition to the 
CPU and can be interrogated on a "skip if flag set" basis 
(SFS 6, or SFS 7). If the interrupt system is enabled, this 
completion flag from either DCPC channel causes an 
interrupt to the respective DCPC trap cells (memory loca
tions 6 or 7). The trap cell (memory location) may contain 
a JSB,I (call) to the desired DCPC Service Routine. 

As the device completes the latching of each data word 
(one word per DCPC cycle), it returns a "flag" to the 
interface which indicates that the output process has been 
completed and that it is ready to accept another word. The 
flag from the device initiates the setting of the Flag flip
flop on the interface which in turn activates the Service 
Request (SRQ) signal to the DCPC module. SRQ when 
sensed by the DCPC, is responsible for initiating a DCPC 
cycle which transfers one data word. This process con
tinues until the word count register located on the DCPC 
becomes zero, signaling that the entire specified block of 

3-28. DCPC OUTPUT TRANSFER INITIALIZA
TION. Close attention must be paid to the coding of a 
DCPC output transfer because of the backwards compati
ble nature of the DCPC option. As previously stated, the 
issuing of STC is used to instruct the 1/0 device to latch 
the data into its input registers. Due to the design of the 
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Table 3-5. DCPC Output Initialization Program - Method 1 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

ASGN2 LDA CW1 Fetches control word 1 (CW1) from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 78 Outputs CW1 to DCPC Channel 2. 

MAR2 CLC 38 Prepares Memory Address Register to receive control word 2 (CW2). 

LDA CW2 Fetches CW2 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 38 Outputs CW2 to DCPC Channel 2. 

WCR2 STC 38 Prepares Word Count Register to receive control word 3 (CW3). 

LDA CW3 Fetches CW3 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 38 Outputs CW3 to DCPC Channel 2. 

OUTPT CLC 118,C Turn off the interface (idle the device). 

STF 118 Assert SRO to DCPC. 

STC 78,C Activate DCPC Channel 2. 

SFS 78 Wait while data transfer takes place or, if interrupt processing is used, 
JMP . -1 continue program. 

HLT Halt 

CW1 OCT 100011 Assignment for DCPC Channel 2 (ASGN2); specifies 1/0 channel select 
code address (11 8), STC after each word is transferred, and CLC after 
final word is transferred. 

CW2 OCT 000200 Memory Address Register control. DCPC Channel 2 (MAR2); specifies 
memory output operation and starting memory address (2008). 

CW3 DEC -50 Word Count Register control. DCPC Channel 2 (WCR2); specifies the 
2's complement of the number of character words in the block of data 
to be transferred (5010). 

DCPC hardware, the STC signal (when optionally confi
gured to occur during the transfer) is issued before the 
data is presented to the device. This may result in the 
device taking erroneous or previous data from the inter
face. Therefore, the output transfer initialization routine 
or interface hardware must take this into account. In 
general, the output initialization routine used will depend 
on the 1/0 device being used. Two methods ofDCPC output 
initialization are presented here. 

ters of the 1/0 device. A jumper on the HP 12566 and HP 
12930 Interfaces is used to select this flip-flop. If you wish 
to use this method in conjunction with a custom-designed 
1/0 interface, you must include this flip-flop in your de
sign. The use of this flip-flop allows for the standard in
struction sequence illustrated in Table 3-5. Notice that the 
actual DCPC setup sequence is common to both output 
and input transfers. A description of the output sequence 
follows (refer to Table 3-5 and Figure 3-10: 

3-29. Output Initialization Method 1. The first 
method involves the use of the "timing/party line" flip-flop 
located on some 1/0 interface cards. This flip-flop is used to 
delay the Device Command until the end of the DCPC 
cycle, allowing the data to be latched into the input regis-
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1. 

2. 

The common initialization routine sets up the con
trol registers on the DCPC. 

Clear Control (CLC sc) to the interface assures that 
the Device Command can be asserted and also 
serves as a method to "idle" the device. 



3/4. 

5. 

6. 

Setting the Flag flip-flop (STF sc) on the interface 
asserts the SRQ signal to initiate the transfer of 
the first word. At this time, DCPC has not been 
enabled by the program, thus SRQ remains active 
but does not cause an official DCPC cycle to take 
place. On an output transfer, the initial activation 
of SRQ through software is the only way to signal 
DCPC that an 1/0 device is prepared to receive 
data. If the STC sc is executed first, as for input 
transfers, it may cause the 1/0 device to accept 
erroneous data which is resident on the 1/0 inter
face's output registers at the time. 

Setting the Control flip-flop and clearing the Flag 
flip-flop (STC sc,C) on the DCPC channel activates 
the beginning of the output transfer from memory 
to the 1/0 device. This allows the previously as
serted SRQ to be sampled by the DCPC, then the 
first DCPC output cycle is requested and started. 

The DCPC hardware initiates an STC sc,C to the 
interface near the beginning of the DCPC cycle. 
Since the "timing/party line" flip-flop is being used 
on the interface, the Device Command is delayed 
until the end of the cycle. 

COMPUTER 
PROGRAM 

Initialization 

• • • • • 

@ 
Interrupt 

Completion 
Routine 

MEMORY 
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7/8. The data word from memory is latched into the 1/0 
interface output registers and is allowed to 
stabilize on the input registers of the 1/0 device. 
This takes place during the middle of the DCPC 
cycle. 

9. The STC sc,C, issued earlier, is preserved on the 
Control flip-flop output which provides the input 
for the timing/party line flip-flop. The end of the 
DCPC cycle is used to clock the timing/party line 
flip-flop; the resulting signal is the Device 
Command. 

10/11. The Device Command (start) causes the device to 
latch or take the data that is present on its input 
lines and returns a Device Flag. The setting of the 
Flag flip-flop asserts SRQ (4), resulting in the re
quest of another DCPC cycle. Steps 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 
and 11 are now repeated under the specific direc
tion of the DCPC hardware until the entire block of 
data words has been transferred to the 1/0 device 
from memory. At this time, the DCPC channel 
Flag is set thus generating an interrupt (12) and 
program control is transferred to the user-written 

INTERFACE PCA 
Select Code 12 

•••• Programmer's Responsibility 

~ Automatic Operations 

-0- Time Delay 

OUTPUT 
DEVICE 

Done 

Start 

@) 
Take Data 

Figure 3-10. DCPC Output Data Transfer - Method 1 
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7700-497 
Figure 3-11. Five Word DCPC Output Transfer - Method 2 

completion routine (13). The SFS or SFC instruc
tions can also be used to test the DCPC channel 
Flag (select codes 6 or 7) for transfer completion. 

3-30. Output Initialization Method 2. A second 
method of DCPC output transfer initialization exists and 
can be used when the 1/0 interface design does not permit 
the use of a timing/party line flip-flop. This means that the 
Device Command signal cannot be prevented from occur
ring prior to the time when the data is available at the 
interface. Method 2 compensates for this and allows the 
data to stabilize before the Device Command latches it 
into the input register of the device. 

This method involves issuing the data word prior to the 
Device Command. For example, the data that is latched 
into the output register of the 1/0 interface at DCPC cycle 
n is then latched into the input register of the device at 
DCPC cycle n + 1. Therefore, two DCPC cycles are involved 
in the transfer of one word of data as shown in Figure 3-9. 

Note that after the initialization of the DCPC hardware, 
memory data word 2 is valid at the 1/0 interface during 
DCPC cycle 1 but is not transferred to the device until the 
STC command at DCPC cycle 2. This type of interleaving 
scheme allows for standard programming initialization of 
the DCPC control registers such that no loss of time or 
cycles occurs during the entire DCPC block transfer. 

The software initialization sequence for this method in
cludes a programmed 1/0 output transfer (OTC sc) to the 
interface prior to turning on DCPC (Figure 3-11 and Table 
3-6). This transfers the first word in the memory buffer to 
the 1/0 interface so that the STC command, at the begin
ning the first DCPC cycle, latches the first word into the 
device. On the last cycle of the transfer, the STC function 
is the only valid DCPC operation that occurs. The data 
word that is issued in the last cycle is not part of the 
specified memory buffer and is ignored, i.e., this word is 
never latched into the device since the DCPC word count 
is zero and the DCPC hardware has stopped further output 
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transfer operations. Care should be taken to ensure that 
the appropriate DCPC control word (Control Word 2) is 
initialized to the second word in the block to be transferred 
since the first word is output via programmed 1/0. 

3-31. DCPC CONTROL WORDS. The information 
required to initialize the DCPC (transfer direction, mem
ory allocation, 1/0 channel assignment, and block length) 
is given by three control words. These three words must be 
addressed specifically to the DCPC. Figure 3-12 illustrates 
the format of the three control words. Control Word 1 
(CWl) identifies the 1/0 channel to be used and provides 
two options selectable by the programmer: 

Bit 15: 
1 = give STC (in addition to CLF) to 110 channel in 

the middle of each DCPC cycle (except on last 
cycle, if input) 

0 =no STC 

CONTROL WORD 1 !Device Controll 

12 11 10 9 8 6 5 3 2 

INot used) 

CONTROL WORD 2 IMemorv Controll 

13 12 11 10 9 8 6 5 4 0 

Memory Address 

CONTROL WORD 3 (Block Length ControO 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 5 4 0 

Word Counl 

Figure 3-12. DCPC Control Word Formats 
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Table 3-6. DCPC Output Initialization Program - Methcd 2 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

ASGN2 LDA CW1 Fetches control word 1 (CW1) from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 78 Outputs CW1 to DCPC Channel 2. 

MAR2 CLC 38 Prepares Memory Address Register to receive control word 2 (CW2). 

LDA CW2 Fetches CW2 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 38 Outputs CW2 to DCPC Channel 2. 

WCR2 STC 38 Prepares Word Count Register to receive control word 3 (CW3). 

LDA CW3 Fetches CW3 from memory and loads it in A-register. 

OTA 38 Outputs CW3 to DCPC Channel 2. 

OUT PT LDA 8UF1 Load A-register with first word to be transferred. 

OTA 128 Output first word to 1/0 interface. 

CLC 118,C Turn off the interface (idle the device). 

STF 118 Assert SRO to DCPC. 

STC 78,C Activate DCPC Channel 2. 

SFS 78 Wait while data transfer takes place or, if interrupt processing is used, 
JMP * -1 continue program. 

HLT Halt 

CW1 OCT 100011 Assignment for DCPC Channel 2 (ASGN2); specifies 1/0 channel select 
code address (11 8), STC after each word is transferred, and CLC after 
final word is transferred. 

CW2 OCT 000200 Memory Address Register control. DCPC Channel 2 (MAR2); specifies 
memory output operation and starting memory address (2008). 

CW3 DEC -50 Word Count Register control. DCPC Channel 2 (WCR2); specifies the 
2's complement of the number of character words in the block of data 
to be transferred (50 10). 

Bit 13: 
1 = give CLC to 1/0 channel in the middle of the last 

DCPC cycle of block transfer 

The clear control option of Control Word 1 (bit 13 = 1, 
figure 3-12) is 1/0 interface dependent for DCPC output 
transfers. Depending on the hardware design of the inter
face, a condition might exist such that the last data word 
is not received by the device because of the device com
mand is not issued. This can occur if the CLC signal 
overrides the STC signal (Control Word 1, bit 15 =1), con
sequently eliminating the device command for the last 
word transferred. The manner in which the interface 
hardware handles the STC and CLC signals determines 

0 =no CLC 

The STC signal being given in the middle of each DCPC 
cycle can be disabled (Control Word 1, bit 15 = 0) al
together in rare cases in which the 1/0 device does not 
require a handshake sequence to accept data. 
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whether or not the CLC option should be used. In those 
cases in which the CLC option cannot be used, the device 
is idled and the interface is disabled by issuing a CLC 
(Clear Control) instruction. 

Control Word 2 (CW2) gives the starting memory address 
for the block transfer and bit 15 determines whether data 
is to go into memory (logic 1) or out of memory (logic 0). 
Control Word 3 (CW3) is the two's complement of the 
number of words to be transferred into or out of memory 
(i.e., the block length). This number can be from 1 to 
32,768 although it is limited in the practical case by avail
able memory. 

Table 3-4 contains the basic program sequence for output
ting the control words to the DCPC. As shown in Table 
3-4, CLC 2 and STC 2 perform switching functions to 
prepare the logic for either CW2 or CW3. The device is 
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assumed to be in 1/0 slot channel 10 and it is also assumed 
that its start command is STC lOB,C. The sample values 
of CWl, CW2, and CW3 will read a block of 50 words and 
store these words in locations 200 through 261 (octal). The 
STC 06B,C instruction starts the DCPC operation. A 
flag-status method of detecting the end-of-transfer is used 
in this example; an interrupt to location 00006 could be 
substituted for this test. One important difference should 
be noted when doing a DCPC input operation from a disc 
or a drum. Due to the synchronous nature of disc or drum 
memories and the design of the interface PCA, the order of 
starting must be reversed from the order given; i.e., start 
the DCPC first and then start the disc or drum. Table 3-5 
illustrates a DCPC output transfer. Select codes 3 and 7 
are used in conjunction with a Channel 2 transfer. It 
should be noted that either channel can be used for input 
or output. 



This section contains a general discussion of the HP 1000 
Computers' timing schemes. Different timing schemes are 
employed by the HP 1000 M-Series and HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computers and will, therefore, be discussed 
separately in the following paragraphs. Since timing for 
all computers is derived from a crystal-controlled oscil
lator in the control processor, a basic knowledge of control 
procesor timing is required to fully understand I/O Section 
timing. Timing cycles for the control processor are differ
ent from the timing cycles for other computer sections and 
these sections operate asynchronously until they must 
communicate with each other. Then, the control processor 
will inhibit (freeze) its operations until it is synchronized 
with the applicable computer section. 

4-1. CONTROL PROCESSOR TIMING 
(HP 1000 M-SERIES) 

A timing configuration diagram for the HP 1000 M-Series 
Computer is contained in Figure 4-1. As shown, control 
processor timing is derived from an 18.5-MHz crystal
controlled oscillator that clocks a three-stage ring counter 
approximately every 54 nanoseconds. The counter consists 
of a PA flip-flop (PA FF), PB flip-flop (PB FF), and PC 
flip-flop (PC FF) whose states are decoded to provide six 
54-nanosecond periods designated PO, Pl, P2, P3, P4, and 
P5 as shown in Figure 4-2. These six P-periods comprise 
one control processor cycle (one microcycle) and represent 
the time duration (325 nanoseconds) required by the com
puter to execute one microinstruction. Some decoded tim
ing signals are continuous-running and others can be fro
zen by the control processor Freeze flip-flop. (The timing 
signals that can be frozen are designated in Figure 4-2.) If 
the execution of a microinstruction is dependent on syn
chronization between the control processor and some other 
computer section, the control processor will freeze certain 
clock signals to prevent execution of the microinstruction 
until the required synchronization has been completed. A 
freeze inhibits designated clock signals from the end of one 
P2 period to the end of the next P2 period. (Only one freeze 
signal can be issued per microcycle.) A freeze signal per
forms the following functions: 

a. Prevents alteration of Arithmetic/Logic Section 
registers. 

b. Prevents alteration of Read-Only-Memory (ROM) In
struction Register or ROM Address Register. 

c. Prevents loading of Central Interrupt Register. 

d. Prevents alteration of Overflow, Extend, and Flag 
flip-flops. 

llUlll·h'I COMPUTER TIMING[ iv [ 

e. Isolates the control processor from the S-Bus. 

f. Prevents the control processor from sending Read or 
Write signals to the Memory Section. 

g. Prevents obtaining of data from the Memory Section. 

h. Prevents initiation of an 1'0 cycle. 

Although there are various conditions that determine if a 
freeze is required, only those conditions that affect the 1'0 
Section will be discussed. Synchronous operation between 
the 1'0 Section and the control processor is required under 
two conditions: (1) to clock the select code of the interrupt
ing device into the Central Interrupt Register in order to 
issue an Interrupt Acknowledge CIAK) signal to the 1'0 
interface PCA and (2) when the computer is ready to 
execute an 1'0 instruction. To issue an IAK signal, an 
internal Central Interrupt Register Enable (CIREN) sig
nal is generated which initiates the freeze condition, 
clocks the Central Interrupt Register, and causes the gen
eration of the IAK signal. The trailing edge ofT6 from the 
L'O Section removes the freeze condition and terminates 
the IAK signal. Prior to the execution of an 1'0 instruc
tion, an internal 1'0 Group Special (IOGSP) signal is gen
erated which initiates the freeze condition. The trailing 
edge of T2 from the 1'0 Section terminates this freeze 
condition. Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of a freeze con
dition on control processor clock generation. 

4-2. CONTROL PROCESSOR TIMING 
(HP 1000 E- AND F-SERIES) 

A timing configuration diagram for the HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computer is shown in Figure 4-3. As shown, 
control processor timing is derived from a 28.5-MHz 
crystal-controlled oscillator that clocks a three-stage Gray 
counter every 35 nanoseconds. The counter is decoded 
from a PA FF, PB FF, and PC FF to provide either five or 
eight 35-nanosecond periods designated Pl, P2, P3, El, 
E2, E3, P4, and P5 as shown in Figure 4-4. These periods 
comprise one microcycle and represent the time duration 
(175 or 280 nanoseconds) required by the computer to 
execute one microinstruction. The HP 1000 E/F-Series 
Computers make use of variable-length microcycles and, 
because the 1'0 Section T-periods are also variable be
tween non-IOG cycles, no attempt should be made to use 
L'O Section backplane signals as basic clocks. 

The shortest time duration required to execute a mi
croinstruction is 175 nanoseconds and is termed a short 
microcycle. (The short microcycle is the time duration for 
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which the Arithmetic/Logic Section is designed to oper
ate.) When the SHORT signal (Figure 4-3) is low, the 
three-stage Gray code counter and decoder generates five 
35-nanosecond periods designated Pl, P2, P3, P4, and P5. 

Since the HP 1000 E/F-Series Computer is user mi
croprogrammable and since certain 110 interface PCA's 
may not be able to function properly with a control pro
cessor cycle time of less than 190 nanoseconds, during the 
execution of an 1/0 instruction, the control processor cycle 
time is extended to a duration of280 nanoseconds which is 
termed a long microcycle. Control memory has an access 
time of approximately 140 nanoseconds (worst case) and 
the Control Section's Memory Address register is loaded 
only at the control processor cycle time period P3. There
fore, if a branch microinstruction is to be executed, only 
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two control processor cycle time periods (P4 and P5) would 
remain to access memory during a short microcycle which 
is an insufficient amount of time. Hence, whenever a 
branch microinstruction is to be executed, an internal 
MICRO-BRANCH signal (Figure 4-3) is generated which 
in turn, at time P3, generates a high SHORT signal. When 
the SHORT signal is high, the three-stage Gray counter 
and decoder generates eight 35-nanosecond periods. The 
35-nanosecond extend periods are designated El, E2, and 
E3. Once the branch microinstruction is executed, the 
MICRO-BRANCH signal is terminated, the SHORT sig
nal goes low, and the control processor cycle returns to the 
five-period cycle of Pl through P5. To ensure that all 1/0 
interface PCA's have sufficient time to function properly, 
a high 1/0 Group Enable flip-flop (IOGEN FF) signal is 
generated during 1/0 operations to set the SHORT signal 

t---11--------- P5 

T2 

1/0 
THREE- T3 
STAGE 

COUNTER T4 
AND 

DECODER T5 

T6 

Figure 4-1. HP 1000 M-Series Computer Timing Configuration 
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high which, in turn, causes the three-stage Gray counter 
and decoder to divide by eight and produce a long mi
crocycle of 280 nanoseconds (Pl, P2, P3, El, E2, E3, P4, 
and P5). 

Like the HP 1000 M-Series Computers, the HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computer control processor will freeze certain 
clock signals to prevent execution of a microinstruction 
until the required synchronization between the control 
processor and the applicable computer section has been 
accomplished. A freeze inhibits designated clock signals 
from the end of one Pl period to the end of the next Pl 
period. Figure 4-4 illustrates the effect of a freeze condi
tion on control processor clock generation. Only one freeze 
condition can be issued per microcycle. A freeze signal 
performs the functions listed in paragraph 4-l(a) through 

I .. 325 NS -------J 
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4-l(h). Although various conditions determine if a freeze 
is required, only those conditions that affect the 1'0 Sec
tion will be discussed. There are two conditions when 
synchronous operation between the control processor and 
the 1'0 Section is required: (1) to clock the Central Inter
rupt Register in order to issue an IAK signal to an 1'0 
interface PCA and (2) when the computer is ready to 
execute an 1'0 instruction. To issue an IAK signal, an 
internal Interrupt Acknowledge Special (IAKSP) signal is 
generated which initiates the freeze condition (Figure 
4-3), clocks the Central Interrupt Register, and causes the 
generation of the IAK signal. The trailing edge ofT6 from 
the 1'0 Section removes the freeze condition and termi
nates the IAK signal. Prior to the execution of an 1'0 
instruction, an internal IOGSP signal is generated which 
initiates the freeze condition. The trailing edge ofT2 from 
the 1'0 Section terminates this freeze condition. 
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Figure 4-2. HP 1000 M-Series Control Processor Timing Diagram 
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In addition to the freeze condition, the HP 1000 E/F-Series 
Computers also employ a "pause" feature to suspend con
trol processor timing. This feature permits asynchronous 
interface operations with memory. When the PAUSE sig
nal (Figure 4-3) is high, the three-stage Gray counter and 
decoder operates as previously discussed. Whenever the 
PAUSE signal is low, however, a pause condition occurs 
and the microcycle is suspended at P3 period until the 
PAUSE signal again goes high. For example, if memory is 
busy (MBUSY signal high) and either the CPU or DCPC 
requests another memory operation, the PAUSE signal 
will go low at the next P3 period and the microcycle will be 
suspended at P3 until the memory is no longer busy and 

MICRO· 
BRANCH 

P3NF 

28.5 MHZ 

the MBUSY signal goes low. When MBUSY goes low, the 
PAUSE signal goes high and the microcycle will advance 
to either P4 or El period depending on the logic level of 
the SHORT signal as previously discussed. Therefore, as 
shown in Figure 4-4, a long microcycle duration can ran
domly vary from 280 to 630 nanoseconds and cannot be 
predicted unless the precise state of the computer is 
known (i.e., memory cycle time, memory operation, etc.). 
(It should be noted that during the execution of an 110 
instruction, internal computer design guarantees a long 
microcycle duration of 280 nanoseconds for 110 periods T3, 
T4, and T5.) 
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Figure 4-3. HP 1000 E/F-Series Computer Timing Configuration 



4-3. 1/0 SECTION TIMING 

As shown in Figures 4-1 through 4-4, I/O Section timing is 
derived from the control processor basic clock P5 non
freezable period (P5NF) that clocks the I/O three-stage 
counter and decoder. The counter is decoded from a TA 
flip-flop (TA FF), TB flip-flop (TB FF), and TC flip-flop (TC 
FF) to provide five T-periods designated T2, T3, T4, T5 and 
T6. These five T-periods comprise one I/O cycle and repre
sent the required time to generate all the I/O signals that 
are required to execute an I/O instruction. For HP 1000 
M-Series Computers, all T-periods are 325 nanoseconds 
and therefore, the duration of one I/O cycle is always 1.625 

Computer Timing 

microseconds. For HP 1000 E/F-Series Computers, 
T-periods T3 through T5 are 280 nanoseconds each and T2 
and T6 are either 175 or 280 nanoseconds. Therefore the 
duration of one E/F-Series I/O cycle is from 1.19 to 1.40 
microseconds. Since all computer I/O cycles begin with T2 
and end with T6, and since no I/O commands are gener
ated at time T6 except Interrupt Acknowledge (IAK), the 
different 110 cycle time durations do not affect 1/0 com
patibility between the HP 1000 M-Series and HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computers or with existing HP 2100 Series 
interfaces. When an I/O cycle occurs, the various 1/0 sig
nals are generated at the T-period times illustrated in 
Figure 4-5. Table 4-1 briefly defines all 1/0 signal 
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Figure 4-4. HP 1000 E/F-Series Control Processor Timing Diagram 
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Table 4-lA. 1/0 Signal Definitions and Connector Pin Assignments (Numerical) 

PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC 
NO. AND DEFINITION NO. AND DEFINITION 

(ODD) (EVEN) 

1 GND: Ground 2 GND: Ground 
3 PAL: Priority Low 4 FLGL: Flag signal, Lower Select Code 
5 SFC: Skip if Flag is Clear 6 IRQL: Interrupt Request, Lower 

Select Code 
7 CLF: Clear (reset) Flag flip-flop 8 IEN: Interrupt Enable 
9 STF: Set Flag flip-flop 10 IAK: Interrupt Acknowledge 

11 T3: 1/0 time period T3 12 SKF: Skip on Flag 
13 CRS: Control Reset 14 SCM: Select Code Most Significant Digit 

(Lower Address) 
15 IOG: 1/0 Group 16 SCL: Select Code Least Significant Digit 

(Lower Address) 
17 POPIO: Power On Preset to 1/0 18 IOB16: 1/0 Bus input, bit 16 . 

(M-Series only) 
18 BIOS: "Not" Block 1/0 Strobe 

(E-Series only) 
19 SRO: Service Request 20 100: 1/0 data Output signal 
21 CLC: Clear (reset) Control flip-flop 22 STC: Set Control flip-flop 
23 PRH: Priority High 24 IOI: 1/0 data Input signal 
25 SFS: Skip if Flag is Set 26 IOBO: 1/0 Bus input, bit 0 
27 IOB8: 1/0 Bus input, bit 8 28 IOB9: 1/0 Bus input, bit 9 
29 IOB1: 1/0 Bus input, bit 1 30 IOB2: 1/0 Bus input bit 2 
31 IOB10: 1/0 Bus input, bit 10 32 SIR: Set Interrupt Request 
33 IRQH: Interrupt Request, 34 SCL: Select Code Least Significant Digit 

Higher Select Code (Higher Address) 
35 IOBO: 1/0 Bus output, bit 0 36 +28V 
37 SCM: Select Code Most Significant Digit 38 IOB1: 1/0 Bus output, bit 1 

(Higher Address) 
39 +5V 40 +5V 
41 IOB2: 1/0 Bus output, bit 2 42 IOB4: 1/0 Bus output, bit 4 
43 +12V 44 +12V 
45 IOB3: 1/0 Bus output, bit 3 46 ENF: Enable Flag 
47 -2V 48 -2V 
49 FLGH: Flag signal, Higher Select Code 50 RUN: Run 
51 IOB5: 1/0 Bus output, bit 5 52 IOB7: 1/0 Bus output, bit 7 
53 IOB6: 1/0 Bus output, bit 6 54 IOB8: 1/0 Bus output, bit 8 
55 IOB11: 1/0 Bus output, bit 11 56 IOB9: 1/0 Bus output, bit 9 
57 IOB12: 1/0 Bus output, bit 12 58 IOB10: 1/0 Bus output, bit 1 O 
59 Not Used 60 IOB11: 1/0 Bus input, bit 11 
61 IOB13: 1/0 Bus output, bit 13 62 EDT: End Data Transfer (DCPC) 
63 Not Used 64 IOB3: 1/0 Bus input, bit 3 
65 IOB14: 1/0 Bus output, bit 14 66 PON: Power On Normal 
67 Not Used (M-Series only) 68 Not Used 
67 BIOO: "Not" Block 1/0 Output 

(E-Series only) 
69 -12V 70 -12V 
71 Not Used 72 Not Used 
73 SFSB: Skip if Flag is Set Buffered 74 IOB15: 1/0 Bus output, bit 15 

(M-Series only) 
73 BIOi: "Not" Block 1/0 Input 

(E-Series only) 
75 Not Used 76 Not Used 
77 IOB4: 1/0 Bus input, bit 4 78 IOB12: 1/0 Bus input, bit 12 
79 IOB13: 1/0 Bus input, bit 13 80 IOB5: 1/0 Bus input, bit 5 
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Table 4-lA. 1/0 Signal Definitions and Connector Pin Assignments (Numerical) (Continued) 

PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC 
NO. AND DEFINITION NO. AND DEFINITION 

(ODD) (EVEN) 

81 IOB6: 1/0 Bus input, bit 6 82 IOB14: 1/0 Bus input, bit 14 
83 IOB15: 1/0 Bus input, bit 15 84 IOB7: 1/0 Bus input, bit 7 
85 GND: Ground 86 GND: Ground 

Notes: 1. The following pins are connected together in pairs on each 1/0 backplane connector: 1 and 2; 39 and 40; 43 and 
44; 4 7 and 48; 69 and 70; and 85 and 86. 

2. Corresponding IOB bit lines are connected together on each 1/0 backplane connector (i.e., pins 26 and 35 are 
connected together, pins 29 and 38 are connected together, etc.). 

3. Refer to Section VI of this manual for additional information on the block 1/0 signals on connector pins 18, 67, 
and 73. 
' 

4. Refer to Appendix B of this manual for more detailed signal descriptions. 

Table 4-lB. 1/0 Signal Pin Assignments (Alphabetical) 

PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC 
NO. AND DEFINITION NO. AND DEFINITION 

67 BIOi: "Not" Block 1/0 Input 35 IOBO: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 0 
(HP 1000 E- and F-Series only) 38 IOB1: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 1 

73 BIOO: "Not" Block 1/0 Output 41 IOB2: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 2 
(HP 1000 E- and F-Series only) 45 IOB3: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 3 

18 BIOS: "Not" Block 1/0 Strobe 42 IOB4: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 4 
(HP 1000 E- and F-Series only) 51 IOB5: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 5 

21 CLC: Clear (reset) Control flip-flop 53 IOB6: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 6 
7 CLF: Clear (reset) Flag flip-flop 52 IOB7: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 7 

13 CRS: Control Reset 54 IOB8: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 8 
62 EDT: End Data Transfer 56 IOB9: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 9 
46 ENF: Enable Flag 58 IOB10: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 1 O 
49 FLGH: Flag Signal, Higher Select Code 
4 FLGL: Flag Signal, Lower Select Code 60 IOB11: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 11 

10 IAK: Interrupt Acknowledge 57 IOB12: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 12 
8 IEN: Interrupt Enable 61 IOB13: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 13 

26 IOBO: 1/0 Bus Input, bit O 65 IOB14: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 14 
29 IOB1: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 1 74 IOB15: 1/0 Bus Output, bit 15 
30 IOB2: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 2 15 JOG: 1/0 Group 
64 IOB3: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 3 24 IOI: 1/0 Data Input Signal 
77 IOB4: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 4 20 100: 1/0 Data Output Signal 
80 IOB5: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 5 33 IRQH: Interrupt Request, Higher 
81 IOB6: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 6 Select Code 
84 IOB7: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 7 6 IRQL: Interrupt Request, Lower 
27 IOB8: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 8 Select Code 
28 IOB9: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 9 66 PON: Power On Normal 
31 IOB10: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 10 17 POPIO: Power On Preset to 1/0 
60 IOB11: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 11 23 PRH: Priority High 
78 IOB12: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 12 3 PRL: Priority Low 
79 IOB13: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 13 50 RUN: Run 
82 IOB14: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 14 16 SCL: Select Code Least Significant 
83 IOB15: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 15 Digit (Lower Address) 
18 IOB16: 1/0 Bus Input, bit 16 34 SCL: Select Code Least Significant 

(HP 1000 M-Series only) Digit (Higher Address) 
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Table 4-lB. I/O Signal Pin Assignments (Alphabetical) (Continued) 

PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC 
NO. AND DEFINITION 

14 SCM: Select Code Most Significant 
Digit (Lower Address) 

37 SCM: Select Code Most Significant 
Digit (Higher Address) 

5 SFC: Skip if Flag is Clear 
25 SFS: Skip if Flag is Set 
73 SFSB: Sip if Flag is Set Buffered 
32 SIR: Set Interrupt Request 
12 SKF: Skip on Flag 
19 SRO: Service Request 
22 STC: Set Control flip-flop 

mnemonics and identifies 1/0 connector pin number as
signments for each signal. A more detailed description of 
the 1/0 signals is contained in Appendix B of this manual. 
(It should be noted that any individual interface PCA may 
not necessarily use all the signals listed in Table 4-1.) 
Interface PCA designers should also note that three 
T-periods (T2, T3, and T5) are buffered directly onto the 
IJO backplane and are unconditionally generated on 
backplane connector pin numbers 46, 11, and 32 respec
tively, once every 1/0 cycle. Period T2, renamed Enable 
Flag (ENF), is used to set interface PCA Flag flip-flops 
synchronously to begin interrupt priority resolution which 
ensures that no flag is set in the middle of some other 1/0 
operation. Flags are to be set only during period T2 prior 
to generating I/O control signals. Period T5, renamed Set 
Interrupt Request (SIR), is used to set the Interrupt 
Request flip-flop on the interface PCA with the highest 
priority that is ready to interrupt. 

4-4. TYPICAL APPLICATION 

As an aid toward a better understanding of how the I/O 
Section timing scheme works, a typical application using 
the HP 12597 A 8-Bit Duplex Register Interface PCA will 
be discussed in the following paragraphs. (A more detailed 
discussion of interface PCA basic element requirements 
and how to design your own interface PCA is contained in 
Section V.) As shown in Figure 4-6, the 8-bit duplex regis
ter interface PCA contains both input and output buffer 
storage for up to eight bits of control information, com
mand information, or data. It also contains control logic to 
provide start and/or stop commands to the I/O device and 
flag logic to signal the computer when the 1/0 device is 
ready to perform its function. 

4-5. SAMPLE PROGRAMS 

Tables 4-2 and 4-3 contain sample programs that illus
trate methods of programming the interface PCA using 

PIN SIGNAL MNEMONIC 
NO. AND DEFINITION 

9 STF: Set Flag flip-flop 
11 T3: 1/0 Time Period T3 

1,2,85,86 GND: Ground 
69,70 -12V 
47,48 -2V 
39,40 +5V 
43,44 +12V 

36 +28V 
59,63,68, 
71,72,75, Not Used 

76 

assembly language subroutines. (To satisfy the addressing 
requirements discussed in Section III, the interface PCA is 
arbitrarily assigned the select code of 15 octal.) The sam
ple programs are designed only to exercise the interface 
PCA functions and do not apply to any specific 1/0 device. 
Table 4-2 provides sample programs for input and output 
operations. Table 4-3 provides a sample program for a 
combined input and output operation. (The use of a control 
word to the device and a status word from the device in 
Table 4-3 is for example purposes only. Data can be substi
tuted in place of the control and/or status words without 
changing the programming techniques.) 

4-6. FUNCTIONAL OPERATION 

A flowchart illustrating the functional operation of the 
interface PCA during a typical I/O operation is contained 
in Figure 4-7. The programmed instructions shown on the 
flowchart are basically the same as those used in the 
combined I/O sample program contained in Table 4-3. The 
sequence of events illustrated in Figure 4-7 is as follows: 

a. Data or control information is transferred from the 
computer's A-register to the interface PCA's output 
data register. 

b. The I/O device is commanded to accept the data or 
control information and perform its function. 

c. The computer waits for the I/O device to complete its 
operation. 

d. The I/O device transfers a status word or data to the 
interface PCA's input data register and signals that 
its operation is complete. 

e. The status word or data is transferred from the inter
face PCA's input data register to the computer's 
B-register. 
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Table 4-2. Sample Input and Output Programs 

0001 ASMB,A,B,L,T 
0002* 
0003 00100 ORG 100B 
0004 00100 000000 START NOP 
0005* 
0006* 
0007* 
0008* 
0009* 
0010* 
0011* 
0012* 
0013* 
0014* 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021* 
0022* 
0023* 
0024* 
0025* 
0026* 
0027* 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034* 
0035* 
0036 

THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES ARE SAMPLES TO SHOW THE OPERATION OF THE 
8-BIT DUPLEX REGISTER GENERAL PURPOSE INTERFACE. THE INTERFACE 
HAS BEEN ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED A SELECT CODE OF 15 OCTAL. 

00101 
00102 
00103 
00104 
00105 
00106 

00107 
0011 0 
00111 
00112 
0011 3 
0011 4 

INPUT ROUTINE 

000000 INPT 
1 03715 
102315 
024103 
102515 
124101 

OUTPUT ROUTINE 

000000 
102315 
024110 
102615 
1 0371 5 
124107 

OUT PT 

THIS ROUTINE WILL START THE DEVICE, WAIT 
FOR THE DEVICE TO SUPPLY ONE 8-BIT WORD, 
AND PUT THAT WORD INTO THE COMPUTER'S 
A-REGISTER. 

NOP ENTRY PO I NT. 
STC 15B,C START DEVICE AND ENABLE FLAG LOGIC. 
SFS 15B HAS DEV I CE SUPPL I ED A WORD? 
JMP * -1 NO. WAIT. 
LIA 15B YES. PUT WORD IN A-REGISTER. 
JMP I NPT, I EXIT. 

THIS ROUTINE WILL WAIT FOR THE DEVICE TO 
SIGNAL THAT IT IS NOT BUSY, TRANSFER AN 
8-BIT WORD FROM THE A-REGISTER TO THE 
DEVICE, AND START THE DEVICE. 

NOP 
SFS 15B 
JMP *-1 
OTA 15B 
STC 15B,C 
JMP OUTPT, I 

END START 

ENTRY POINT. 
IS DEVICE READY? 
NO.WAIT. 
YES. PUT WORD IN OUTPUT REGISTER. 
START DEVICE AND ENABLE FLAG LOGIC. 
EXIT. 

* * NO ERRORS* 

Table 4-3. Sample Combined 1'0 Programs 

0001 ASMB,A,B,L,T 
0002* 
0003 00100 ORG 100B 
0004 00100 000000 START NOP 
0005* 
0006* 
0007* 
0008* 
0009* 
0010* 
0011 * 
0012* 
0013* 
0014* 
0015* 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023* 
0024* 
0025 

THE FOLLOWING ROUTINE IS A SAMPLE TO SHOW COMBINED INPUT/OUTPUT 
CAPABILITIES OF THE 8-BIT DUPLEX REGISTER INTERFACE. THE 
INTERFACE HAS BEEN ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED A SELECT CODE OF 15 OCTAL. 

00101 
00102 
00103 
00104 
00105 
00106 
00107 

THIS ROUTINE WILL TRANSFER AN 8-BIT CONTROL WORD FROM THE 
A-REGISTER TO THE DEVICE, START THE DEVICE, AND TRANSFER AN 
8-BIT STATUS WORD FROM THE DEVICE TO THE B-REGISTER WHEN 
THE DEV I CE OPERATION IS COMPLETE. 

000000 
1 0261 5 
1 0371 5 
102315 
024104 
1 0651 5 
1241 01 

1/0 NOP 
OTA 
STC 
SFS 
JMP 
LIB 
JMP 

15B 
15B,C 
15B 
*-1 
15B 
I /0, I 

END START 

ENTRY PO I NT. 
PUT CONTROL WORD IN OUTPUT REG I STER. 
START DEVICE AND ENABLE FLAG LOGIC. 
IS DEV I CE OPERATION COMPLETE? 
NO. WAIT. 
YES. PUT STATUS WORD IN B-REGISTER. 
EXIT. 

** NO ERRORS* 

Computer Timing 
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4-7. INPUT OPERATIONS. A combined STC and 
CLF instruction (STC sc,C) from the computer addressed 
to the select code of the interface PCA initiates the input 
of an 8-bit data or status word from the I/O device. As a 
result of this instruction, the interface PCA receives the 
IOG, SCM, SCL, STC, and CLF signals at the times 
specified in Figures 4-5 and 4-6. As shown in Figure 4-6, 
the STC signal sets the Command flip-flop which applies a 
Device Command (start) signal to the I/O device to initiate 
its input operation. Simultaneously, the CLF signal resets 
the Flag flip-flop to prevent an interrupt signal from being 
sent to the computer before the 1/0 device has transferred 
data to the interface PCA. (A detailed discussion of re
quired flag and interrupt circuits is contained in 
Section V.) 

When the 1/0 device is ready to transfer data to the inter
face PCA, it generates a Device Flag (done) signal which 
resets the Command flip-flop, sets the Flag flip-flop, and 
latches the eight bits of Output Data into the input data 
register. The timing of the flag logic at this point is depen
dent on the timing of the 1/0 device and is not related to 
the computer's 1/0 Section timing. The ENF signal gener
ated by the computer every 1/0 cycle at time T2 is com
bined with an output signal from the interface PCA's Flag 
Buffer flip-flop to set the Flag flip-flop. This action syn
chronizes the effect of the Device Flag signal by allowing 
the Flag flip-flop to be set only at time T2. When the Flag 
flip-flop is set, the interface PCA flag logic generates the 
SKF signal that indicates to the computer that the 1/0 
device has completed its operation and that the Output 
Data is in the input data register waiting to be transferred 
into the computer. 

If the computer is programmed to wait for the Flag flip
flop to be set (e.g., an SFS instruction followed by a 
JMP-1 instruction), the resulting SFS signal gated with 
the set output of the Flag flip-flop generates the SKF 
signal as shown in Figure 4-6. It should be noted that the 
SKF signal can also be generated when the Flag flip-flop 
is reset by programming an SFC instruction. Either way, 
the state of the Flag flip-flop is monitored and the com
puter must be programmed accordingly. 

If the computer interrupt system has been enabled by a 
programmed STF 00 instruction as listed in Table 4-4, the 
computer can be doing work in the program rather than 
waiting for the Flag flip-flop to be set. Then, when the 1/0 
device completes its operation (Flag flip-flop set), the IEN 
signal is true, the Control flip-flop is set, and no device 
with a higher priority has requested an interrupt (the 
PRH signal is true), the interface PCA's IRQ flip-flop will 
be set at the following T5 time (SIR) which generates the 
FLG and IRQ signals. These signals are used by the com
puter to generate an interrupt request signal. After the 
interrupt is initiated, the next T2 time (ENF) resets the 
IRQ flip-flop and, ifthe PRH signal is still true, the follow
ing T5 time (SIR) sets it again. This time the resulting 
FLG and IRQ signals are used by the computer to encode 
the interrupt address. The interrupt address is stored in 
the memory address register and the IAK signal resets the 
interface PCA Flag Buffer flip-flop. The ENF signal resets 
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the IRQ flip-flop. The Flag flip-flop remains set to inhibit 
lower priority interrupts by providing a false PRL signal. 
The next 1/0 cycle is controlled by the instruction stored at 
the interrupt location in computer memory. A CLF in
struction must be programmed to reset the Flag flip-flop 
and enable lower priority interrupts just before leaving 
the interrupt subroutine. 

As previously discussed, the Device Flag signal latches 
the Output Data from the 1/0 device into the input data 
register and the interface PCA logic generates the re
quired signals to indicate to the computer that the infor
mation is waiting to be transferred. The computer will 
now accept the data from the input data register by out
putting a programmed LIA, LIB, MIA, or MIB instruction 
addressed to the select code of the interface PCA. As a 
result of any one of these instructions, the IOG, SCM, and 
SCL signals are again applied to the interface PCA along 
with the IOI signal. The IOI signal gates the contents of 
the input data register onto data lines IOBO through IOB7 
and into the computer via the 1/0 bus. This completes one 
input operation with the 8-bit data or status word supplied 
by the 1/0 device now stored in the A- or B-register. 

4-8. OUTPUT OPERATIONS. Output operations 
are essentially the same as input operations as far as the 
interface PCA is concerned. The primary differences are in 
the sequence of events and the use of the output data 
register instead of the input data register. Output opera
tions require that the Flag flip-flop first be checked to 
ensure that the 1/0 device is not busy from some previous 
operation. The Flag flip-flop can be monitored by the SKF 
signal (interrupt system not enabled), or by the FLG and 
IRQ signals (interrupt system enabled) in the same man
ner as during input operations. If the 1/0 device is busy, 
the output operation must wait until the 1/0 device 
finishes and sets the Flag flip-flop as previously discussed. 

After the computer has determined that the 1/0 device is 
not busy, the output operation can be initiated by either a 
programmed OTA or OTB instruction addressed to the 
select code of the interface PCA. As a result of either of 
these instructions, the IOG, SCM, and SCL signals are 
applied to the interface PCA along with the IOO signal 
which latches the 8-bit data or control word from data 
lines IOBO through IOB7 into the output data register. 
The computer program must now issue a combined STC, 
CLF instruction (STC sc,C) to the interface PCA. The STC 
instruction sets the Command flip-flop which applies the 
Device Command signal to the 1/0 device indicating that 
data is available for transfer. The STC instruction also 
sets the Control flip-flop which provides the enabling sig
nal for the interrupt control logic. The CLF instruction 
resets the Flag flip-flop to prevent an interrupt signal 
from being sent to the computer before the 1/0 device has 
accepted the data from the output data register and per
formed its operations. When the 1/0 device finishes, it 
returns the Device Flag signal to the interface PCA and 
sets the Flag flip-flop; the interface PCA then initiates an 
interrupt signal to the computer indicating that the 1'0 
device is ready to accept additional information as previ
ously discussed. This completes the output operation. 
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Table 4-4. Interrupt-Method Input Routine 

INSTRUCTION FUNCTION 

STF 00 Enables interrupt system. 

STC SC,C Clears interface PCA's Flag flip-flop and starts 1/0 device operation. 

JMP Initiates jump to a different subroutine or program. 

When a program interrupt occurs, a JSB, I instruction in the trap cell produces a program jump to the remainder of 
the 1/0 subroutine listed below. 

NOP Entry point. 

LIA SC Transfers data from interface PCA into A-register. 

STA XX Transfers data from A-register into memory. (XX denotes assigned memory 

4-9. 

storage location.) 

DUA~CHANNELPORTCO~ 
TROLLER (DCPC) TIMING 

As discussed in Section III, the DCPC allows the user to 
initiat.e high-speed block word transfers between select.ed 
110 devices and memory. The DCPC then controls the 110 
device during the transfers, st.ealing memory and 110 cy
cles from the CPU, but not requiring CPU int.ervention 
until completion of the transfer. The DCPC is capable of 
st.ealing every consecutive 110 cycle. When the DCPC is 
operating, it takes priority over the CPU for both memory 
accesses and control of the 110 Section by generating all 
appropriate 110 signals. The CPU may not access memory 
or initiat.e an 110 cycle during a DCPC cycle. The DCPC 
data transfers are initiat.ed by an initialization routine 
and then hardware controls the transfers automatically. 
No additional programming other than that discussed in 
Section III is required. Although the DCPC is designed to 
operat.e with 1/0 devices capable of handling high-speed 
data transmissions, it should be not.ed that it can be used 
with slower-speed devices if it is desirable to free these 
devices from program control. 

DCPC timing is derived from the control processor 
crystal-controlled oscillator and is decoded into five 
T-periods designat.ed T2, T3, T4, T5, and T6. These five 
T-periods comprise one DCPC cycle as shown in Figure 
4-8. (For HP 1000 M-Series Computers, the duration of 
one DCPC cycle is 1.625 microseconds. For HP 1000 
E/F-Series Comput.ers, the duration of one DCPC cycle is 
typically from 0.875 to 1.16 microseconds.) Figure 4-8 pro
vides a timing diagram for the DCPC during a DCPC 
cycle. The timing diagram shows both input and output 
control signals, but it should be not.ed that the operations 
require separate initialization routines as discussed in 
Section III. It should also be not.ed that some of the DCPC 
generated 110 instruction T-period times differ from stan
dard 110 instruction times. (See Figure 4-5.) In addition to 
110 instruction signals, Figure 4-8 also shows DCPC gen
erat.ed signals that prevent int.erference by the CPU and 
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that help control data transfers when the DCPC is steal
ing 110 cycles. The definition and purpose of these signals 
are as follows: 

SRQ: 

DMAIOI: 

IOG: 

IOI: 

DMALCH: 

DMAIOO: 

100: 

"Service Request". Used to notify the 
computer that the 110 device is ready for 
a data transfer. Initiates DCPC cycle 
and prevents any further processing of 
programmed instructions by the com
puter until the DCPC cycle is complete. 

"Direct Memory Access 1/0 Input". Used 
to gat.e data on the 1/0 bus onto the S-bus 
during a DCPC input transfer. 

"IIO Group". Used to enable DMA select 
code onto select code bus and indicates a 
"true" 1/0 instruction to the 1/0 
interface. 

"IIO Data Input". Used to gate data from 
the interface PCA onto the 1/0 bus dur
ing a DCPC input transfer. 

"Direct Memory Access Latch". Used to 
hold data on the 1/0 bus through the 
completion of a DCPC output transfer. 
Latches the 1/0 bus onto itself. 

"Direct Memory Access 110 Output". 
Used to gate data on the S-bus onto the 
IJO bus during a DCPC output transfer. 

"IIO Data Output". Used to gate data 
from the 1/0 bus to the int.erface PCA 
during a DCPC output transfer. 



EDT: 

CLF: 

STC: 

CLC: 

SCM/SCL: 

"End Data Transfer". Used to notify the 
1/0 device that the number of words 
specified in the programmed block 
length have been transferred. Signifies 
the end of a DCPC transfer. 

"Clear Flag''. Used to clear (reset) inter
face PCA Flag flip-flop. 

"Set Control". Used to set interface PCA 
Control flip-flop. 

"Clear Control". Used to clear (reset) 
interface PCA Control flip-flop. 

"Select code most/Select code least". 
Used to determine the correct address of 
the 1/0 interface which communicates 
with the 1'0 device. 

The DCPC cycle is initiated when the selected 1'0 device 
signals that it is ready for a data transfer with an SRQ 
signal (Figure 4-8) from its interface PCA at time T2. 
During input transfers, the IOI signal gates input data 
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from the interface PCA onto the 1'0 bus and the DMAIOI 
signal transfers the data from the 1'0 bus onto the S-bus 
and into memory. At time T3, the CLF signal causes the 
SRQ signal to go false and the STC signal, if selected 
during initialization, restarts the 1'0 device for the next 
data transfer. The CLC signal, if selected during initiali
zation, disables the 1'0 device at the end of the data block 
transfer. This completes the input DCPC cycle for the 
transfer of one block of data. During output transfers, the 
SRQ signal performs the same function previously dis
cussed for input transfers. At time T3 during the DCPC 
cycle, the DMAIOO signal gates the data read from mem
ory from the S-bus to the 1'0 bus. The DMALCH signal 
holds the data on the I/O bus until it is transferred to the 
interface PCA output data register by IOO. The CLF sig
nal again causes the SRQ signal to go false and the STC 
signal, if selected during initialization, causes the 1/0 de
vice to accept the data from the interface PCA. (Depending 
on I/O device characteristics and its associated interface 
PCA, the STC signal may or may not be required.) This 
completes the output DCPC cycle for one data word trans
fer. As previously discussed, the DCPC Word Count Regis
ter is incremented every DCPC cycle thereby effectively 
counting the number of words transferred into or out of 
memory. When the counted number of transferred words 
equals the number of words specified in the programmed 
block length, the Word Count Register generates a carry 
signal that initiates the DCPC interrupt logic which in
cludes the generation of the EDT signal for the I/O device. 
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: I T6 I T2 I T3 I T4 I T5 I T6 I T2 I T3 I T4 I T5 I T6 I T2 I T3 I T4 I : 

1. BROKEN LINE FOR HP 12897B DCPC. SOLID LINE FOR HP 12897A DCPC 
2. *SIGNAL GENERATED BY INTERFACE PCA 

Figure 4-8. DCPC Timing Diagram 
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This section contains information for designing special 
purpose J/O interface PCA's. Unless otherwise specified, 
the contents of this section apply equally to the HP 1000 
M-Series, E-Series and F-Series Computers. 

5-1. INTRODUCTION 

An J/O interface PCA must provide the circuits through 
which data can be transferred between the computer and 
an external J/O device. It must also provide the circuits 
required to control the J/O device from commands received 
from the computer. A typical interface PCA may contain 
as many as 16 buffers for temporary storage of data both to 
and from the J/O device. The number of buffers contained 
on a particular interface PCA depends on its associated 
J/O device. Some J/O devices require the capability of in
terrupting the computer program while for others, this 
capability is not necessary. Some J/O devices require con
trol signals for the movement of tape, etc., and some re
quire special timing signals. Some J/O devices require 
more than one interface PCA. There are many special 
cases in which unique types of controls or other criteria 
dictate the need to design and fabricate a special I/O inter
face PCA. Due to the very nature of special purpose inter
facing, no detailed step-by-step procedures for the best 
design can be given. Only a study of the computer and J/O 
device mutual requirements can produce the ultimate de
sign. Therefore, the information presented in this section 
should be used as guidelines around which to base your 
own interface design. 

5-2. 1/0 SECTION INTERFACING 

5-3. 1/0 INTERFACE PCA 
SPECIFICATIONS 

The required dimension specifications for J/O interface 
PCA's are illustrated in Figure 5-1. The PCA shown in 
Figure 5-1 is a typical Hewlett-Packard interface PCA and 
is illustrated from the component side of the PCA. Unless 
otherwise specified, the dimensions shown in Figure 5-1 
are symmetrical. The PCA thickness must be 0.059 
±0.006 inch (1.50 ±0.15 millimeters) although the com
puter's J/O backplane assembly connectors can accept a 
thickness up to 0.071 inch (1.80 millimeters). The center
to-center spacing of connector pins is 0.156 inch (3.96 
millimeters). 

One end of the interface PCA has 86 printed-circuit paths, 
43 on each side of the PCA. This end of the PCA (usually 
designated Pl) connects into the computer's J/O backplane 

assembly connector to transfer signals to and from the 
computer. The circuit path pin numbers on Pl correspond 
to the pin numbers on each of the J/O backplane assembly 
connectors. Odd-numbered pins 1 through 85 are on the 
component side of the PCA and even-numbered pins 2 
through 86 are on the other side of the PCA. 
Consecutively-numbered pins are directly opposite each 
other on the PCA; e.g., pins 1 and 2 are on opposite sides of 
the PCA. Pin number assignments on this end of the PCA 
are identical for all I/O interface PCA's to permit the 
placement of any J/O interface PCA in any of the J/O 
backplane assembly connectors. A complete list of the 
signals assigned to the pin numbers on this end of the PCA 
is contained in Table 4-1. It should be noted that Table 4-1 
lists all available pin assignments and that an individual 
interface PCA may not necessarily use all the signals 
listed. 

The other end of the PCA shown in Figure 5-1 is usually 
designated Jl and typically has 48 printed-circuit paths, 
24 on each side of the PCA. (The number of circuit paths 
for connector Jl is determined by the number of signal 
lines required for the J/O device.) The hood connector of 
the interconnecting cable between the interface PCA and 
its associated J/O device connects onto this end of the PCA. 
The circuit-path pin number positions on Jl correspond to 
the pin number positions on all standard HP interface 
cable hood connectors. Pins 1 through 24 are on the com
ponent side of the PCA and consecutively-lettered pins A 
through BB (letters G, I, 0, and Q are omitted) are on the 
other side of the PCA. Pins 1 and A are on opposite sides of 
the PCA and pins 24 and BB are on opposite sides of the 
PCA. Pin assignments and signals between this end of the 
PCA and its J/O device are completely open to the discre
tion of the PCA's designer. 

5-4. HP BREADBOARD INTERFACE KIT 

To facilitate J/O interface PCA design, Hewlett-Packard 
can furnish a breadboard interface kit that includes a 
breadboard-type J/O interface PCA equipped with the TTL 
flag and interrupt circuits required to interface unique J/O 
devices with the HP 1000 Computers. The breadboard 
interface kit also includes a connector kit for fabricating 
the J/O device interface cable. The supplied interface PCA 
provides space for sixty 14-pin or 16-pin integrated circuit 
components, 11 of which are occupied by the flag and 
interrupt circuit components. The PCA also contains 12 
test points (TPl through TP12) to monitor the operation of 
the flag and interrupt circuits. The test points are defined 
in Table 5-1. The PCA circuit path pin numbers are com
patible with the computer J/O backplane connector pin 
numbers listed in Table 4-1. (For additional information 
refer to the HP 12620A Breadboard Interface Kit Opera
ting and Service Manual, part no. 12620-90001.) 
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A logic diagram of flag and interrupt circuits supplied on 
the HP 12620A Breadboard Interface Kit's interface PCA 
is contained in Figure 5-2. This diagram should be used as 
a guide when designing any interface PCA for an 1/0 
device that requires flag and interrupt circuits. All inte
grated circuit components shown in Figure 5-2 are iden
tified by reference designators (e.g., U25). Hewlett
Packard part numbers for these components and corre
sponding commercially available versions are listed in 
Table 5-2. 

The following discussion describes the operational rela
tionship between the flag and interrupt circuits illus
trated in Figure 5-2 and the computer's 1/0 Section timing 

discussed in Section IV. The Flag Buffer flip-flop is set 
whenever a Device Flag signal from the 1/0 device is 
received at TPl indicating that the device requires ser
vice. When set, the Flag Buffer flip-flop sets the Flag 
flip-flop when the ENF signal is received at time T2. With 
the Control flip-flop set by the STC signal from the com
puter program and the Flag flip-flop set, the Flag flip-flop 
disables the PRL signal to the lower priority (higher select 
code) devices at time T2. This prevents an interrupt by a 
lower priority 1/0 device. 

If the priority at the interface is disabled by a device with 
higher priority via the PRH signal and if the interrupt 
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Table 5-1. Flag and Interrupt Circuit Test Point Definitions 

TEST 
POINT FUNCTION 

TP1 Device Flag signal. Input signal is ground true. A ground sets the Flag Buffer flip-flop. 
Signal must remain true for at least 0.20 microsecond and must not exceed 
2.5 microseconds. 

TP2 ENF signal. Signal is positive true during time T2 and is used to gate Flag Buffer flip-flop 
output into Flag flip-flop. 

TP3 SIR signal. Signal is positive true during time T5 and is used to enable inputs into 
IRQ flip-flop. 

TP4 STC signal. Signal is ground true during a Set Control instruction addressed to the select 
code of the PCA. 

TP5 CLC signal. Signal is ground true during a Clear Control instruction addressed to the 
select code of the PCA. 

TP6 CRS signal. Signal is ground true at power turn-on, when computer front panel 
PRESET switch is pressed, or when a CLC 00 instruction is executed. 

TP7 Flag Flip-Flop Set signal. Signal is positive true when Flag flip-flop is set. 

TP8 Flag Flip-Flop Reset signal. Signal is positive true when Flag flip-flop is reset (clear). 

TP9 Decoded Address signal. Signal is positive true when 1/0 instruction selects the PCA. 

TP10 
thru 

TP12 
Signal ground for oscilloscope ground probe. 

system is enabled (IEN signal), the interface has all of the 
correct conditions (Control, Flag Buffer, and Flag flip
flops are set) to create an interrupt to the CPU. The re
maining qualifier is SIR signal at T5. The application of 
SIR causes the Interrupt Request (IRQ) flip-flop to be set. 
The FLG and IRQ interface lines (not to be confused with 
FLAG and IRQ flip-flops) become active as a result of the 
setting of the IRQ flip-flop. The CPU samples and records 
the FLG and IRQ line status during T5 thus setting up the 
proper flag conditions within the CPU control circuitry. 
(The only exception for the posting of the interrupt occurs 
during a DCPC cycle when the interrupt request from the 
interface would be ignored until the DCPC gives up con
trol of memory and 1/0.) The IRQ flip-flop is cleared at T2 
thus remaining set for T5 and T6 only. As the CPU com
pletes the currently executing assembly instruction or ar
rives at a conditional check for interrupts within the as
sembly instruction, the CPU Control recognizes the inter
rupt and issues an Interrupt Acknowledge (IAK) signal to 
the interface. The IAK will always be issued during the 
later part ofT6. The minimum time for the interrupt to be 
recognized and acknowledged by the CPU Control is two 
I/O cycles as shown in Figure 4-5 in Section IV. If the 
interrupt is not recognized immediately due to a lengthy 
assembly instruction that is currently being executed, the 
IRQ flip-flop will continue to be set during T5/T6 by the 

SIR signal and cleared by each following T2 as shown in 
Figure 4-5. The IRQ flip-flop is cleared from T2 through 
T4 to provide a method of allowing an interface with a 
higher priority to activate its FLG and IRQ interrupt lines 
and be recorded within the CPU after SIR has set its IRQ 
flip-flop. In any case, after the IAK is sent, the CPU 
control is transferred to the memory location which corre
sponds to the interrupting select code (FLG and IRQ 
lines). This memory location, also referred to as a "trap 
cell", should contain JSB instruction so as to transfer 
control to a device or service subroutine. At the end of the 
subroutine a JMP, I through the beginning of the same 
subroutine will return control to the program that was 
executing at the time of the interrupt. 

5-5. 1/0 INTERFACE PCA DESIGN 

5-6. INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS. The first step 
in designing an interface PCA is to draw a logic diagram 
of the PCA. Therefore, what is needed first is a list of the 
functions that must be present on the PCA. To make up 
this list, a careful study of all interface requirements is 
necessary. Consider questions such as the following: 
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a. What kind of data registers are required? Will the 
register be used for output only (to 1/0 device), input 
only (from 1/0 device), or will two or more registers be 
required to handle both output and input operations? 
How many flip-flops will be required to store all bits? 
Are any registers required at all? This may be the 
case if, for example, the 1/0 device has its own storage 
facilities. In this case, only a row of gates with a 
strobe input for IOI and/or IOO may be required. In 
most cases, however, interface PCA storage capability 
is recommended for greater system flexibility. 

b. What commands are required? The flag and control 
logic set and clear states normally provide for a com
mand sequence as follows: start device (Control flip
flop set), device busy (Flag flip-flop clear), device op
eration complete (Flag flip-flop set), and stop device 
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(Control flip-flop clear). Is this sequence adequate? 
Are other commands such as tape rewind, upper/ 
lower-case shift, mode switching, etc., required? If so, 
a command register may be required to accept com
mand words from the computer. The reverse situation 
of the computer being slaved to or commanded by the 
1/0 device is also possible. In this case, an input com
mand register may be required. Perhaps no control 
lines at all are required for the 1/0 device. On input, 
for example, a computer program may simply require 
the current value of a count-accumulating l/O device. 
The computer need not command the 1/0 device to 
read, and the 1/0 device need not have to inform the 
computer that data is ready for transfer. Conversely, 
on output, data may simply be presented to the l/O 
device without any accompanying commands. For 
example, this would be possible ifthe l/O device was a 
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Figure 5-2. Flag and Interrupt Circuits Logic Diagram 
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Table 5-2. Flag and Interrupt Logic 
Component Identification 

REFERENCE HP COMMERCIAL 
DESIGNATOR PART NO. EQUIVALENT 

U14 thru U16 1820-1080 Signetics 8T13 

U24,26,36,45,46 1820-0054 Texas Instruments SN4342 

U25 1820-0069 Sprague Electric USN7420A 

U34,35 1820-0068 Texas Instruments SN7410N 

display unit or a device interlocked with some other 
program-synchronized device (e.g., a scanner
voltmeter relationship). In most cases, the recom
mended approach is to have the computer and J/O 
device completely interlocked so that each knows 
exactly what the other is doing. 

c. Are multiple interface PCA's required? More than one 
interface PCA may be required ifthe involved logic is 
complex or if more than one address is required. It 
should be noted that one interface PCA can use two 
addresses, but to do so, the next higher J/O slot must 
be occupied by a priority jumper PCA. 

d. How much work should be required of the interface 
PCA? Perhaps it may be more efficient to use the 
interface PCA merely to transmit data and command 
information to an intermediary device for the transla
tion of complex operations that otherwise could not be 
physically designed into the interface PCA. 

e. What type of logic is to be used? TTL integrated cir
cuits are recommended for the logic design of the 
interface. Although the driving signals to the J/O bus 
require CTL characteristics, they should be designed 
with TTL integrated circuits that exhibit CTL 
characteristics. 

5-7. COMPUTER BACKPLANE ASSEMBLY 
REQUIREMENTS. The following paragraphs contain 
logic component selection rules and recommendations for 
designing interface PCA's. 

5-8. Interface PCA Signal Receiving. All 1/0 
signals from the computer backplane assembly are 
emitter-follower driven. A high signal state is indicated 
when the signal source drives current along the signal 
line. A low signal state is indicated when no current is 
driven. 

A reveiw of available TTL logic families will indicate that 
the receiving gate cannot be a high-speed (H) or high
speed Schottky clamped (S) design because of the imposed 
low-value R restriction. Standard TTL receiving gates 
have been used for earlier J/O interface PCA designs and 
are still valid. However, for new designs, low-power 
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Schottky (LS) components are recommended. These com
ponents require less power than standard TTL and are 
somewhat faster. Low-power Schottky Schmitt trigger 
gates are also recommended for backplane buffering and 
greater noise immunity. An accompanying R value of 
4. 7K ohms will place less demand on the backplane as
sembly drivers and reduce backplane switching current. 

A valid interface PCA receiving circuit is either a TTL 
74XX or 9XXX series gate. When receiving into TTL, a 
resistor pull to -2V is required to prevent input low cur
rent (11L) from the receiver from draining back onto the 
signal line and lifting it to a marginal logic level. (See 
Figure 5-3.) Compute the largest resistance value re
quired to keep the signal line at a low potential as follows: 
R = 2V/11L 0 1L obtained from manufacturers specifica
tions). If an interface PCA is designed with multiple re
ceiving devices in parallel, or using individual gates that 
have a large 11L, a small value of R is required. Like earlier 
HP computers, the backplane assembly drivers can only 
source a finite guaranteeable current; therefore, the value 
of R must be restricted to a value of not less than l.5K 
ohms. 

r--------------INTEAFACE PCA 

74XX OR 8T13 RECEIVER 

0330-10 

BACKPLANE 
ASSEMBLY DRIVER A r-

-2V 

L--------------

Figure 5-3. Valid Interface PCA TTL Receiver 

5-9. Interface PCA Signal Driving. Signals gen
erated on the interface PCA for the computer must be 
capable of sourcing current through a resistive load to a 
-2V supply and must deliver an input high current (lrn) 
adequate to turn on computer high-impedance input stage 
drivers to a logical "1" level as shown in Figure 5-4. These 

0330·11 

ST13/75121 

INTERFACE PCA 
DRIVER 

,_ 

r--------------1 COMPUTER 

I 
I 
I 
! BACKPLANE llH 

' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

A 

-2V 

L--------------

Figure 5-4. Valid Interface PCA Driver Circuit 
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signals are typically emitter-follower and OR-tieable, but 
the required current and characteristics of the line are 
dependent on the signal itself. CTL components (956 and 
856 gates) should be avoided as drivers since these devices 
require high supply current (up to 70 mA per package) and 
have low switching thresholds (l.OV). A recommended 
component for signal driving is the 8T13 (HP part no. 
1820-1080) or 75121 (Signetics Corp.) line drivers. These 
devices provide more than ample source current (greater 
than 60 mA) and sink current requirements are taken 
care of with the inclusion of a pull-down resistor to - 2V 
(computed with the equation R = 2V/11L). 

5-10. 1/0 Run Signal. For HP 1000 M-Series Com
puters, the I/O backplane assembly Run signal (connector 
pin 50) is an emitter-follower image of the state of the 
computer's Run flip-flop. The signal is high when the 
computer is running and low when halted. For HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computers, the Run signal line is a two-way 
communication link that can be used for remote control of 
an unattended or inaccessible computer. This feature is 
called "remote program load" and is discussed in the HP 
1000 E-Seri£s Computer Operating and Reference Manual, 
part no. 02109-90001 and the HP 1000 F-Seri£s Computer 
Operating and Reference Manual, part no. 02111-90001. 
With this capability, an I/O device can pull down on the 
high Run line, reset the computer's Run flip-flop, and 
return the computer to its halt microroutines. To achieve 
this hardware capability inexpensively, a circuit similar 
to that shown in Figure 5-6 can be designed into the 
interface PCA. When the transistor's base is driven, its 
collector must sink up to 250 mA while it is in conflict 
with the 8T13 driving the Run line. The computer detects 
this conflict and clears its Run flip-flop. 

5-11. 1/0 Microprogram Signals. For HP 1000 
E/F-Series Computers, the 1/0 backplane assembly has 
three microprogram control signal lines available on con
nector pin numbers 18, 67, and 73. These lines are for use 
in microprogrammed I/O data transfer schemes discussed 
in Section VI. All three lines are ground-true and 
TTL-compatible. 
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BT13 

-2V 
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Figure 5-5. Remote Computer Halt Driver Circuit 
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5-12. POWER CONSIDERATIONS. Power avail
able for I/O interfacing is listed in Table 1-1. Care should 
be taken when using custom-designed interface PCA's 
with high current drains not to exceed specified current 
limits. It should be remembered that the actual current 
available for I/O interfacing is the maximum current 
listed in Table 1-1 reduced by the current drain of any 
options or accessories installed in the computer. 

When using voltages where two pins are provided, use 
both pins for contact. This decreases contact resistance 
and increases the current capacity of the connection. Due 
to contact capacity, the maximum current that can be used 
on any one interface PCA is 5.0A at+ 5.0V. When measur
ing current, always use an extender PCA and a clip-on 
ammeter. 

When using certain combinations ofl/O devices that have 
high current requirements, the computer's power supply 
may not be adequate. If additional power is required, the 
HP 12979 1/0 Extender must be used. The HP 12979 I/O 
Extender is a self-contained unit with a regulated power 
supply independent of the computer's power supply. Table 
5-3 lists the additional current supplied by the HP 12979 
I/O Extender. 

Table 5-3. I/O Current Availability From I/O Extender 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE CURRENT 

+5V 47.0A 

-2V 5.0A 

+12V 4.5A* 

-12V 2.5A* 

+28V .25A 

* 2.00A available to front and 2.5A available 
to rear 1/0 backplanes. 

5-13. DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST. The follow
ing paragraphs outline the sequence of steps that should 
be followed when developing an I/O interface PCA. 

5-14. Draw Initial Logic Diagram. If flag and 
interrupt circuits are to be included on the interface PCA, 
use Figure 5-2 as a guide. If required, add an encoding 
flip-flop. For data and/or command word storage, add 
input receivers and storage registers and/or output stor
age registers and drivers. Refer to paragraphs 5-7 through 
5-9 for receiver and driver selection information. For input 
and/or output storage register selection, the following type 
devices are recommended: 



74L8374 
748374 

74L8373 
748373 

74L8175 
748175 

74L8174 
748174 

Octal D-Type Register 
Octal D-Type Register 

Octal D-Type Latch 
Octal D-Type Latch 

Quad D-Type Register 
Quad D-Type Register 

Hex D-Type Register 
Hex D-Type Register 

The exact logic configuration to be used will, of course, be 
determined by the associated 1/0 device's characteristics. 
To complete the logic diagram, add all required control 
lines and timing circuits. 

5-15. Fabricate Working Model. Depending on the 
number of interface PCA's to be produced, the working 
model will be either the final product or a prototype. In 
either case, there are some basic considerations for layout 
that must be observed. Whether using a breadboard or 
creating original printed-circuit artwork, always keep 
signal paths as short as possible. Rework the layout as 
often as required to achive optimum signal path lengths. 
Etch a ground bus around the perimeter of the PCA. Lay 
out the +5V power bus in a grid pattern so that each 
integrated circuit receives power via the shortest possible 
direct path from connector pin numbers 39 and 40. Use 
0.01 uF ceramic bypass capacitors liberally on the +5V 
and -2V power busses. No more than three integrated 
circuit packages should be served by one capacitor and no 
length of unbypassed power bus should exceed 3.0 inches 
(76.2 mm). 
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5-16. Test Working Model. Initially, test the inter
face PCA circuit paths for shorts with an ohmmeter. Next, 
connect the interface PCA into any available computer 1/0 
slot with an extender PCA, connect the associated 1/0 
device to the interface PCA, and energize both the com
puter and 1/0 device. Using Table 5-4 as a guide, write a 
simple noninterrupt program to operate the device and 
signal check the interface PCA with a logic probe. Note 
that the program listed in Table 5-4 assumes that the 
interface PCA is installed in the 1/0 slot assigned to select 
code 12 and that the XYZ device is an input device. This 
program will read one value from the XYZ device and then 
halt. The value read will be in the A-register for observa
tion. Each time the computer's RUN switch is pressed, the 
XYZ device will complete a cycle and then halt. 

If the XYZ device and interface PCA work properly in the 
noninterrupt data transfer mode, the next step is to check 
for proper operation in the interrupt mode. Using Table 
5-5 as a guide, write a program that checks the interrupt 
capabilities of the interface PCA. When writing this type 
of program, the programmer must ensure that a known 
good instruction is stored in the device interrupt location. 
Any instruction can be placed in the interrupt location 
with the exception of JMP. The program listed in Table 
5-5 uses J8B,I to illustrate an interrupt initiated transfer 
of control off of the base page. The program uses bit 15 of 
the 8-register as the controlling on/off switch and the 
remaining bits to control the number of cycles the XYZ 
device will make. After bit 15 is checked, a counter is set 
in the interrupt processing subroutine and the device cycle 
is initiated. When the XYZ device cycle is complete, an 
interrupt will occur and the computer will execute the J8B 
LINK,I instruction stored in the interrupt location. This 

Table 5-4. Interface PCA Test Program 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

ORG 20008 Page 1 origin. 

XYZ EQU 128 Select code of XYZ device. 

CLF 00 Disable interrupt system. 

LOOP STC XYZ,C Start input device. 

SFS XYZ Is device busy? 

JMP . -1 Yes, repeat previous instruction. 

LIA XYZ No, load input data into A-register. 

HLT Halt. 

JMP LOOP Start program again. 

END 
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Table 5-5. Interrupt Test Program 

LABEL 

LINK 

XYZ 

START 

SUBR 

OPCODE 

ORG 
JSB 
DEF 
ORG 

EQU 

STF 
LIB 
SSB 
ASS 
JMP 
ELB, 
CLE, 
ERB 
CMB, 
INB 
STB 
STC 
INB 
JMP 

NOP 
LIA 

CLB 
ISZ 

JMP 
ISZ 
LIB 

SSB 
JMP 
CLC 
HLT 
JMP 
STC 
JMP 

OPERAND 

12B 
LINK,I 
SUBR 
2000B 

12B 

00 
1 

*-3 

CNTR 
XYZ,C 

*-1 

XYZ 

1 
*-1 

CNTR 
1 

*+5 
XYZ 

START 
XYZ,C 
SUBR,I 

instruction transfers control to the subroutine located on 
page 1 and loads the address of the interrupted instruction 
in the subroutine. The subroutine reads the data from the 
interface PCA into the A-register. Next, a small delay is 
programmed into the subroutine to allow S-register bit 
changes. If bit 15 is set, interrupts will be processed until 
the counter reaches zero, at which time the simulated 1/0 
request is satisfied. Before attempting to transfer data 
using the interrupt method, review the following 
information. 

a. The interrupt system is enabled with an STF 00 
instruction. 
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COMMENTS 

Set origin to 12B for JSB, I in the 
interrupt location. 
Interrupt subroutine address. 
Page 1 origin. 

Select code of XYZ device. 

Enable interrupt system. 
Set S-register. 
Is S-register bit 15 set? 

No, stay in loop. 
Yes, clear bit 15. 

Get count negative. 

Start input device. 
Simulated program in progress. Wait 
for interrupt. 

Subroutine to process interrupts. 

Subroutine entry. 
Load input character into A-register. 
Time delay. 

Increment counter. Finished? 
Get S-register. 
Is bit 1 5 set? 
Yes, go to exit. 
No, clear device. 
Halt on interrupt. 
Get another request. 
Start input device again. 
Return to interrupted point. 

b. The interrupt priority linkage cannot be broken. All 
1/0 channels with higher priority than the device 
being tested must be occupied or a special jumper 
PCA installed in place of any missing interface PCA. 

c. No device with higher priority can be left with its 
interface PCA Control flip-flop set. This can create a 
problem similar to a missing interface PCA in the 
priority linkage. To eliminate this possibility, execute 
a CLC 00 instruction or manually press the com
puter's front panel PRESET switch. 



d. When the computer is in the halt mode, the interrupt 
system is disabled. Therefore, the computer cannot be 
single-cycled through 110 operations that use the 
interrupt mode. 

After using programs similar to those contained in Tables 
5-4 and 5-5 to test the interface PCA, write a complete 
diagnostic program that will exercise every function of the 
interface PCA and associated 1/0 device. This program 
should test whether each function occured as commanded 
and report to the operator via coded halts or printed error 
messages whenever a function fails to occur. 

Designing Interface PCA'S 

5-17. Final Test and Production. Perform final 
checkout of the working model under all environmental 
conditions and, if required, update the logic diagram and 
layout drawing. If additional PCA's are to be produced 
from the working model, make final printed-circuit 
artwork and load new PCA's in accordance with the layout 
drawing. Using the diagnostic programs developed in 
paragraph 5-16, test each PCA with the computer and I/O 
device. Completely check each PCA for marginal signals 
and traces. 
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ADVANCED INTERFACING TECHNIQUES .I vi I 

This section contains a general discussion of multiplexed 
and microprogrammed 1/0 techniques for the HP 1000 
M-Series, E-Series and F-Series Computers. The method 
of multiplexing described in this section is party-line 1/0. 
Two methods of microprogrammed 1/0 are also discussed: 
block I/O transfers and Microgrammable Processor Port 
transfers. The discussions of party-line I/O pertain to the 
HP 1000 M-, E- and F-Series Computers. The discussions 
of the microprogrammed block I/O transfers apply to the 
HP 1000 E- and F-Series Computers and the discussions of 
the Microprogrammable Processor Port transfers apply to 
the HP 1000 E-Series Computers only. In addition, this 
section contains information on the special requirements 
necessary to achieve high-speed DCPC transfers for the 
HP 1000 Computers. 

6-1. PARTY-LINE 1/0 

If a large number of comparatively simple 1/0 devices are 
to be interfaced with the computer, it may be economically 
impractical to provide a separate interface PCA for each 
I/O device. In this case, party-line I/O provides a means of 
multiplexing (switching) each I/O device in turn to the 
computer using only those I/O signal lines normally as
signed to a single J/O device. The J/O signal lines from the 
computer are bused to all I/O devices on the party line so 
that the I/O devices appear as a single device to the com
puter. Since the I/O signal lines are bused and identically 
available to all I/O devices on the party line, each J/O 
device must have its own controller. The controller must 
decode I/O device address and command information from 
the computer, send status information to the computer, 
and maintain overall control of its associated J/O device. 

6-2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

The party-line I/O described in the following paragraphs 
provides computer cont-rol for up to 256 I/O devices using 
only two interface PCA's. Each J/O device is connected 
party-line style to the interface PCA's through a user
designed controller. The number of devices that can be 
controlled is strictly a function of control word format. The 
two interface PCA's used in this technique are HP Mi
crocircuit Interface PCA's, part no. 12566-60024. The two 
PCA's are identical and one each is supplied as part of an 
HP 12566B-001 Microcircuit Interface Kit. The 16-bit reg
isters on the PCA's permit complete bidirectional data 
transfer. The J/O components on the PCA's permit the use 
of voltage levels in the 0 to + 5V range for better noise 
margin and more desirable controller design by the user. 

The two party-line interface PCA's plug into any two adja
cent 1/0 slots in the computer and the remaining I/O slots 

can be used to interface standard I/O devices. The I/O slot 
positions occupied by the two PCA's establish the priority 
of the party line in relation to other J/O devices interfaced 
with the computer. Thus, the user can establish a party
line priority which is either higher or lower than the 
standard 1/0 devices connected to the computer. Party-line 
operations are performed at slower rates than operations 
using the standard I/O channels of the computer. Transfer 
rates of 40 kHz are possible under a noninterrupt mode, 
while rates are limited to 10 to 12 kHz under the interrupt 
mode. The latter rates are reduced mainly by software 
overhead time used in decoding party-line addresses. 

6-3. PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION 

As a guide toward implementing party-line I/O, the fol
lowing paragraphs describe a typical party line with the 
addressing capability for 256 devices. This is a completely 
valid example, but it should be noted that this is only one 
of many ways that a party line can be implemented using 
two microcircuit interface PCA's. Another possible config
uration would be the use of only one PCA, with possibly 
eight bits for data and eight bits for control. 

In this discussion of party-line implementation, one of the 
two interface PCA's will be designated as the Control PCA 
and the remaining PCA as the Data PCA. It is assumed 
that the two PCA's are mounted in two adjacent I/O slots 
of the computer and that an interconnecting cable is con
nected between each of the PCA's and all I/O devices using 
the party line. 

6-4. CONTROL PCA FUNCTIONS. The Control 
PCA contains a 16-bit input register and a 16-bit output 
register. For party-line applications, the register's input 
and output lines are connected together (bit 0 line of the 
input register connected to bit 0 line of the output register, 
etc.) with the interconnecting cable's 24-pin hood connec
tor that mates with the PCA. Thus, both the input and 
output registers have access to a 16-line control bus. These 
lines are electrically designed to permit an "or-tie" to 
ground by any I/O device. Thus, any I/O device to which 
this bus is routed can place its signal on the bus by 
grounding the appropriate wires. These lines must be held 
at a minus voltage except during actual control informa
tion transmission. The control word format of the 16-line 
control bus is as shown below. 

15 14 

( 7 bits) 

COMMAND & STATUS 

8 7 

( 8 bits) 

DEVICE ADDRESS 

0 
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The 16-line bus from the Control PCA is available to each 
110 device controller on the party line. Each controller 
must be capable of decoding 110 device addresses and 
commands received from the Control PCA and of sending 
status information back to the computer. The eight bits 
used for the device address permit an addressing capabil
ity of up to 256 110 devices. The command and status bits 
are used as indicated in Table 6-1. 

In addition to the 16 control bus lines, the Control PCA 
provides the user with an Encode line which is used to 
alert party-line 110 devices that an action is to be taken. A 
Device Flag line is also provided to permit party-line 110 
devices to signal the computer that an action has been 
taken. A typical sequence of events to obtain status infor
mation from a party-line 110 device is as follows: 

a. Load the computer A-register with a bit pattern 
specifying a party-line 110 device address and with bit 
14 set to "1" to command the addressed 110 device to 
send status information back to the computer. (The 
110 device address is determined by the user when the 
110 device controller's address decoder is designed.) 

b. Output the contents of the A-register to the Control 
PCA. The bit pattern is now in the Control PCA's 
output register waiting to be placed on the control 
bus. 

c. Execute an STC sc (sc is the select code of the Control 
PCA). This instruction gates the bit pattern stored in 
the output register onto the control bus. It also in
itiates the Encode signal which alerts the addressed 
party-line 110 device to take action. 

d. The addressed 110 device's controller must now place 
the status of the device (bits 8 through 11) on the 
control bus and return the Device Flag signal to the 
Control PCA. The returned Device Flag signal causes 
the removal of the Encode signal and the address and 
command bits from the control bus. The Device Flag 
signal also causes the status bits to be gated into the 
Control PCA's input register. 

e. Execute an LIA sc. This instruction loads the contents 
of the Control PCA's input register into the computer 
A-register to be checked by the user program. (The 
status code bit patterns are also determined by the 
user so that the bits from the 110 device's controller 
correspond to that which the user program expects to 
receive. 

6-5. DATA PCA FUNCTIONS. Data PCA, like 
the Control PCA, also contains two 16-bit registers: one 
for input data and one for output data. The input and 
output lines from these registers are also connected to
gether by the interconnecting cable's hood connector in 
the same manner as those on the Control PCA. Thus, both 
the input register and output register have access to a 
16-line data bus. The entire 16 bits on the data bus are 
used for data transmission in the format shown below: 

( 16 bits) 

DATA 

Two other lines are provided by the Data PCA: ( 1) an 
Encode (send/accept data) signal which is sent to the party 
line and (2) a Device Flag line which receives the data 
ready/taken signal from the party line. An STC instruc
tion for the Data PCA causes a Data Enable signal to gate 
data from the Data PCA's output register onto the data 
bus. During this time, the Encode signal is initiated by the 
Data PCA which signals all 110 devices on the party line 
that data is available on the data bus. The 110 device that 
has been addressed by the computer can now accept the 
data. These signals keep data from the Data PCA off the 
data bus except when a data transfer is actually taking 
place under program control. Simultaneous placement of 
data onto the data bus by more than one 110 device is 
prevented since the party-line 110 devices can place data 
on the data bus only when commanded to do so by bit 12 
from the Control PCA. The Flag signal received by the 
Data PCA gates data from the data bus into the Data 
PCA's input register during input operations. Thus, a 
party-line 110 device must send a Flag signal at the same 
time that it places data on the data bus for the computer. 

Table 6-1. Command and Status Bit Assignments 

BIT ASSIGNMENT 

8-11 Return status information from the 1/0 device to the computer. 

12 If set to "1", the addressed 1/0 device is commanded to output data to the computer. 

13 If set to "1 ", the addressed 1/0 device is commanded to accept data from the computer. 

14 If set to "1 ", the addressed 1/0 device is commanded to output status to the computer. 

15 Set to "1" under program control to indicate that the 1/0 device address will be used as an 
indirect address. (Used only during interrupt mode. The 1/0 device is not affected.) 
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6-6. PARTY-LINE OPERATION DURING 
INTERRUPT MODE. Party-line 110 devices can be run 
using the computer interrupt system. One interrupt chan
nel is provided for the party line and its associated 110 
devices. The interrupt system of the party-line 110 devices 
must be established by the user. Each 1/0 device on the 
party-line has access to the Control PCA's Flag flip-flop 
via its Flag signal which initiates a computer interrupt 
request. The user must implement a priority chain 
through the 1/0 device controllers attached to the party
line so that only the highest priority 1/0 device of those 
devices requesting an interrupt has access to the control 
bus. After the higher priority 1/0 device is serviced, the 
next highest priority device is serviced, and so on. No more 
than one 1/0 device can request an interrupt at one time or 
the interrupt (I!O device) address will be erroneous. 

At the same time that the 110 device returns its Flag 
signal requesting an interrupt, it must also place its iden
tifying address on the designated control bus lines. An 
interrupt routine then reads this address and transfers 
control to the appropriate party-line 110 device interrupt 
routine. (The 1/0 device's controller must be designed to 
ensure that it does not place its identifying address on the 
control bus simultaneously with a computer address 
output.) 

16 DATA LINES 
FROM~O _.,_._. __ ..=.;~-=.--._+--r---... 
DATA PCA 

DATA 
BUS ENCODE LINE 

FROM DATA PCA 

FLAG LINE 
TO DATA PCA 

EIGHT ADDRESS BITS0·7 

LINES FROM~O ------<~-
CONTROL PCA 8 

TAKE 
ENCODE LINE 
FROM CONTROL 

ACTION 

PCA 
ACTION 

ADDRESS 
DECODER 
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To ensure that the Data PCA does not interrupt the com
puter when data is gated in with the Flag signal from the 
1/0 device, the PCA's Control flip-flop must be reset with a 
CLC instruction at all times other than during an output 
operation when the Data Enable and Encode signals are 
required. This inhibits the Data PCA from initiating an 
interrupt request. 

6-7. CONTROLLER HARDWARE DESIGN 

A logic diagram of a typical controller for an 110 device 
capable of both input and output operations is shown in 
Figure 6-1. This controller contains the maximum number 
of 1/0 lines available from the computer: eight address 
lines, 16 data lines, four command lines, and four status 
lines. The controller provides overall control of the party
line 110 device upon receipt of command information from 
the computer. It also provides device status information 
for the computer, alerts the computer when the com
manded action has been completed, and properly main
tains its position in the priority chain among all other 
party-line 110 devices. 

.-----------B_IT_s_o._15-+---4--16 DATA LINES 
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16 FROM DEVICE 

DATA 
REGISTER 
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1
_,
6
....,. ______ ~~ ~~~~C~NES 
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FUNCTION 
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4 

4 
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STATUS 
CONTROL 
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Figure 6-1. Typical 110 Device Controller Simplified Logic Diagram 
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As shown in Figure 6-1, an I/O operation with a party-line 
I/O device is initiated by a Command signal, the I/O device 
address, and Encode signals from both the Data and Con
trol PCA's to the device controller. The Command Decoder 
informs the Function/Status Control of the action request, 
which then instructs the I/O device to perform its inputl 
output function. The controller's Data Register provides 
buffer storage of data from or to the party-line data bus. 
The Command Decoder, in conjunction with the two En
code signals, determines whether data is to be applied to 
the I/O device or gated out of the computer. When the 
Function/Status Control has determined that the I/O de
vice has completed its function, it sends a Flag signal to 
the Control PCA and simultaneously activates the Ad
dress Generator if the Control PCA's Encode signal has 
dropped. The Flag signal initiates an interrupt request to 
inform the computer that the I/O device function has been 
performed and that the device is ready to receive another 
command. The Address Generator identifies the request
ing I/O device by placing its address on the lower eight 
lines of the control bus to the computer. Note that gates 
"A" and "B" in Figure 6-1 require that the Encode signal 
be removed before the Flag signal or device address is 
returned to the computer. This ensures that the I/O device 
address from the controller and the I/O device address 
from the computer are not placed simultaneously on the 
control bus. 

During a computer input operation, the Command De
coder initiates the Flag signal and applies the controller's 
Data Register c<mt<'nts to the Data PCA. The Flag signal 
gates the data from the controller into the Data PCA's 

input register where it is available for the computer. The 
data bus Flag signal is not used during computer output 
operations. I/O device status information is obtained from 
the controller in the same manner as input data except 
that status information is sent to the Control PCA instead 
of the Data PCA. A Flag signal is returned to the Control 
PCA when status becomes available; a Flag signal is not 
returned to the Data PCA. 

The Priority In and Priority Out lines form a simple chain 
running through all party-line I/O devices to establish 
priority when operating in the interrupt mode. When any 
I/O device interrupts the computer, the chain is broken 
and all lower priority devices are inhibited from interrupt
ing until the original device has been serviced. Priority 
can be established in any manner the user desires to 
design the controllers, but a logical choice would be to 
have the highest priority devices be those requiring the 
highest data transfer rates. 

6-8. INPUT PROGRAMMING USING 
NONINTERRUPT MODE 

Programming a party-line I/O device noninterrupt input 
operation is similar to programming a noninterrupt input 
operation for a standard I/O device as previously discussed 
in Section III of this manual. A general noninterrupt input 
operation can be programmed as shown in Table 6-2. It 
should be noted that the program in Table 6-2 assumes 
that the I/O device is assigned a party-line address of 60 
octal and that the Control and Data PCA's are installed in 

Table 6-2. Party-Line Noninterrupt Input Routine 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

CLF 00 Disable interrupt system. 

LOB IADR Load device address in lower eight bits of B-register and set bit 12 to 
"1" to command input operation (010060B). 

OTB CNTL Output B-register contents to Control PCA. 

STC CNTL,C Set Control PCA Control flip-flop to initiate Encode (take action) signal. 
Clear Flag flip-flop in preparation for recognition of Flag (action taken) 
signal from device. 

SFS CNTL Is Control PCA Flag flip-flop set (input ready)? 

JMP *-1 No, repeat previous instruction. 

LIA DATA Yes, load Data PCA input register into A-register. 

IADR OCT 010060 Set IADR equal to device party-line address. 

CNTL EQU 10B Set CNTL equal to Control PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

DATA EQU 118 Set DATA equal to Data PCA 1/0 slot select code. 
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computer I/O slots assigned to select codes 10 and 11, 
respectively. To perform a looping operation (i.e., load 
several consecutive inputs into the computer), it is not 
necessary to repeat the first three instructions contained 
in Table 6-2 each time through the loop since these in
structions are for initialization only. 

6-9. OUTPUT PROGRAMMING USING 
NONINTERRUPT MODE 

A general noninterrupt output operation can be pro
grammed as shown in Table 6-3. The program in Table 6-3 
assumes the same I/O device party-line address and inter
face PCA select codes as in the input program discussed in 
paragraph 6-8. 

6-10. 1/0 PROGRAMMING USING 
INTERRUPT MODE 

When programming party-line I/O devices using the 
interrupt mode, each 1/0 device's controller must be capa
ble of sending an identifying address to the computer since 
several devices may be running simultaneously on the 
party line. These 1/0 device addresses must then be de
coded by a user program to determine which specific inter
rupt routine should be entered. It should be noted that the 
necessary software overhead time spent in decoding these 
addresses causes data transfer rates to be slower than 
when operating in the noninterrupt mode. Actual transfer 
rate is dependent on the length of the interrupt routine, 
the time required to recognize an interrupt, and the time 
required to decode the address and process the data. 

6·11. INTERRUPT PROCESSING. To initiate an 
interrupt request, the party-line 1/0 device controller 
sends a Flag signal to the Control PCA. It also places the 
requesting I/O device's address on the lower eight lines of 
the control bus. When the computer recognizes the inter
rupt request, it executes the instruction in the memory 
location corresponding to the Control PCA's 1/0 slot select 
code. This instruction is always a jump subroutine to a 
master interrupt subroutine designed to service party-line 
interrupts. The master interrupt subroutine causes a jump 
subroutine to the memory address corresponding to the 
address of the interrupting party-line I/O device. This 
memory address contains another indirect address that 
specifies the particular interrupt routine to service the 
requesting device. 

6-12. SAMPLE PROGRAM. As shown in Table 
6-4, only five instructions are required to initially pro
gram a party-line 1/0 device to input data to the computer 
using the interrupt mode. The program in Table 6-4 as
sumes the same 1/0 device party-line address and inter
face PCA select codes as in the noninterrupt input pro
gram discussed in paragraph 6-8. The program will con
tinue until the 1/0 device is ready to input data. The 1/0 
device then interrupts the computer by setting the Control 
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PCA's Flag and IRQ flip-flops and placing its device ad
dress on the lower eight lines of the control bus. The 
computer executes the instruction in the memory location 
having an address corresponding to the Control PCA's I/O 
slot select code. This instruction is normally a jump sub
routine indirect to a master interrupt subroutine designed 
to service all party-line interrupts. A sample master inter
rupt subroutine is contained in Table 6-5. It should be 
noted that the indirect address used in the JSB instruction 
of the program is actually the party-line address (60 octal) 
of the requesting I/O device. Thus, computer control will 
transfer to the address stored in memory location 60 octal. 
This is the actual starting place of the specific interrupt 
routine to service this particular 1/0 device. A sample 
specific interrupt routine for an input device is contained 
in Table 6-6. 

6-13. DCPC TRANSFERS 

As previously discussed in Sections III and IV, high-speed 
data transfer rates are achieved by effecting DCPC cycle 
steals; i.e., the DCPC channel receives a Service Request 
(SRQ) signal from the 1/0 interface PCA to request more 
data before the computer timing has advanced past the 
time period when a new DCPC cycle begins. Therefore, the 
time delay between the issuance of the 1/0 device's Flag 
(start) signal and the receipt of the SRQ signal by the 
computer is critical to effect successive 1/0 cycle steals. 
When designing an interface PCA or when selecting an 
HP general-purpose interface PCA for DCPC applications, 
particular attention must be paid to the timing of the 
interface PCA's flag and interrupt circuit SRQ signal (in
itiate DCPC cycle) and to when the 1/0 device's Flag sig
nal is received. 

Full DCPC bandwidth transfers assume that the DCPC 
option is stealing every CPU 1/0 cycle, that is, the Service 
Request (SRQ) signal is fully asserted at every consecutive 
sampling time on the DCPC PCA. The sampling times for 
the HP 1000 Computers are as follows: 

M-Series: T5Pl, leading edge 

E/F-Series: T4P4, leading edge 

The DCPC transfer rates presented in Table 1-1 are given 
under the full bandwidth assumption. To derive the trans
fer rates for less than full DCPC bandwidth, the number 
and access times of actual memory accesses involved in 
the execution of normal CPU instructions during 1/0 cy
cles in which DCPC does not have control must be taken 
into account. Therefore, one-half bandwidth figures may 
not necessarily equal the full bandwidth figures divided 
by two. 

For applications in which transfer rates of less than one
half of the full DCPC bandwidth (approximately 616,666 
bytes/second for the HP 1000 M-Series Computers and 
860,000 bytes/second for the HP 1000 E/F-Series Com
puters) are sufficient, the flag and interrupt circuit (illus
trated in Figure 5-2) will fulfill SRQ signal generation 
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Table 6-3. Party-Line Nonlnterrupt Output Routine 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

CLF 00 Disable interrupt system. 

LDB OADR Load device party-line address in lower eight bits of B-register and set 
bit 13 to "1" to command an output operation. 

OTB CNTL Output B-register contents to Control PCA. 

STC CNTL,C Set Control PCA Control flip-flop to initiate Encode (take action) signal. 
Clear Flag flip-flop in preparation for recognition of Flag (action taken) 
signal from device. 

LDA BUFF,I Load output data word into A-register. 

OTA DATA Output A-register contents to Data PCA. 

STC DATA,C Set Data PCA Control flip-flop to gate output data onto data bus and to 
initiate an Encode signal. 

SFS CNTL Is Control PCA Flag flip-flop set (data received by device)? 

JMP • -1 No, repeat previous instruction. 
Yes, continue program . . . . 

OADR OCT 020060 Set OADR equal to device party-line address. 

BUFF DEF BAD DR Define storage location of data word. 

CNTL EQU 10B Set CNTL equal to Control PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

DATA EQU 11 B Set DATA equal to Data PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

Table 6-4. Party-Line Interrupt Input Routine 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

STF 00 Enable interrupt system. 

CLC DATA Clear Data PCA Control flip-flop to inhibit interrupt requests from 
Data PCA. 

LDB IADR Load device party-line address in lower eight bits of B-register and set 
bit 12 to "1" to command an input operation. 

OTB CNTL Output B-register contents to Control PCA. 

STC CNTL,C Set Control PCA Control flip-flop to initiate input operation. 

IADR OCT 010060 Set IADR equal to device party-line address. 

CNTL EQU 10B Set CNTL equal to Control PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

DATA EQU 11 B Set DATA equal to Data PCA 1/0 slot select code. 
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Table 6-5. Master Interrupt Subroutine 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

MAST NOP Subroutine entry point. The return to the interrupted program is stored 
here by the jump subroutine instruction. 

STA T1 Store contents of A-register in memory location T1. 

LOA MAST Load address to which program must return after interrupt request has 
STA T2 been received into A-register. 

LIA CNTL Load device party-line address from Control PCA into A-register. 

IOR 815 Set A-register bit 15 to "1" to allow device address to be used as an 
indirect address. 

JS8 A,I Jump subroutine to specific device interrupt service subroutine using 
address contained in A-register. 

T1 OCT 0 Storage location for A-register contents. 

T2 OCT 0 Storage location for return address. 

815 OCT 100000 Mask to set bit 15 to "1''. 

A EQU 0 Set A equal to memory location 0 (A-register). 

Table 6-6. Specific Device Interrupt Subroutine 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

ENTR NOP Subroutine entry point. The address (location T1) for return to the 
mastar interrupt subroutine is stored here by the jump (JS8) instruction 
in the previous program (Table 6-5). 

STA ADDR Store device address (presently in A-register) in location ADDR. 

LOA ENTR,I Use address stored in ENTR to load and store original A-register con-
STA T1 tents previously stored in master interrupt subroutine. 

ISZ ENTR Increment address stored in ENTR, use it to load original return 
address from master interrupt subroutine, and store it as this routine's 
return address. 

LOA ENTR,I Gather necessary addresses and original register contents from master 
STA ENTR interrupt subroutine. (Frees master interrupt subroutine for processing 

other interrupt requests from party-line devices.) 

LIA DATA Load data from Data PCA into A-register. 

STC CNTL,C Set Control PCA Control flip-flop to re-enable party-line interrupt . requests. (Causes new operation by addressed party-line device.) . . (Routine to process data received from party-line device.) . 
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Table 6-6. Specific Device Interrupt Subroutine (Continued) 

LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENTS 

LOA T1 Interrupt process complete. Restore original A-register contents and 
JMP ENTR,I jump back to interrupted main program. 

ADDA OCT 0 Storage location. 

T1 OCT 0 Storage location. 

CNTL EQU 108 Set CNTL equal to Control PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

DATA EQU 11 B Set DATA equal to Data PCA 1/0 slot select code. 

timing requirements. As shown in Figure 6-2A, this cir
cuit generates the SRQ signal at the first T2 time follow
ing the receipt of the Device Flag signal and, as such, can 
only initiate data transfers at a maximum rate of every 
other I/O cycle (half DCPC bandwidth). This circuit (Fig
ure 6-2A) is used with most HP general-purpose PCA's, 
including the breadboard interface kit. 

DCPC transfer rates of greater than half DCPC 
bandwidth can be brought about by several methods. The 
most appropriate method to use depends on three consid
erations: the series of HP 1000 Computer used, the I/O 
device speed, and whether or not handshake will be used. 
For the purposes of this discussion, these methods are 
presented in two categories: handshake and non
handshake transfers. 

The first handshake method of achieving transfer rates of 
up to full DCPC bandwidth includes the use of an asyn
chronous flag circuit. The flag and interrupt circuit of 
Figure 6-2A can be either modified or designed similar to 
that shown in Figure 6-2B. This circuit generates the SRQ 
signal immediately upon receipt of the device flag signal, 
is not dependent on time T2 and, as such, can initiate data 
transfers at a maximum rate of up to every successive I/O 
cycle (full DCPC bandwidth) assuming that the I/O device 
is capable of generating a device flag signal that is fully 
asserted at the beginning of I/O cycle time T4. Propaga
tion delays through the I/O device, the interface PCA and 
the cable must be taken into account. This method can be 
used with the HP 1000 M-Series Computers but must not 
be used with the HP 1000 E/F-Series Computers because 
of the shortened time duration of the I/O cycle T-periods. A 
buffering scheme is recommended for use with the El 
F-Series Computers. 

The buffering scheme is the second method of achieving 
the full DCPC bandwidth using handshake. Since the data 
transfer rate may be less than the DCPC latency time, 
more than one word can be received from the device before 
the DCPC gains control. Therefore, a buffering scheme is 
required to save data words until the channel is operative. 
The size of the buffer can be determined by dividing the 
worst case DCPC latency time by the data transfer time. 
For example, if the worst case DCPC latency time is 6 
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microseconds and words are transferred at 1 microsecond 
intervals, a 6 word buffer would be required. 

6 µsec (latency) 
= 6 word buffer 

1 µsec (transfer time/word) 

Additional words should be added for safety margin pur
poses. 

The diagram illustrated in Figure 6-2C provides the basic 
control logic and data handling to achieve DCPC transfers 
at full bandwidth with an E-Series or F-Series Computer. 
The design shown can be used in either the read or write 
mode and may utilize either DCPC channel. The design 
employs asynchronous logic to handle transfers to and 
from a 16 word First-In/First-Out memory (FIFO). This 
feature allows the data transfers to occur at the highest 
possible speed, limited only by the internal delays of the 
FIFO and the speed of the device. Synchronization with 
the CPU is achieved via DCPC cycle requests initiated by 
SRQ, which the DCPC samples during T4. Upon receipt of 
a machine cycle, the DCPC will issue I/O signals at par
ticular T-periods. The timing diagram of Figure 4-8 illus
trates the DCPC timing sequence. 

Handshake need not be used to achieve the full DCPC 
bandwidth. However, the preprequisite to using non
handshake transfers is that the I/O device must be capable 
of transferring data at rates faster than the full DCPC 
bandwidth (approximately 1.23 Mbytes/sec with the HP 
1000 M-Series and 2.28 Mbytes/sec with the E/F-Series 
Computers). The DCPC must receive a fully asserted and 
stable SRQ signal by P4(E/F) or Pl(M) microcycle of time 
period T4(E/F) or T5(M) of the current I/O cycle in order to 
steal the next I/O cycle. In the E/F-Series, microcycle P3 of 
T4 can be extended for the first SRQ only. Therefore, T4 
P-periods are short microcycles. Two methods of ensuring 
a fully asserted SRQ signal for the correct sampling times 
of the current I/O cycle involve either tieing SRQ high 
through the use of a jumper or tieing the Device Command 
signal directly back to the Device Flag line on the inter
face PCA. Again, both methods assume that the I/O device 
is capable of handling data as fast as the interface PCA 
can present or take it. 
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The non-handshake methods suffice for applications in 
which the 1/0 device does not generate the necessary sig
nals to effect a complete handshake transfer. However, the 
buffering scheme using handshake is recommended for 
applications in which the 1/0 device does generate the 
signals necessary for a complete handshake. 

6-14. MICROPROGRAMMED 1/0 

The HP 1000 Computers have a user-microprogrammable 
control processor which allows the user to expand the 
computer's instruction set so that the computer can per
form specific functions more efficiently. Through the use 
of microprogramming, computer execution time of often
used routines can be greatly reduced. An introduction to 
Hewlett-Packard's microprogramming techniques and de
velopment is contained in the HP 1000 E-Seri£s Computer 
Operating and Reference Manual, part no. 02109-90001 
and the HP 1000 F-Seri£s Computer Operating and Refer
ence Manual, part no. 02111-90001. Complete information 
on how to prepare, load and execute microprograms is 
contained in the HP 1000 E-Series Computer Mi
croprogramming Reference Manual, part no. 02109-90004. 
A thorough understanding of the contents of these r:p.an
uals must be obtained prior to attempting any mi
croprogrammed 1/0 operations. Specifically, this manual 
contains information pertaining to microprogrammed 
block 1/0 transfers via the computer's 1/0 Section for both 
the E-Series and F-Series Computers and a general dis
cuss ion of the use of the E-Series Computer's Mi-
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croprogrammable Processor Port (MPPl for 1/0 
applications. 

A listing illustrating the forming and execution of mi
croprogrammed 110 instructions is contained in Table 6-7. 
It should be noted that this table is provided for example 
purposes only to illustrate the 1/0 functions performed by 
particular microinstructions. As is evident, the sequences 
of microinstructions provided emulate assembly language 
1/0 instructions. This type of microprogrammed 1/0 gen
erally does not produce appreciable transfer rate in
creases. However, it does allow you to develope custom 1/0 
instructions. Two types of microprogrammed 1/0 that do 
effect appreciable transfer rate increases are Mi
croprogrammed Block 1/0 transfers and Microprogramm
able Processor Port transfers. 

6-15. MICROPROGRAMMED BLOCK 
1/0 TRANSFERS 

Microprogrammed block 1/0 (MBIOl transfers via the 1/0 
Section provide the capability of high-speed data transfers 
between the computer and a peripheral device in an asyn
chronous manner (with respect to T-periods) at rates of up 
to 1.59 million words per second as specified in Table 1-1. 
This capability provides a higher bandwidth than DCPC 
for some applications and, in addition, provides for 
special-purpose 1/0 operations such as byte packing, etc. 

Figure 6-3 illustrates the sequence of operations for a 
MBIO input transfer. The sequence of events are as fol
lows. The input device outputs a Data Ready signal ( ll and 

INPUT 
DEVICE 

START 

DATA RECEIVED 

DATA READY 

DATA 

.. PROGRAMMER'S RESPONSIBILITY 

~ AUTOMATIC OPERATIONS 

Figure 6-3. Microprogrammed Block 1/0 Input Data Transfer 
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Table 6-7. Forming and Executing Microprogrammed 1/0 Instructions 

ALU/ S-BUS/ 
OP/ MOD/ OPRD/ 

LABEL BRCH SPCL COND STR ADDRESS COMMENTS 

CIR L CIR Places the select code of the 1/0 device stored in the 
Central Interrupt Register into the L-register via the 
S-bus. 

STC IMM L4 CMLO SB 303B Generates the binary number required to form an 
IOR SB SB STC O,C and combines the STC O,C with the select 

(T2) IOG IRCM SB code stored in the L-register to form an STC SC,C. 
(T3) NOP The CPU is frozen until the next 1/0 Section T2 time 
(T4) NOP period and the STC SC,C is executed at the following 
(T5) NOP T4 time period. 

(Refer to 
Note1 .) 

LINB IMM CMHI S4 376B Generates the binary number required to form an 
IOR S4 S4 LINB 0 and combines the LIA/B 0 with the select code 

(T2) IOG IRCM S4 stored in the L-register to form an LINB SC. The CPU 
(T3) NOP is frozen until the next 1/0 Section T2 time period, 
(T4) NOP the LINB is executed, and data from the selected 
(T5) S5 IOI 1/0 device is gated from the 1/0 bus into Scratch 

Register S5 at the following T5 time period. 

OTA/B IMM L1 CMLO S9 77B Generates the binary number required to form an 
IOR S9 S9 OTA/B 0 and combines the OTNB 0 with the select 

(T2) IOG IRCM S9 code stored in the L-register to form an OTNB SC. 
(T3) NOP S5 The CPU is frozen until the next 1/0 Section T2 time 
(T4) NOP 100 S5 period, the OTNB is executed, and the data from 
(T5) 100 S5 Scratch Register S5 is gated from the S-bus to the 

selected 1/0 device at the following T4-T5 timeperiods. 
(Refer to Note 2.) 

IAK IAK Freezes the CPU until the next 1/0 Section T6 time 
period, loads the select code of the interrupting 1/0 
device into the Central Interrupt Register, and gene-
rates an IAK signal for the 1/0 device. 

OP = Operation Field MOD = Modifier Field OPRD = Operand 
Field 

BACH = Branch Field COND = Condition Field 
SPCL = Special Field STR =Store Field 

NOTES: 1. Parenthetical T-periods listed in the LABEL column are for reference purposes only to illustrate the use of 
NOP micro-orders to synchronize the microprogram with 1/0 Section timing. Any non-freezable micro-order 
can be used in place of the NOP. 

2. Micro-order 100 is not the same as the 1/0 Section 100 signal. In order for an output transfer to be 
accomplished properly, micro-order 100 must be issued at 1/0 Section T4-T5 time period and the 100 signal 
must be present at T3-T4 time period. 
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a Data Word (2) to the interface PCA. The Data Ready 
signal sets the interface PCA flag and clocks the data word 
through the input buffer. The computer recognizes the Set 
Flag signal (3) generated by the interface PCA, writes the 
first data word ( 4) into the memory starting address 
specified in the microprogram, and immediately sends a 
Data Received signal (5) to the interface PCA. The inter
face PCA outputs the data received signal which is recog
nized by the input device as a Start signal (6). The process 
now repeats back to the beginning of this paragraph to 
transfer the next word. After the specified number of 
words (up to 256) have been transferred into memory, the 
microprogram (7) returns control to the next instruction. 

As an aid toward a better understanding of how mi
croprogrammed block 1/0 transfers can be accomplished, 
some typical transfer schemes will be discussed in the 
following paragraphs. Each of the discussed 1/0 transfers 
will use the standard 1/0 backplane connector signals and 
the three special microprogrammed block I/O signals 
(BIOi, BIOO, and BIOS) also available on each 110 
backplane connector. (110 backplane connector pin 
number assignments for all 1/0 signals are listed in Table 
4-1.) Figure 6-4 is a flow diagram for microprogrammed 
block 1/0 transfers that illustrates which mi
croinstructions generate the required 1/0 transfer signals 
and a typical 1/0 interface PCA that can be designed to use 
these signals to transfer data. MBIO timing diagrams are 
provided in Figure 6-5. It should be noted that the flag and 
interrupt circuit design discussed in Section V must be 
modified as shown in Figure 6-6 for microprogrammed 
block 1/0 transfers. 

The circuits shown in Figures 6-4, 6-6A, 6-6B and 6-6C 
synchronize the SKF signal to decrease the probability of 
an oscillatory input driving the SKF signal due to in
adequate set-up time at the first flip-flop. The synchroni
zation is necessary to ensure a relatively hazard-free SKF 
signal for the CPU to test. Figure 6-5 illustrates the 
amount of time available to enable input or output data to 
or from the interface PCA. Any delay times in the user 
interface PCA must meet these specifications. 

An alternate addressing scheme should be employed for 
MBIO transfers. Instead of addressing the card via select 
code signals generated by the lower six bits of the IR 
(Instruction Register), the state of the control flip-flop 
should determine addressing. The control flip-flop is set on 
the MBIO interface card with an STC sc,C instruction in 
assembly code before the microroutine is called. It is im
portant to have the MBIO interface PCA addressed when 
BIOS (P4) occurs, since BIOS is an additional qualifier for 
the BIOi and BIOO signals. When DCPC is used in con
junction with MBIO, DCPC takes control of the select code 
bus at P4 (the same time that BIOS occurs) preceding the 
DCPC cycle. Proper select code bus signals are not gener
ated because the addressing qualifier is disabled when 
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BIOS is enabled. The alternate addressing scheme elimi
nates competition for the select code bus and allows proper 
signal generation. 

Other MBIO restrictions arise due to DCPC and memory 
refresh. Since MBIO and DCPC share the same 1/0 bus, 
MBIO can contaminate DCPC data if a DCPC freeze oc
curs with an IOI or 100 micro-order in the MIR (Micro 
Instruction Register). In the first case, control of the S-Bus 
is returned to the CPU during T4 of a DCPC output cycle. 
The decoders are re-enabled and the BIOi signal is gener
ated. BIOi enables data from the MBIO interface PCA 
onto the 1/0 bus at the same time that DMALCH holds 
DCPC output data on the 1/0 bus. In the second case, 100 
in the store field enables the S-Bus data onto the 1/0 bus 
for the length of the DCPC input or output cycle. For both 
cases, the resultant data is the inclusive-OR of the two 
sources. This can be avoided by placing a dummy read or 
RJ30 micro-order one or two microinstructions before the 
IOI or IOO micro-orders. This prevents loading IOI or IOO 
microinstructions into the MIR because the read or RJ30 
micro-order freezes the CPU prior to the DCPC cycle. 

A microprogramming restriction arises when the BIOi 
signal is used for a handshake acknowledgement or for an 
"increment buffer pointer" signal. Consider the following 
line of microcode: 

WRITE PASS TAB IOI 

Since this is a write micro-order, the machine freezes on 
this line if it coincides with refresh or DCPC. Before freez
ing, the CPU performs the IOI into TAB transfer. This 
transfer is performed a second time after the freeze. In the 
case that BIOi is used to bump the buffer pointer, a new 
word is transferred and the previous word is lost. In the 
case that BIOi is used for a handshake acknowledgement, 
there will be two acknowledgements for a one word trans
fer. The solution to this problem is to pass the data with 
IOI into a scratch pad register as shown in the following 
segment of microcode: 

PASS Sl IOI 
WRITE PASS TAB Sl 

In addition, the CPU counter (CNTR) cannot be used as 
the word count register in an MBIO input transfer because 
the 1/0 bus is disabled from driving the S-Bus whenever 
the select code (lower 6 bits of the CNTR) is less than 
seven. 

For example purposes, assume that a block of data from 
the memory of a "master" computer is to be transferred 
into the memory of a "slave" computer under mi
croprogram control. First, a driver circuit similar to that 
shown in Figure 6-6A must be designed on an HP Bread
board Interface PCA and the PCA inserted into the "mas
ter" computer's 1/0 slot. Second, a receiver circuit similar 



to that shown in Figure 6-6B must be designed on another 
HP Breadboard Interface PCA and this PCA inserted into 
the "slave" computer's 1/0 slot. Third, the two interface 
PCA's Jl connectors must be interconnected with a cable 
assembly. Fourth, a microprogrammed block 1/0 output 
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routine similar to that contained in Table 6-8 must be 
developed for the "master" computer and a mi
croprogrammed block 1/0 input routine similar to that 
contained in Table 6-9 must be developed for the "slave" 
computer. 

Table 6-8. Block 1/0 Output Microprogram 

ALU/ S-BUS/ 
OP/ MOD/ OPRD/ 

LABEL BACH SPCL COND STA ADDRESS COMMENTS 

ENTRY IOFF Disable normal interrupts 
READ* PASS S11 M Save return address 

INC PNM A Pick up buffer address 
PASS 100 B Output word count 

JMP CNDX ALZ RETURN 
LOOP JMP CNDX HOI ABORT Test for emergency interrupt. 

READ PASS 
JMP CNDX SKPF RJS *-2 Flag set? Yes; process transfer output word 

PRST INC PNM p 

PASS 100 TAB 
DEC B B 

JMP CNDX ALZ RJS LOOP All words transferred? Yes, return. 
RETURN READ ION INC PNM S11 

RTN 

ABORT . Save word count, buffer address, etc. Set P = S11 . and jump to base set HORI routine . . 
JMP HORI 

·Dummy read. 

Table 6-9. Block 1/0 Input Microprogram 

ALU/ S-BUS 
OP/ MOD/ OPRD/ 

LABEL BACH SPCL COND STA ADDRESS COMMENTS 

ENTRY IOFF DEC S11 p Disable normal interrupts 
READ* PASS p A Save return address 

PASS B IOI Pick up buffer address and word count. 
JMP CNDX ALZ RETURN Word count = O? 

PASS 

LOOP JMP CNDX HOI ABORT Test for emergency interrupt. Flag set? Yes, process 
JMP CNDX SKPF RJS *-2 transfer Pick up word, Write it into memory. 

READ* INC PNM p 

PASS $1 IOI 
WRITE PASS TAB S1 

DEC B B 
JMP CNDX ALZ RJS LOOP All words transferred? Yes, return. 

RETURN READ ION INC PNM S11 
RTN 

ABORT . Save word count, buffer address, etc. Set P = S11 . and jump to base set HORI routine . . 
JMP HORI 

* Dummy read. 
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The program listed in Table 6-8 assumes the buffer ad
dress (starting address of memory where the block of 
words is stored) is in the A-register and the word count is 
in the B-register. The output program of Table 6-8, being 
associated with the "master" computer, starts the data 
transfer. Due to the master computer's interface PCA cir
cuitry (Figure 6-6A) the flag signal is present on entry 
into the microroutine to meet the SKPF condition to start 
the transfer. The "slave" computer fields the first transfer 
request, via an interrupt from the slave computer's inter
face PCA. The slave's input microprogram (Table 6-9) is 
entered with the A-register containing the buffer address. 
The word count is picked up from the slave's interface 
PCA and the data transfer loop is entered. Note that all 
read micro-orders marked with an asterisk(*) are dummy 
reads which are necessary due to possible DCPC or mem
ory refresh interaction. Also note that the MBIO programs 
test for emergency interrupts (i.e., power fail and parity 

7700-498 

COMPUTER 

MACRO INSTRUCTIONS I 

TIMING 
LOGIC 

MAIN 
MEMORY 

16 

error) and leave the MBIO routine if an emergency inter
rupt occurs. If an emergency interrupt branch is taken in 
either computer, the other computer will hang up waiting 
for the failing computer's handshake signals. Therefore, 
when implementing MBIO transfers, this situation should 
be handled in either hardware or software. 

The programs listed in Table 6-8 and 6-9 are capable of 
transferring data at 1.9 Mbytes per second for input trans
fers and 2.04 Mbytes per second for output transfers. Both 
transfer rates assume DCPC is inactive, therefore, all 
machine cycles are available to the CPU. 

Higher transfer rates can be achieved if SKF synchroniza
tion is not required. Table 6-10 contains programs to ac
complish higher transfer rates. Assuming DCPC is inac
tive, data transfer rates of 2.28 Mbytes for input and 3.17 
Mbytes for output can be achieved. 

INTERFACE PCA 

INPUT 
REGISTER 

CLK 

16 

1/0 DEVICE 
DEVICE FLAG 

(DATA RECEIVED 
BY DEVICE/DATA 
READY FOR CPU) 

I DEVICE COMMAND 

I (DATA READY FOR 

I DEVICE/DATA 
RECEIVED BY CPU) 

16 
DATA 

Figure 6-4. Microgrammed Block 1/0 Flow Diagram 
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OP/ 
LABEL BACH 

INPUT READ* 

WRITE 
JMP 

OUTPUT 
READ 
JMP 

• Dummy read. 

7700-499 
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Table 6-10. High Speed MBIO Transfer 

ALU/ S-BUS/ 
MOD/ OPRD/ 

SPCL COND STR ADDRESS COMMENTS 

INC 
DCNT 

CNDX 

PAST 
DCNT 
CNDX 

BIOi 

INPUT DATA 
VALID ON 1/0 
BUS 

BIOO 

BIOS 

OUTPUT DATA 
VALID ON 1/0 
BUS 

PNM p 
PASS S1 IOI Input data word 
PASS TAB S1 Write into memory 
CNTB RJS INPUT Continue or stop. 

INC PNM p 
PASS IOI TAB Read next word, output present word. Continue or 
CNTB RJS OUTPUT stop. 

MBIO INPUT TIMING 

~ 27 nsec max. 

~--D_A_T_A_VA_L_ID--~ 

MBIO OUTPUT TIMING 

I 105 nsec min. I ~ 35 nsec 
~->--~~~~~~·~··-.,"'--I 

LJ 
~ 10 nsec min. 

0-~--~-_....,...,...,......,,..,..,~---~- DATA VALID 

Figure 6-5. MBIO Timing Considerations 
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1080 
1081 
1082 
1083 
1084 
1085 

1086 
1087 
1088 
1089 

10810 
10811 

10812 

10813 

10814 

10815 

STC 

CLC 

SCM 
SCL 

IOG 

SFS 

SFC 

BIOO 

BIOS 

PRH 

PRL 

POPIO 

CRS 
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COMPUTER NO. 1 

Pl 

--<35 -2V 
--< 38 -2V 
--<41 -2V 
--<45 

--<42 
-2V 

--<s1 
·2V 
-2V 

--<s3 -2V 
--<52 

-2V 
--<s4 -2V 
---<ss 

--< 58 
·2V 
-2V 

--<SO 
-2V 

---< 57 
-2V 

---< 61 
-2V 

--<es 
-2V 

---< 74 

--<22 

---< 21 

--<16 
---< 14 

---< 15 

---< 25 

---< 5 

--<12 

---< 73 

---< 18 

-2V 

-<23:J 

---< 3 

--<11 

-2V CRs 
--<13 

-2V 

02 
03 Q3 

04 Q4 

01 Q1 

02 Q2 

03 Q3 

J1 

8~ 00 
9~ 01 
10~ 02 
11~ 03 

12~ 04 
13~ 05 

14~ 06 
15~ 07 
16~ 08 
17~ 09 

18~ 010 

19~ 011 

t--+----< 20 ~ 012 

t--+----< 21 ~ 013 

1---+----< 22 ~ 014 

t--+----< 23~ 015 

6 <E----111 DEVICE 

FLAG 

X>---< 3 ~ DEVICE 

COMMAND 

ALL RESISTORS 
1.5K UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
SPECIFIED. 

A. INTERFACE DRIVER CIRCUIT (COMPUTER TO COMPUTER) 

Figure 6-6A. Typical Microprogrammed Block 1/0 Interface Circuits 



Jl 

DO ~8 
Dl ~9 
D2 ~10 
DJ ~11 
D4 ~12 

05 ~13 

06 -714 
D7 ~15 

DB -716 
D9 -717 

DlO -718 
011 -719 

D12 ~20 

D13 ~21 

014 ~22 

D15 ~23 

DEVICE ~ 6 
COMMAND 

DEVICE 
FLAG 

ALL RESISTORS 
1.5K UNLESS 
OTHERWISE 
SPECIFIED. 
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+5V 

+5V 

+5V 

COMPUTER NO. 2 

8T13 

Pl 

26>---IOBO 
-2V 

29 >---IOBl 

-2V I 

_J 

SAME Jo>---10B2 

ASA 
64>---IOBJ 

SAME 77 >---IOB4 
ASA 80>---IOB5 

SAME 81 >---10B6 
ASA 84>---IOB7 

SAME 01>---10B8 

ASA 08>---10B9 

SAME 31>--IOBlO 

ASA 60>--10B1t 

SAME 78 >---10B12 
ASA 79>--IOB13 

SAME 82 >---10B14 
ASA 83 >---IOB15 

22>--STC 
-2V 

14 >---SCM 
-2V 
16 >--scL 
-2V 

15'>---IOG 
·2V 

21 >--cLC 
-2V 

25>--SFS 

r-1--~ 5 >--SFC 
~--------H 

67 >--BIOi 
-2V 

t-<--+ 18 >-BIOS 
-2V 

C 23>--PRH 

3 >--PRL 

B. INTERFACE RECEIVER CIRCUIT (COMPUTER TO COMPUTER) 

Figure 6-6B. Typical Microprogrammed Block 1/0 Interface Circuits 
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6-18 

COMPUTER 108015 (OUTPUT) 
~.i-------------tD15 

OUTPUT 
REGISTER OUTPUT I 

DATA 
10800 (OUTPUT) 

·~+-------------tDO CLK 

STC 

SCM 
SCL 

IOG 

CLC 

SFS 

SFC 

SKF 

108115 

1-------1 

1/0 DEVICE 

BTlJ -------+-)INPUT 

DATA 

81TO 

DEVICE 
COMMAND 

DEVICE 
FLAG 

015 D15t------t-"-.. i-------r--: l OUTPUT 
DATA 

10810 (INPUT) 

INPUT 
REGISTER 

t-------;-

C. DUPLEX REGISTER MBIO INTERFACE (COMPUTER TO 1/0 DEVICE) 

Figure 6-6C. Typical Microprogrammed Block 1/0 Interface Circuits 



6-16. MICROPROGRAMMABLE PROCES
SOR PORT INTERFACING 

Although it is not part of the computer's 110 Section, the 
Microprogrammable Processor Port (MPP) permits exter
nal hardware to be connected directly to the CPU of the 
E-Series Computer and can be interfaced under fast and 
direct microprogrammed control. Some typical applica
tions with the MPP include computer-to-computer com
munication, adaptation of specialized performance 
hardware (e.g., floating point hardware), and a low-cost, 
high-speed or special 1/0 cha~nel. Access to the computer 
is accomplished by fabricating an interconnecting cable 
assembly consisting of standard flat cable and mating 
connectors. This cable assembly connects between the ex
ternal device or interface PCA and the computer's MPP 
connector J3 located behind the computer's operator panel 
on Operator Panel PCA A2 as shown in Figure 6-7. 
(Maximum interconnecting cable assembly length is re
stricted to 6.0 feet (1.8 meters.) It should be noted that the 
MPP employs tri-state logic and that compatible devices 
must be used for interface design. Some recommended 
devices are as follows: 

74S240 
74S241 
74S373 
74S374 

Octal Inverter 
Octal Buffer 
Octal Latch 
Octal Flip-Flop 

Signal definitions and connector pin assignments for MPP 
connector J3 are contained in Table 6-10. A timing diag
ram for the MPP signals is contained in Figure 6-8. It 
should be noted that the actual use of the MPP signals 
must be determined by the user. When a use for a particu
lar signal is stated in Table 6-11, it is a suggested use only 
and is not restrictive. As previously stated, it is impera
tive that the user be completely acquainted with the con
tents of the HP 1000 E-Series Computer Microprogramm
ing Reference Manual, part no. 02109-90004 before at
tempting to use the MPP. Note that the same mi
croprogramming restriction applies to MPP transfers that 
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applies to MBIO transfers. Namely, the data on the MPP 
must be passed into a scratchpad register and then the 
scratchpad register is passed into the T-register. This as
sures that data words are not lost and that only one hand
shake acknowledgement occurs per transfer. 

For reference purposes, a listing illustrating how to form 
and execute a microprogrammed MPP 1/0 transfer is con
tained in Table 6-11. It should be noted that Table 6-11 is 
provided for example purposes only and that actual trans
fer instruction formats will vary depending on the exter
nal 1/0 device's specifications and the user's application. 

The microprogram listed in Table 6-11 inputs data words 
in a burst manner via the MPP and stores the data in 
main memory. The listed microprogram is interruptible 
before the word burst begins, but is not interruptible dur
ing the burst. Any interrupts that occur during the word 
burst transfer will be serviced at the end of the mi
croprogram. The listed microprogram has a maximum 
transfer rate of approximately 500 kilowords/second in a 
typical DCPC environment and of approximately 1500 
kilowords/second in a non-DCPC environment. The mi
croprogram listed in Table 6-11 assumes that the external 
device contains a data buffer large enough to hold the 
specified word burst and that the positive word count 
(number of words to be transferred) has been previously 
entered into the A-register. (In order to obtain the transfer 
rates specified above, the listed microprogram is limited to 
a 256 word transfer. Word bursts greater than 256 can be 
transferred; however, this requires a second word counter 
which requires additional microinstructions. This in turn 
decreases the data transfer rate.) The listed microprogram 
also assumes that the buffer acJpress (starting address of 
memory where data is to be stored) has been previously 
entered into the B-register. It should be noted that it is the 
programmer's responsibility to precede the microprogram 
listed in Table 6-11 with the required main memory/ 
control memory linkage. 
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BACK OF OPERATOR PANEL 

0330-20 

6-20 

OPERATOR PANEL PCA 
(CIRCUIT SIDE) 

J1 CABLE ASSEMBLY 

Figure 6-7. MPP Connector Location 



PIN 
NO. 
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Table 6-11. MPP Connector J3 Signal Definitions and Connector Pin Assignments 

SIGNAL MNEMONIC AND DEFINITIONS 

1 ** STOV: "Not" Set Overflow. This is a ground-true signal used to set the control processor's Overflow 
flip-flop. Processor loading is 14.0 mA. 

3* PPS: Processor Port P5. This is a positive-true signal derived from CPU freezeable P5 (Figure 4-4) 
used to synchronize data flow between the computer and the external device. 

5 MPPI011: Buffered S-bus bit 11. (Refer to Note 1.) 

7* PP2SP: Processor Port "2" Special. This is a user-defined, positive-true signal that goes high when micro
order MPP2 is in the Special Field of a microinstruction. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. 

9** MPP: "Not" Microprogrammable Processor Port. This is a user-defined, ground-true signal that can be 
sensed by the control processor when micro-order MPP is in the Condition Field of a micro
instruction. This signal must be asserted throughout the microinstruction cycle. Processor loading 
is 2.0 mA. 

11* 

13 
15 
17 
19 
21 
23 
25 

27* 

29* 

31* 

33 
35 
37 
39 

41* 

43 
45 
47 
49 

PP1SP: 

MPPI012: 
MPPI013: 
MPPI014: 
MPPI015: 
MPPI008: 
MPPI009: 
MPPI007: 

MPBST: 

PLRO: 

PIRST: 

MPPI006: 
MPPI005: 
MPPI004: 
MPPI003: 

MPBEN: 

MPPI002: 
MPPI001: 
MPPIOOO: 
MPPI010: 

"Not" Processor Port "1" Special. This is a user-defined, ground-true signal that goes low when 
micro-order MPP1 is in the Special Field of a microinstruction. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. 

Buffered S-bus bit 12 • 
Buffered S-bus bit 13 
Buffered S-bus bit 14 
Buffered S-bus bit 1 5 > 
Buffered S-bus bit 8 
Buffered S-bus bit 9 
Buffered S-bus bit 7 

Refer to Note 1 . 

Microprogrammable Processor Port "B" Store. This is a positive-true signal that goes high when 
micro-order MPPB is in the Store Field of a microinstruction. Can be used to strobe data on the 
S-bus into the external device. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. 

"Not" Processor Port L-Register Bit 0. This is a ground-true signal that can be used as an 
address line to the external device. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. The buffered signal is true when
ever LAO (least significant bit of L-register) is true. 

Processor Port Instruction Register Store. This is positive-true signal that goes high when micro
order IRCM is in the Store Field of a microinstruction. Can be used by external device for recogni
tion of special instructions. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. 

Buffered S-bus bit 6 } 
Buffered S-bus bit 5 
Buffered S-bus bit 4 
Buffered S-bus bit 3 

Refer to Note 1. 

Microprogrammable Processor Port "B" Enable. This is a positive-true signal that goes high when 
micro-order MPPB is in the S-Bus Field of a microinstruction. Can be used to load data from the 
external device. Permitted load is 6.0 mA. 

Buffered S-bus bit 2 } 
Buffered S-bus bit 1 
Buffered S-bus bit O 
Buffered S-bus bit 1 0 

Refer to Note 1. 

NOTES: 1. All S-bus signals are bidirectional. 
2. All even-numbered pins (2 through 50) are connected to ground. 

Signal generated by computer for external device. 
Signal generated by external device for computer. 
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Table 6-12. MPP Word Burst Input Microprogram 

ALU/ S-BUS/ 
OP/ MOD/ OPRD/ 

LABEL BACH SPCL COND STA ADDRESS COMMENTS 

. . . 
BURSTIN DEC S3 p Stores contents of P-register in Scratch Register S3 

for reentry point. 

CNTR A Stores the positive word count in the Instruction 
JMP CNDX ALZ DONE Register. 

PASS 

WAIT JMP CNDX HOI INTRPT Any interrupts pending? Yes; jump to interrupt micro-
routine. No; continue. 

--
NOP 1/0 device's data ready (i.e., MPP signal true)? No; 

JMP CNDX MPP RJS WAIT repeat previous instruction. Yes; continue. 

INC PNM B Loads starting buffer address in M-register and loads 
next buffer address in P-register. 

S1 MPPB Performs memory protect check of M-register address 
BURST WRTE MPCK TAB S1 for memory protect fence or DMS violation. Strobes 

data from the 1/0 device onto the S-bus (MPBEN sig-
nal true) and writes the data into main memory ad-
dress specified by contents of M-register. 

DCNT INC PNM p Decrements the Instruction Register (word count), 
loads next buffer address from P-register into 
M-register and increments the P-register. 

JMP CNDX CNTB RJS BURST Word count zero? No; jump to BURST. Yes; continue. 

DONE B p Begins exit routine by reading next instruction from 
READ INC PNM S3 main memory address specified in M-register (original 

RTN A CNTR P-register contents). B-register contains last buffer 
address. A-register contains all zeros indicating that 
the word burst is complete. 

INTRPT PASS p S3 Store microprogram reentry address into P-register 
JMP 6 and exit to Halt-Or-Interrupt Microroutine. . . . 
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SPECIAL 
COND 

MPP2 

MPP1 

MICRO-ORDERS 

STORE S-BUS 

MPPB 

MPPB 

IRCM 

SIGNAL 

MPBEN 

MPBST 

PP2SP 

PP1SP 

PIRST 

P1 

PP5 
*PIRST will load S-BUS data of previous microcycle. 

Figure 6-8. MPP Timing Diagram 

A. MPP INPUT TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

TIMING 

P2 P3 P4 

21MXECPU J6 Jl 21MXE FRONT PANEL J3 PORT USERS DEVICE 

SBUSO MPPIOO 

SBUS 1 MPP101 

S BUS2 MPPI02 

SBUS3 MPPI03 

S BUS 12 MPPl012 

S BUS 13 MPPI013 

S BUS 14 MPPI014 

S BUS 15 MPPl015 

a 

a 

a 

a 
Q 

a 

a 
OE EN 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

IF 2 PROCESSORS 
USE THE PORT, 
USE PLRO TO ENABLE 

P5 

CPU 
DECODER 

LOGIC 

ONE PROCESSOR AT A TIME 

0330·21 

MP BEN 

----~-\,__l~~---. 
0 nsec 

min 

NOTES: 1. THE MPBEN LINE CAN BE ACTIVE IN WORD TYPE 3 OR 4 MICROINSTRUCTIONS WHERE THE MPPB MICRO
OADER DOES NOT APPEAR. THIS IS BECAUSE THE JUMP TARGET ADDRESS FIELD BIT PATTERN IN 
WOAD TYPE 3 AND 4 CORRESPONDS TO THE s-eus FIELD OF WORD TYPE 1. IF THE ADDRESS BIT 
PATTERN CORRESPONDS TO THE BIT PATTERN FOR MPBEN, THE LINE WILL BECOME ACTIVE THUS 
THE MPBEN SIGNAL SHOULD BE USED AS A DATA BUFFER ENABLE ONLY. 

2. DEFINITIONS VALID AT CONNECTOR J3. ANY DELAYS SUCH AS CABLE DELAYS AND DELAYS IN 
THE USER DEVICE MUST ALSO BE ACCOUNTED FOR IN MEETING THESE SPECIFICATIONS. 

3. CHANGE MAXIMUM CABLE LENGTH SPECIFICATION TO 4 FEET. 

Figure 6-9. MPP Timing Considerations (Sheet 1 of 4) 
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0330·22 

6-24 

21MXE CPU J6 

S BUSO 

S BUS 1 

S BUS 2 

S BUS 3 

S BUS 12 

S BUS 13 

S BUS 14 

S BUS 15 

P5 

LAO 

MPPBST 

Jl 

B. MPP OUTPUT TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

21MXE FRONT PANEL J3 
I 

D Q I 

I 
D Q 

D Q I 
I 

D Q I 

D Q 

D Q 

D Q 

D Q 

PLROI 

USERS DEVICE 

I 
I 
I 

D Q 

D Q 

D Q 

D Q 

CLOCK 

CLOCK DATA AT TRAILING 
EDGE OF P5 AND MPBST 

Omin_, f--• ,-............................................. 
MPBST 

l.--95 nsec-t4;:::: 35 nsec--J I 
-1-m•n_y \ ___ _ 

r-15nsec~ 
PP5 

OUTPUT 
DATA VALID 
ON MPPIO 
BUS 

Ir min 

-............................................. '"----:r .. ::::.:.:.:.:.-:_-:_-1-40-n-,.-c-:.:::::::::""'l·~-
min ~~ 

Figure 6-9. MPP Timing Considerations (Sheet 2 of 4) 
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c. USE OF MICROPORT SIGNALS MPP AND STOY 

CONDITION 
MET LOGIC 

PP5 

CPU Q_ OVERFLOW 
REGISTER 

CLR 

SINCE STOV ASYNCHRONDUSL Y 
SETS THE CPU OVERFLON, THE 
USER SHOULD ENSURE THAT 
STDV IS A PULSE OF DURATION 
<CPU T PERIOD 

+5 

~'i' MPPCNDX o<J,._ __ r __ ... 1 __ 

I 
I 
I 

"""' I PP5 -----1v~1__;_;..;;. 

+5 

t 

IF TWO PROCESSORS USE THE PORT, 
USE PLRO TO ENABLE ONE PROCESSOR 
ON THE PORT AT A TIME 

DEVICE OVERFLOW 
D 

>CK 

USER MAY USE 
PPISP OR PP2SP 
TO RESET READY 
AND START NEXT 
OPERATION 

Q 

CLEAR 
DEVICE 

OVERFLOW 
LATCH 

USER SHOULD USE THE LEADING 
EDGE OF P5 TO ASSERT MPP. 

PP5 

i---3-5_n_••_c~ 

OMIN 

1+--------------140 nsec MIN 

.. , •----- 51 nsec MAX ----•~1 

PP5---~,~~-=1~1 ----j 

STOV ~ 
0 nsec MIN I-- 1-- 25 nsec MIN --1 

25 nsec MAX ---l 

.... """ """°'' _, ~ 
AFTER THE RISING EDGE OF PP5. 

THE CPU OVERFLOW 
REGISTER CAN BE 
CLEARED ONLY BY 
"CO,V" MICROINSTRUCTION 

Figure 6-9. MPP Timing Considerations (Sheet 3 of 4) 
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D. PIRST TIMING 

~· ~ 
PIRST y35ns~ec ---------

1 19 nsec I r min 

\ ___ _ 

0330-24 

E. PPlSP AND PP2SP TIMING 

PP5 -------t1: .. =======--
9
-
5 

-nse-c====-=-=-=-:F35 nsec=:J{,., _____ _ 

mon 

PP5 

PP2SP 

0330-25 

6-26 

i------83 nsec------.1~1 11-------.,. 
min 

NOTE. 
THERE IS A DECODER SETTLING TIME AT THE BEGINNING 
OF EVERY MICROCYCLE DURING WHICH TIME PPlSP AND 
PP2SP ARE INDETERMINATE. THE SETUP TIME INDICATES 
THE START OF THE STABLE PERIOD. IF THE INDETERMINATE 
PERIOD POSES DIFFICULTY, MPPlSP AND PP2SP CAN BE 
QUALIFIED WITH PP5. 

Figure 6-9. MPP Timing Considerations (Sheet 4 of 4) 



This appendix contains condensed general descriptions of 
general-purpose interface kits currently available from 
Hewlett-Packard. Unless otherwise specified, the inter
face kits listed are compatible with the HP 1000 M-Series, 
E-Series and F-Series Computers. Additional information 
for these interface kits is available at any of the Hewlett
Packard Sales and Service Offices listed at the back of this 
manual. 

A-1. HP 12531C BUFFERED TELE
PRINTER INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12531C interfaces HP 1000 Computers to HP 
2752A and HP 2754B Teleprinters using current loop sig
nals. Optional features permit interfacing to a variety of 
EIA compatible devices, including Bell 103 Type data sets 
or equivalent (manual mode only). Five jumper-selectable 
data transfer rates (110, 220, 440, 880, and 1760 bits per 
second) are available. A second jumper permits control of 
the data transfer rate up to a maximum of 2400 bits per 
second by an external clock from the associated 1/0 device. 

A-2. HP 12531 D TERMINAL 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12531D interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a vari
ety of terminal devices. The standard interface permits 
interfacing with 110 devices using current loop signals. 
Optional features permit interfacing to a variety of EIA 
compatible devices, including Bell 103 Type data sets or 
equivalent (manual mode only), HP 2640A Interactive 
Display Terminals, and HP 2644A Mini Data Stations. 
Five jumper-selectable data transfer rates (150, 300, 600, 
1200, and 2400 bits per second) are available. A second 
jumper permits control of the data transfer rate up to a 
maximum of 9600 bits per second by an external clock 
from the associated 1/0 device. 

A-3. HP 12551 B RELAY REGISTER 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12551B interfaces HP 1000 Computers to external 
devices that require floating contact closures. The stan
dard interface provides 16 floating contact closures that 
can be used to control one device or, subdivided in any 
combination, to control several devices. The opening and 
closing of each set of relay contacts is under computer 
program control and the voltages switched through the 

relay contacts can differ from each other and from com
puter ground by as much as lOOV peak. The relay contacts 
can be connected in series, parallel, or series-parallel, with 
or without diode isolation. An optional feature permits 
data to be read back into the computer from the interface's 
storage register. 

A-4. HP 12554A 16-BIT DUPLEX 
REGISTER INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12554A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a vari
ety of digital 1/0 devices. The interface permits 16-bit 
input, output, or combined inputioutput operations be
tween a computer and its associated 1/0 device by provid
ing a 16-bit input storage register, a 16-bit output storage 
register, and all required control and interrupt logic. 

A-5. HP 125558 DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG 
CONVERTER INTERFACE KIT 
(M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12555B interfaces HP 1000 M-Series Computers 
to a variety of external 1/0 analog devices. The interface 
receives 16-bit binary words from the computer, divides 
each 16-bit word into two 8-bit bytes, and stores these 
words in two 8-bit registers. Outputs from the two 8-bit 
registers are scaled to provide two analog output voltages 
that are used as the X- and Y-axis input signals to the 
external analog device. The magnitude of each analog 
output voltage is given by lON/255, where N is the deci
mal value represented by the combination of bits in each 
group of eight bits from the computer. For conventional 
oscilloscopes, the analog output signals are regenerated 
every 20 milliseconds to refresh the display. For storage 
type 1/0 devices, an Erase signal is generated to remove a 
previously generated display. Positive or negative blank
ing signals are also generated that can be connected to the 
Z-axis input of the device to provide the display after the 
interface circuits have stabilized. The interface also ac
cepts a Device Flag signal from the external device that 
indicates when the device is ready to receive new data. 

A-6. HP 125568 40-BIT OUTPUT 
REGISTER INTERFACE KIT 
(M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12556B interfaces with HP 1000 M-Series Com
puters and has a 40-bit output capacity. Its capabilities 
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include driving digital recorders such as the HP 5055A 
and HP 5050B or equivalent, driving program input lines 
of stimulus or measuring instruments, and driving control 
panel indicators or control lines. The interface's 40-bit 
output register offers two jumper-selectable output modes; 
ASCII and binary. In ASCII mode, the register assembles 
the BCD position of ASCII characters from six words in 
computer memory. In binary mode, the register assembles 
the output from three words in computer memory. 

A-7. HP 12560A DIGITAL PLOTTER 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12560A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to the 
California Computer Products (CALCOMP) Model 565 or 
563 Digital Incremental Plotter. The interface provides 
control, interrupt, and output logic circuits for computer 
program control of the plotter. When properly pro
grammed, the interface accepts any combination of paral
lel six bits from the computer and applies these six bits to 
the plotter for control of the drum, pen, and pen carriage 
assemblies. Drive capability for either the Model 565 or 
563 is jumper selectable. 

A-8. HP 12566B MICROCIRCUIT 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12566B interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a vari
ety of digital measurement devices with DTUTTL output 
voltage levels. The interface permits 16-bit input and out
put information flow between the computer and its as
sociated 110 device at data speeds much greater than can 
be achieved with discrete components. 

A-9. HP 12587B ASYNCHRONOUS 
DATA SET INTERFACE KIT 
(M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12587B interfaces HP 1000 M-Series Computers 
to common carrier data transmission equipment or, as an 
optional feature, to a computer terminal. During transmit 
operations, the interface converts parallel data output 
from the computer into serial data that is compatible with 
a data set or computer terminal. During receive opera
tions, the interface converts serial data output from a data 
set or computer terminal into parallel data for computer 
input. The interface can provide asynchronous communi
cations at speeds up to 3110 bits per second. The data rates 
are jumper-selectable and programmable functions in
clude character size, parity generation, parity checking, 
and the selection of one or two stop bits. 
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A-10. HP 12589A AUTOMATIC DIALER 
INTERFACE KIT (M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12589A interfaces the HP 1000 M-Series Com
puters to a Bell Auxiliary Data Set 801 Automatic Calling 
Unit. The automatic calling unit permits the computer to 
dial telephone numbers under program control to access a 
remote terminal for data transmission. Automatic calling 
can be used with either asynchronous or synchronous 
interface kits. 

A-11. HP 12597A 8-BIT DUPLEX 
REGISTER INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12597A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a vari
ety of external 110 digital devices. The interface permits 
8-bit input, output, or combined input/output operations 
between a computer and its associated 110 device by pro
viding an 8-bit input storage register, an 8-bit output 
storage register, and all required control and interrupt 
logic. 

A-12. HP 12604B DATA SOURCE 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12604B interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a vari
ety of digital measurement devices. The interface provides 
a 32-bit capacity and, as such, can transfer up to eight 
BCD digits from counters, digital voltmeters, etc. to the 
computer. The interface employs referenced capacitive 
coupling to accommodate input logic voltage levels from 
- lOOV to + lOOV. 

A-13. HP 12618A SYNCHRONOUS DATA 
SET INTERFACE KIT 
(M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12618A interfaces HP 1000 M-Series Computers 
to data communication networks equipped with high
speed sync\lronous data sets such as the Bell 201 Type or 
equivalent. Using fully independent transmit and receive 
channels, the interface can operate in either half or full 
duplex mode at data transfer rates up to 9600 bits per 
second. Under program control, the interface also provides 
selection of parity generation and checking, a synchroni
zation character, character size, and a special character 
recognition/interrupt capability. 

A-14. HP 12620A BREADBOARD 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12620A is a single plug-in 110 interface PCA that 
contains the standard HP flag and interrupt circuits re
quired by the HP 1000 Computers. The interface permits 



users to design and add to the PCA special circuits re
quired to interface unique 110 devices to HP computers. 

A-15. HP 12880A TERMINAL 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12880A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to console 
type terminals and provides jumper-selectable data trans
fer rates up to a maximum of 9600 bits per second. The 
standard interface is supplied with a cable suitable for 
connecting to most EIA terminals. An optional cable per
mits direct connections to the HP 2640 Interactive Display 
Terminal and to the HP 2644A Mini Data Station. 

A-16. HP 12889A HARDWIRED SERIAL 
INTERFACE KIT 
(M·SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12889A enhances the data communication capa
bility of the HP 1000 M-Series Computers. The interface 
enables high-speed, asynchronous, long distance, point
to-point data transfer between two HP 1000 M-Series 
Computers. The interface operates in any of four data 
handling modes; program to program, program to DCPC, 
DCPC to program, and DCPC to DCPC. 

A-17. HP 129208 ASYNCHRONOUS 
MULTIPLEXER 

The HP 12920B interfaces HP 1000 Computers to provide 
multiplexed 110 capability for up to 16 communications 
devices at programmable data rates up to 2400 bits per 
second. The standard interface provides multiplexed 110 
capability for up to 16 Bell 103 Type data sets or bit serial 
EIA RS232 compatible terminals such as teleprinters, 
card readers, or similar devices. Optional features provide 
for up to 16 Bell 202 Type data sets or up to eight Bell 801 
Type automatic dialers. All input and output channels are 
independent so that full duplex and split-speed devices can 
be interfaced. 

A-18. HP 12930A UNIVERSAL 
INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 12930A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to a wide 
variety of external 110 devices. Programmable switches 
provide the versatility required for the interface to ac
commodate most 110 interface requirements. The inter
face's dual channel design provides the capability for 
transferring large blocks of data over distances up to 500 
feet. Optional features provide a choice of either ground
true or positive-true TIL logic in place of the standard 
differential logic. 

Appendix A 

A-19. HP 12936A PRIVILEGED INTER
RUPT FENCE ACCESSORY 

The HP 12936A is a single printed-circuit assembly that 
can be installed in one of the 110 slots in an HP 1000 
Computer to provide a programmable 110 barrier between 
high and low priority 110 devices. It contains all required 
circuitry to control both the generation of interrupts and 
to inhibit the priority line to lower priority devices under 
program control. 

A-20. HP 12966A BUFFERED ASYN
CHRONOUS DATA COMMUNI
CATIONS INTERFACE 

The HP 12966A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to asyn
chronous, bit-serial, EIA RS232C compatible data sets or 
terminals. The interface permits the selection of parity 
generation and checking (even, odd, or none), selection of 
character size (five or eight bits), selection of number of 
stop bits (one or two), and a selection of data transfer rates 
from 50 to 9600 bits per second all under program control. 

A-21. HP 12967 A SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 
(M-SERIES ONLY) 

The HP 12967A interfaces HP 1000 M-Series Computers 
to any EIA RS232C compatible data set and provides 
half-duplex, synchronous, bit-serial, data communications 
at transfer rates up to 20,000 bits per second. Under pro
gram control, the interface permits the selection of parity 
generation and checking and the ability to transfer data 
under either program control or DCPC control. Character 
size is fixed at eight bits and a switch selectable syn
chronization character permits automatic synchronization 
of incoming data. 

A-22. HP 12968A ASYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE 

The HP 12968A interfaces HP 1000 Computers to EIA 
RS232C compatible, asynchronous data sets and termi
nals and provides half-duplex, asynchronous, bit-serial 
data communications at transfer rates up to 9600 bits per 
second. The HP 12968A is an economical, low-power ver
sion of the HP 12966A and is identical in every respect to 
the HP 12966A except that it has a two-character buffer 
and no special character capability. 

A-23. HP 593108 HP-18 INTERFACE KIT 

The Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP-IB) is Hewlett
Packard's implementation of IEEE Standard 488-1975, 
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Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation. The 
HP 59310B interfaces the HP 1000 Computers to the 
HP-IB which provides a two-way digital communications 
structure for one or more instruments with ASCII
compatible interfaces. The interface makes the following 
bus functions available to the computer: listen and talk 
functions, serial or parallel poll identification, controller 
clearing, and four types of interrupt flagging. Data trans
fers are byte-serial and bit-parallel (8-bit bytes). Data 
transfers can be accomplished under either program or 
DCPC control. 

A-24. HP 91000A PLUG-IN 20 KHZ 
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL 
INTERFACE SUBSYSTEM 

The HP 91000A is a complete computer-controlled data 
aquisition subsystem that can be connected into an 1/0 
slot of either an HP 1000 Computer. Once installed, the 
interface can, under program control, scan the outputs of 
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multiple external analog devices, convert the analog sig
nals into 12-bit two's complement binary representation, 
and return the binary number to the computer for process
ing. Jumper selections permits the interface to be confi
gured to accept either 8 differential or 16 single-ended 
analog signals in the range of + 10.235 to - 10.240 volts. 

A-25. HP 912008 TV INTERFACE KIT 

The HP 91200B interfaces HP 1000 M-Series Computers 
to both black-and-white and color television monitors. 
Under program control, the interface generates a compo
site video signal to provide displays that combine both 
graphic images and alphanumeric characters on television 
monitors. The interface is compatible with either Ameri
can or European standard broadcast TV scan rates and, in 
addition, can supply non-standard scan rates to optimize 
its operation with television monitors operating with 
60-Hz vertical rates. 



\1m11.1a 1/0 SIGNAL DEFINITIONS :
1 8 I 

This appendix contains a list of definitions for the signals 
available on the 1/0 backplane. The list is arranged in 
signal mnemonic, alphabetical order. Connector pin 
number assignments for the signals are contained in 
Table 4-1. The signals are generated at the T-period times 
illustrated in Figures 4-5 and 4-8. Program control of the 
signals and how they interrelate are discussed in Sections 
III and IV. 

BIOI: 

BIOO: 

BIOS: 

CLC: 

CLF: 

CRS: 

"Not" Block 1/0 Input. Used to strobe data 
from the 1/0 interface PCA into the com
puter during microprogrammed 1/0 trans
fers. (Refer to BIOS.) The BIOI signal is 
true when micro-order IOI is in the S-Bus 
Field of a microinstruction and no micro
order JOG is in the two preceding Special 
Fields. 

"Not" Block 1/0 Output. Used to strobe data 
from the computer into the I/O interface 
PCA during microprogrammed 1/0 trans
fers. (Refer to BIOS.) The BIOO signal is 
true when micro-order IOO is in the Store 
Field of a microinstruction and no micro
order IOG is in the two preceding Special 
Fields. 

"Not" Block 1/0 Strobe. Used in conjunction 
with BIOi and BIOO signals during mi
croprogrammed 1/0 transfers. During out
put transfers, data is valid on the 1/0 bus at 
the trailing edge of BIOS. During input 
transfers, data must be enabled onto the I/O 
bus at BIOI time. BIOI•BIOS verifies com
pletion of the input transfer. 

Clear Control flip-flop. Used to clear ad
dressed I/O interface PCA's Control and 
Command flip-flops. The CLC signal is gen
erated by a CLC instruction. 

Clear Flag flip-flop. Used to clear addressed 
1/0 interface PCA's Flag Buffer and Flag 
flip-flops. The CLF signal is generated by a 
CLF instruction. 

Control Reset. Used to clear all 1/0 inter
face PCA's Control flip-flops. The CRS 
signal can be generated by a CLC instruc
tion addressed to select code 00, a false PON 
signal, or by pressing the Operator Panel 
PRESET switch. 

EDT: 

ENF: 

FLG: 

IAK: 

IEN: 

IOG: 

IOI: 

IOO: 

End Data Transfer. Used during DCPC 
transfers to notify the 1/0 device that a data 
transfer is complete. The EDT signal is 
generated when the number of transferred 
words counted by the DCPC Word Count 
Register equals the number of words 
specified in the programmed block length. 

Enable Flag. Used during 1/0 operations to 
time the setting of all 1/0 interface PCA's 
Flag flip-flops. The ENF signal is generated 
by a buffered T2 time signal. 

Flag. Used in conjunction with the ad
dressed 1/0 interface PCA's IRQ signal to 
initiate an interrupt for an 1/0 device. The 
FLG signal is generated when the ad
dressed 1/0 interface PCA receives a com
bination of programmed 1/0 control signals 
from the computer and a Device Flag signal 
from the 1/0 device. This signal is also used 
to define the SCM octal digit for the inter
rupt address. 

Interrupt Acknowledge. Used to clear the 
addressed 1/0 interface PCA's Flag Buffer 
flip-flop to prevent a second interrupt from 
occurring for the same IRQ and FLG sig
nals. The IAK signal is generated after the 
computer has encoded the interrupt address 
and is under control of the instruction 
stored in the trap cell. 

Interrupt Enable. Used to enable or disable 
all 1/0 interface PCA's IRQ flip-flops. The 
IEN signal is controlled by STF and CLF 
instructions addressed to select code 00. 

I/O Group. Used in conjunction with SCM 
and SCL signals to enable the addressed 1/0 
interface PCA. The IOG signal is generated 
whenever an I/O group instruction is 
initiated. 

1/0 Data Input. Used to strobe data from 
the addressed 1/0 interface PCA into the 
computer. The IOI signal is generated by 
either an LIA, LIB, MIA, or MIB 
instruction. 

1/0 Data Output. Used to strobe data from 
the computer into the addressed I/O inter
face PCA. The IOO signal is generated by 
either an OT A or OTB instruction. 
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IRQ: Interrupt Request. Used in conjunction 
with the addressed 110 interface PCA's FLG 
signal to initiate an interrupt for an 110 
device. The IRQ signal is generated when 
the addressed 110 interface PCA receives a 
combination of programmed 110 control 
signals from the computer and a Device 
Flag signal from the 110 device. This signal 
is also used to define the SCL octal digit for 
the interrupt address. 

PON: Power On Normal. Used as a master reset 
signal for the entire computer and, when 
false, generates the CRS and POPIO sig-
nals for all 110 interface PCA's. A false 
PON signal is generated when power is ini-
tially applied to the computer. 

PO PIO: Power On Preset to 110. Used to set all 110 
interface PCA's Flag Buffer flip-flops. The 
POPIO signal is generated by either a false 
PON signal or by pressing the Operator 
Panel PRESET switch. 

PRH: Priority High. Used in conjunction with the 
PRL signal to maintain the priority chain 
between all 110 interface PCA's. The PRH 
signal is high whenever no 110 interface 
PCA's with a higher priority are requesting 
an interrupt. 

PRL: Priority Low. Used in conjunction with the 
PRH signal to maintain the priority chain 
between all 110 interface PCA's. The PRL 
signal is high whenever the 110 interface 
PCA is not requesting an interrupt and no 
110 interface PCA's with a higher priority 
are requesting an interrupt. 

RUN: Run. For HP 1000 M-Series Computers, the-
RUN signal reflects the state of the CPU 
Run flip-flop. For HP 1000 E/F-Series Com-
puters, the RUN signal can be used for re-
mote control of an unattended or inaccessi-
ble computer. (Refer to paragraph5-10.) 

SCL: Select Code Least Significant Digit. Used in 
conjunction with the SCM signal to deter-
mine which 110 interface PCA is to receive 
an 110 instruction. The SCL, SCM, and IOG 
signals must all be true in order to enable 
an 110 interface PCA. The SCL signal is 
generated by decoding bits 2 - 0 of an 110 
instruction into an octal digit. 
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SCM: 

SFC: 

SFS: 

SIR: 

SKF: 

SRQ: 

STC: 

STF: 

Select Code Most Significant Digit. Used in 
conjunction with the SCL signal to deter
mine which 110 interface PCA is to receive 
an 110 instruction. The SCM, SCL, and IOG 
signals must all be true in order to enable 
an 110 interface PCA. The SCM signal is 
generated by decoding bits 5 - 3 of an 110 
instruction into an octal digit. 

Skip if Flag is Clear. Used in conjunction 
with the SKF signal to test if the addressed 
110 interface PCA's Flag flip-flop is clear. 
The SFC signal is generated by an SFC 
instruction. 

Skip if Flag is Set. Used in conjunction with 
the SKF signal to test if the addressed 110 
interface PCA's Flag flip-flop is set. The 
SFS signal is generated by an SFS 
instruction. 

Set Interrupt Request. Used during inter
rupt processing to time the setting of the 
110 interface PCA's IRQ flip-flop. The SIR 
signal is generated by a buffered T5 time 
signal. 

Skip on Flag. Used in conjunction with the 
SFS and SFC signals to indicate the state 
(set or clear) of the addressed 110 interface 
PCA's Flag flip-flop. The SKF signal is gen
erated when the addressed 110 interface 
PCA's Flag flip-flop is set and the SFS sig
nal is true or when the Flag flip-flop is clear 
and the SFC signal is true. 

Service Request. Used during DCPC opera
tions to initiate a DCPC cycle. The SRQ 
signal is generated whenever the addressed 
110 interface PCA's Flag flip-flop is set indi
cating that the associated 110 device is 
ready for a data transfer. 

Set Control flip-flop. Used to set addressed 
110 interface PCA's Control and Command 
flip-flops. The STC signal is generated by 
an STC instruction. 

Set Flag flip-flop. Used to set addressed 110 
interface PCA's Flag Buffer flip-flop. The 
STF signal is generated by an STF 
instruction. 
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495-499 BOllldery Street NOYA SCOTIA Av. Eloy Aliso 1749 GERMAN FEDERAL Blue Star Lid. Telex: 334632 IEWPACKIT Sam11111g Elec•onics CO .. Lid. Systems Lid. 
Spring Hiii, 4000 Hewlett-Packard (Canada) lid. Quito REPUBLIC Bhavdeep Hewlett-Pickard llllianl S.p.A. 4759 Shingil-6-Dong Tftfrace House, 4 Oxford 
Tel: 2291544 P.O. Box 931 Tel: 450-975, 243--052 Hewlett-Packard GmbH Stadillrl Road Via T urazza, 14 Yoong Dlll1g POU Terrace 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA BOOWOOmilROld Tellx: 2548 CYEDE EO Vemiebszenkele Fronkflrl Ahmodobod 380 014 35100P•dovm -I P.O. Box 8366 
-It-Packard Auskllia Ply. Dertmoulll 838 1l 1 MedlcolOnly Berner S1rasse 117 Tel: 43922 Tel: (49) 664668 Toi: 833-4122, 4121 Chrletchurch 

Ltd. Toi: (902) 469-7820 Hospitalor S.A. Postfach 560 140 Tellx: 012-234 Tellx: 430315 IEWPACKI Telex: SAMSAN 27364 Tel: 64-165 
153GrllMilROld TWX: 610-271-4482 Casila 3590 0-6000 Fr•nkfurt 56 Blue Star Lid. Hewlett-Packard ltaliana S.p.A. NIGERIA 
Perkelde, 5063 Tel:(06011)50041 7 Here Street 

KUWAIT 
The Elec•onics ONTARIO RolJles 625 ViaG. Armelini 10 Al·Khaldlyo Trading & Toi: 2725911 Quito Telex: 04 13249 !1>ffm d C.lcultll 700 001 lnskumentalions Lid. Hewlett-Pickard (Canodo) Lid. 1-00143 Rom• Contracting Tellx: 82536 

1020 Morrison Dr. Tel: 545-250 Hewlett-Packard GmbH Tel: 23-0131 N661770 Oyo Rood Tel: (06) 54 89 61 P.O. Box 830-Safat VICTORIA Oltllwo K2H BK7 EGYPT T eclmisches Buro B!llJlingen Telex: 021-7655 Telex: 610514 Kuw•lt OkisNI-
Hewle1t-P1ckord Ausklia Ply. Tel: (613) 820-6483 l.E.A. Herrenberger Strasse 110 Blue Siar Lid. Hewlett-Packard -111 S.p.A. Tel: 42 4910/41 1726 P.M.B. 5402 

Lid. TWX: 610-583-1636 1ntemation11 Ervi-1111 D-7030 BObllngen, Bhandari House CCM"so Giovanni Lanza 94 Telex: 2481 Areeg kl lbecl•n 
31-41 Joseph S•oet Toi: 461577 
Blockburn, 3130 Hewlell-Pld<ard (~)Lid. Associates Wlrltenilerg 91 Nehru Place 1-10133 Torino LUXEMBURG Tellx: 31231 TEil NG 6877 Goreway Drive 24 Hussain Hegozi Skeet Tel: (07031) 667-1 Now Dolhl 110 024 Tel: (011) 659308 Hewlett-Packard Beneka Tel: 89-6351 

MlellH•ut• L4V 1M8 Kur-el-Aini Telex: 07265739 blln Tel: 682547 Telex: 221079 The Eleckonics 
Telex: 31024 MELB 

Tel: (416) 678-9430 HewleH-Packard GmbH Telex: 031-2483 S.A./N.V. lnskumentalions Lid. c .. ro Hewlett-Packard naiana S.p.A. Avenue du Col-Ven, 1 WESTERN AUSTRALIA TWX: 610-492-4246 Tel: 23 829 T echnisches Buro Dllsseldorf Blue Star Lid. \fl& Principe Nicola 43 G/C (Groriraaglaan) 144 "-Motor Rood, -
Hewlelt·PICklld Aus•llia Ply. 

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Lid. Tellx: 93830 Emaruel-Leutze-Str. 1 T.C. 7/603 'Poornima' 1-95126 Cotonlo B-1170BruoMlo 
P.O. Box 481 

Lid. 
552No-S•oet SAMITRO (Seestern) Marulhankuzti Tel: (095) 37 05 04 Toi: (02) 660 5050 

IUhin,Logo• 
141StirllngHig>way 

London N6E 2S5 Simi Amin Trading Office D-4000 DU-do<f Trlv•ndrum 695 013 Telex: 970291 Telex: 23 494 NORWAY 
Nodtonclo, 6009 

Tel: (519) 666-9181 18 Abdel Aziz Gawish Tel:(0211)5971-1 Tel: 85799 Hewlett-Packard Norge A/S 
Tel: 3665455 

TWX: 610-352-1201 Abdln..c.lro Telex: 085166 533 hpdd d Telex: 0884-259 Hewlett-Packard haiana S.p.A. MALAYSIA Ostendalen 18 
Telex: 93859 

Tel: 24932 Hewlett-Packard GmbH Blue Star Lid. 
Via Nuova san Rocco A -tt-Packord Seles P.O. Box 34 

AUSTRIA QUEBEC 
Technisches Buro HanWg 11 Magaralh Road 

Capadmonle, 62A (-ysla) Sdn. Bhd. 1345 Oat.rue 
Hewlett-Packard(~) Ltd. EL SALVADOR 80131 Nopol Slile 2.21/2.22 Tel: (02) 1711 80 Hewlett·Packord Gas.m.b.H. 
275 Hy!OOS Blvd. IPESA Klj)Stadlring 5 B•ng•lore 560 025 Tel: (081) 710698 WeNistrasso29 D-2000 Homburg 60 Tel: 55668 Bingman Angkasa Raya Telex: 16621 hpnos n 

P.O. Box 7 Polnto Clolro H9R 1G7 Blievar de los Heroes 11-48 Tel: (040) 63804-1 Telex: 0845-430 Hewlett-Packard ltaliana S.p.A. Jaian Ampang Hewlett-Packard Norgo AIS 
A-1205 Vienna Toi: (514) 897-4232 Edilicio Sarlh 1148 Telex: 21 63 032 '1>hh d Viii Marlin Luther Kllg, 38/ 111 Ku•I• Lumpur Ny-dsgoten 114 TWX: 610-422-3022 S.nS.lvedor Blue Star Lid. Tel: 483660, 485653 Tel: 35-16-21-0 Hewlett-Pickard GmbH -shiMandi'arn 

1-40132 Bologno P.O. Box 4210 
Telex: 135821135066 FOR CANADIAN Tel: 252787 Tel: (051) 402394 Proo; Erv-nng 5013 Nygaardsgotan, 

AREAS NOT ETHIOPIA 
TeclYlisches Buro Haooov« XXXXV/1379-2 Mahatma Telex: 511830 P.O. Box 1917 -tt-Packord Gas.m.b.H. Am Grossmarkt 6 Gandhi Rd. Bergen 

Wehlislrasse, 29 LISTED: -- 0-3000 H•nnover 91 Cochin 662 016 JAPAN Lot 259, Sllok ROid Tel: (05) 21 97 33 
A-1205 Wien Conlocl Hewlett-Pld<ard (Can· P.O. Box 2835 Tel: (0511) 46 60 01 Tel: 32069 Yokogowa-Hewlett-Packard Kuching, S•r•w•k 

PANAMA 
Tel: 35-16-21 Ida) Lid. in Mississauga. AddloAbabo Telex: 092 3259 Telex: 085-514 Lid. Tel: 53544 

Eleclr6nico Balboa, S.A. 
Telex: 135066 CHILE Tel: 119340 

Hewlett-Packard GmbH Blue Star Lid. 29-21, Takaido·Higashi MEXICO Aporatado 4929 
BAHRAIN .Iorgo Calcagni y Cill. Lide. FINLAND Teclmisches Buro NO'rllerg 1-1-117/1 Sarojlni Davi Rood 3-chome Hewlett-Packard Mexicana, Panama 5 
MedicllOnly Arturolkll11e065 Hewlell-Packord Oy Netlneyers•asso90 s.c ... d••- 500 033 

Suginami-ku, Tokyo 168 S.A. de C.V. Calle Sanllel Lewis 
Wael Pharmacy Casila 16475 Revontulentie, 7 D-8500 NUrnberg Tel: 70126 Tel: 03-331-6111 Av. PerW6rico S..- No. 6501 Edilicio "AHa," No. 2 
P.O. Box 648 Correo 9, Sontlago SF-02100 E- 10 Toi: (0911) 52 20 83 Telex: 0155-459 Tellx: 232-2024 YHP-Tokyo Tepepan, Xochfnilco Clud•d de P•n•m• 
hhrmln Tel: 220222 Tel: (90) 455 0211 Telex: 0623 660 Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Mexico 23, D.F. Tel: 64-2700 Blue Star Lid. Tel: 905-676-4600 Tel: 54866, 56123 Telex: JCALCAGN Tellx: 121583 hewpa st Lid. Telex: 3483103 Coruldu, 
Tellx: 8550 WAEL GJ Hewlett-Pickard GmbH 

133 K-..karn Hilt> ROid 
Cl'oo Bldg., 4th Floor Telex: 017-74-507 Canal Zone COLOMBIA ll•dr .. 600 034 FRANCE Tedvliaches Buro Mllnchen 4-20, Nishinaklljml 5-chome HewleH·Packard Mexic1na, Al Hamidlya Trading ond lnstn.mentaci6n Hewlett-Packard France Tel: 82057 Yodogawa-ku, Osaka-shi S.A. de C.V. PERU 

Conlracting Herwik A. Langoboek & Kier Eschens•asse 5 Telex: 041-379 COlllj)Rll(a Electro M6dica S.A. Zone d'aclivites de D-8021 Toulklrc- o.u., 532 Rio Volga #600 P.O. Box 20074 S.A. Ccxrtaboeuf Los Flamencos 145 
M•n•m• Carrero 7 No. 48-75 Tel: (089) 6117-1 ICELAND Tel: 06-304-6021 Col. Del Vale 

Son Isidro Casila 1030 
Tel: 259978, 259958 Apartado A6roo 6287 

Aveooe des Tropq,es Telex: 0524985 MediclJOnly Telex: 523-3624 Monterrey, N.L. 
Um•1 Boile Posllle 6 Eldlng Trading Con1Jlny Inc. Tel: 78-32-10 Telex: 6695 KALDIA GJ Bogot6, 1 D.E. -lt-Pld<ard GmbH Yokogawa-Hewtett-Packard Tel: 41-4325 

Tel: 289-8877 
91401 OrHy-C6dex 

T echnisches Buro Barln Hafnarnvoli - Tryggvag!ltu Lid. MOROCCO Tellx: ""1>. Booth 25424 BANGLADESH Tellx: 44400 
Tel: (1) 907 78 25 

Kailhstrasse 2-4 P.O. Box B95 Strilomo Semo; Nagoya Bldg. Dolbeau SISllRO Tho General Eleckic Co. of TWX: 600048F 18-Reykjovtk 
lnstn.rnentaci6n 0-1000 BorHn 30 11-2 SlllmoSISljlma-cho, 81 rue Karalchi Bangladesh Lid. Hewlett-Pachrd France Tel: (030) 24 90 66 Tel: 1 58 20/1 83 03 Nlkarrua-ku, Negor•. 450 C••Hl•nc• 

PAKISTAN 
Magnet-72 H.A. Langoblek & Kier S.A. Chemin des- Tellx: 018 3405 hpbln d INDONESIA Toi: 052 571-5171 Tel: 3041 82 -o & Company Lid. 
Olkusha Commercial Area Carrero 63 No. 49-A-31 B.P. 162 Oosmon Chambers 
llotljhell, DICCI 2 Aj>orlldo 54098 69130 Ecully GREECE BERCA Indonesia P.T. Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Telex: 23051122822 

Abdullal1 Haroon ROid 
Toi: 252415, 252419 llodollln Tel: (7B) 33 81 25 Koslas Karayannis P.O. Box 496/J<I. Lid. Gerep K•rmchl-3 
Telex: 734 Toi: 304475 TWX: 310617F 8 Omiroo S~oet Jin. Abdulllis62 Tanigawa Buiding 2, rue d'Agodir Toi: 511027, 512927 J•k•rl• 2·24-1 Tuuya-cho 

COSTA RICA Hewlett-Packard France Athene 133 Boile Postal 156 Telex: 2894 BELGIUM 
Tel: 32 30 303/32/37 731 Tel: 349255, 349866 Kanagawa-ku CaHbl•nc• 

Hewlelt-Packord - Cienlilica Costanicense S.A. 20, Chemin de La C6pi6re 
Telex: 21 59 62 RKAR GR Tellx: 4674B BERSL IA Yokohama, 221 Tel: 27209315 

S.A./N.V. Avenida 2, Cale 5 31081 TouktuM Tel: 045-312-1252 Telex: 23 739 
Aveooe Iii Col-Ven, 1, San Pidro de Montes de Oca Le Mlr•lt-C6dex Telex: 382-3204 Ylf' YDK 
(Groriraaglaan) ,\plrtado 10159 Tel: (61) 40 1112 
8·1170 BruHele lonJoH 
Tel: 102) 660 50 50 Toi: 24-38-20, 24-08-19 
Telex: 23-494 paloben bru Telex: 2367 GAi.GUii CR 



SALES OFFICES 
Arranged alphabetically by country (cont.) 

MusN<o & ~.Lid. 
10. Boz11 Rd. 
Seclor G-614 , ..... -
Tel: 28264 

PHILIPPIN!I 
The Onlne Advanced Sytllml 
Corporalion 
Rico House 
Amorsolo cor. Herrera S•. 
Legaspi Vilage, Makal 
P.O. Box 1510 
Metro Mantia 
Tel: 85-35-81. 85-34-91, 
85-32-21 
Telex: 3274 Oll.INE 

RHODESIA 
FieldTechnicllSaln 
45 Kelvin Road Nor1h 
P.O. Sox 3458 
S.Mllburr 
Tel: 70523115 liles) 
Telex: AH 4122 

POLAND 
lliU"o lnformlcji Technicznej 
Hewlett-Packord 
U1Slawtci2, 6P 
Pl.00-950 ....... 
Tel: 39 59 82, 39 51 87 
Telex: 81 24 53 

PORTUGAL 
Telectta·E- Ttalica de 

Equipamenlos Eltclric:Of 
S.a.r.I. 

FU Rodrigo da F.._. 103 
P.O. Box 2531 
P-U-1 
Tel: (19) 88 80 72 
Telex: 12598 
MedicalOnly 
IU!dinler 

lnlercambio - do 
Com6t'cio S.a.r J. 

P.O. Box 2761 
Avonida Antonio AuguslO 
de Aguiar 138 
P-Llabon 
Tel: (19) 53 21 3117 
Telex: 18891 llUller p 

PUERTO RICO 
Hewlett·Pack•d lnler· 

Americls 
Puef1oRicollranc:llOflice 
Clle 272. 
#203 1)1). COllllry CIJb 
C.rolln• 00630 
Tel: (809) 782-7255 
Telex: 345 0514 

QATAR 
- Trlldng & Conlracling 
P.O. Box 1583 -Tel: 22170 
Telex: 4439 NASSER 

ROMANIA 
Hewlett-Packord 

Reprezenlanll 
8d.n. 8alcescu 16 
Bucure111 
Tel: 15 80 23113 88 85 
Telex: 10440 

SAUDI ARABIA 
-Eleclroric 
Eslal>ishmenl (Head Oflice) 
P.O. Box 1228. ~ 

Street 
Jeddeh 
Tel: 27 798 
Telex: 40035 
Clble: ELECTA JEODAH 
-Electtoric 

Eslablislwnenl (Branch) 
P.O. Box 2728 
Rlyeclh 
Tel:62596/88232 
Telex: 202049 

-Eleclroric 
Eslal>ishmenl (Branch) 

P.O. Box 183 
AM<-.r 
Tel: 44678-44813 
Telex: 670136 
C:..: ELECTA AL-KHOllAR 

SINGAPORE 
-tt-Pacl<ord Si1gapore 

(Pie.) Lid. 
61h Floor. Inchcape House 
450-452 Ale-• Road 
P.O. Box 58 
Ale-•PoslOflice 
Slnppore 9115 
Tel: 631788 
Telex: HPSG RS 21488 

SOUTH AFRICA 
Hewlett-Packard 5oulll Africa 

(Ply.), Lid. 
Privale 8ag Wendywood, 
Sandlan, Transvul, 2144 
Hewlett-Pack11d Cenlre 
Dlphne S•eet. Wendywood, 
-ton,2144 
Tel: 802-5111125 
Telex: 8-4782 

-•·Packard 5oulll Africa 
(Ply.). Lid. 

P.O. Box 120 
Ho-d Ploce, 
cape Province. 7450 
Pile Park Cen ... Foresl D<ive. 
Plne .. nd1, 
cape Province. 7405 
Tel: 53-7955 ltwu 9 
Telex: 57-0006 
SPAIN 
-•-Packard E..,-. 

S.A. 
Clle Je<ez 3 
E-lledrtd 16 
Tel: 11) 458 26 00 (10 liles) 
Telex: 23515 hpe 

Hewlett-Pacl<ard Espol\Oil S.A. 
Cotonil Mlrasierra 
Edilicio .ki>on 
c/o Costa Brave, 13 
lledrtd34 
Hewlett-Packard Espoftola, 

S.A. 
Mllanesado 21-23 
E-Barcelon• 17 
Tel: (3) 203 8200 (5 liles) 
Telex: 52603 hpbe e 
Hewlett-Pacl<ard Esplllola. 

S.A. 
Av Ram6n y Cljal, 1 
Edificio 5evila, planla 9 ° 
E-Sewtle5 
Tel: 64 44 54158 
-tt-Packard Esplllola S.A. 
Edificio Allio 17' B 
E--1 
Tel: 23 83 06/23 82 06 
-tt-Packard Esplllola S.A. 
C/Ramon Gordllo 1 

(Enlo.) 
E-V ... ncla 10 
Tel: 96-361.13.541381.13.58 

SRI LANKA 
Mettopolilan Agencies Lid. 
209/9 I.Inion Ploce 
C-llo2 
Tel: 35947 
Telex: 1377METROlTO CE 

SUDAN 
Radison Trade 
P.O. Box921 
Khartoum 
Tel: 44048 
Telex: 375 

SURINAM 
Slllel Radio-N.V. 
Grole Holstt. 3-5 
P.O. Box 155 
P•r•marlbo 
Tel: 72118. 77880 

SWEDEN 
Hewlett.Pacl<ord Sverige AB 
Enil1'01Svllgen 3, Fack 
S· 161 Bromm• 20 
Tel: (08) 730 05 50 
Telex: 10721 
C:..: MEASUREMENTS 
Slockholm 
-tt-Packwd Sverige AB 
FrGlllsgolan 30 
S-421 32 Vlotro 

FrOlunclll 
Tel: (031) 49 09 50 
Telex: 10721 via 8r01T11111 

office 

SWITZERLAND 
Hewlett.Pacl<ard (Schweiz) AG 
Zll'c:henlrasse 20 
P.O. Box 307 Clt-8952 .. __ 

ZUrlch 
Tel: (01) 7305240 
Telex: 53833 hpog ch 
Cable: ll'AG CH 
Hewlett-Packard (Schweiz) AG 
ChAleOUllk>c 19 
CH-1219 Le Ugno,.. 

Geneva 
Tel: 1022) 96 03 22 
Telex: 27333 hpog ch 
Clble: IHPACKAG Geneva 

SYRIA 
General Electtoric Inc. 
tui Basha-Amal Ebn Kays 

Stteet 
P.O. Box 5781 
Dam11ecue 
Tel: 33 24 87 
Telex: 11215 ITl<Al. 
C:..: ELECTROBOR 

DAMASCUS 
Medicalonly 
Sawah & Co. 
Place Azmo! 
B.P. 2308 
D•rnaacn 
Tel: 16 387-19 697-14 268 
Telex: 11304 SATACO SY 
C:..: SAW.Iii, DAMASCUS 
&Mirnan Hill El Mllwi 
P.O. Box 2528 
- Bilar Stteel. 56-58 
Darneecue 
Tel: 114663 
Telex: 11270 
Cable: HLll DAMASCUS 

TAIWAN 
Hewlett-Pacl<•d Far Eaal Lid. 
Taiwan Branch 
Bank To-. 51h Floor 
205 T111 Hou Norlh Road 
Tllipel 
Tel: 102) 751-0404 (15 liles) 

-•-Packard Far Enl Lid. 
Taiwan Branch 
68-2, Clulg Chong 3rd. Road 
Kaohelung 
Tel: (07) 242311H<aohsill1g 
Analytical Only 
San Kwang lnslnlnenlS Co .. 

Lid. 
20 Yung 5ui Road 
Tllipel 
Tel: 3615446-9 (4 liles) 
Telex: 22894 SANKW.llll 

TANZANIA 
Medical Only 
lnle<nalionll Aeradlo IE.A.). Lid. 
P.O. Box 861 
o ........... 
Tel: 21251 Exl. 265 
Telex: 41030 

THAILAND 
UNllESA Co. Lid. 
Elcorn Research Buidilg 
2538 Suurnvil Ave. 
B•ngchllk, BMgkok 
Tel: 39-32-387, 39-30-338 

TRINIDAD A 
TOBAGO 
CARTEL 
Carllbean Telecoms Lid. 
P.O. Box 732 
69 Fr-ick S•eet 
Port-ot-Speln 
Tel: 62-53068 

TUNISIA 
Tlllisie Electtonique 
31 Avenue de la Liber1e 
Tunla 
Tel: 280 144 
Corerna 
1 ler. Av. do Car1hage 
Tunlo 
Tel: 253 821 
Telex: 12319 CABAM TN 

TURKEY 
TEKllM ~y Lid. 
Riza Sah Pehlevi 
~No.7 
Kavaklidere, AM.are 
Tel: 275800 
Telex: 42155 
Tel<nin Com .. Lid. 
Barblros l!Uvari 55/12 
Basi<yas, lotenbul 
Tel: 813 546 
Telex: 23540 
E.M.A. 
-KolleklilSirketi 
Medlha Eidem Sol<ok 41/6 
Yllksel~ 
Anker• 
Tel: 17 56 22 
Yilrnaz Ozyirek 
Mli lblalaa Cod 1616 
K~ilay 

Ank•r• 
Tel: 25 03 09 · 17 80 26 
Telex: 42576 OZEK TR 

UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES 
Emilac Lid. (Head Olllce) 
P.O. Box 1641 
..... h 
Tel: 354121/3 
Telex: 8136 

Enitac Lid. (Branch Oflice) 
P.O. Box 2711 
Abu Dhebl 
Tel: 331370/1 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Hewlett.Packard Lid. 
King Stteet Lane 
--•h, Wokingham 
Berkshire RG115AR 
GB-England 
Tel: (0734) 784774 
Telex: 84 71 7819 
-tt-Packord Lid. 
FOllior House, 
257 -263 High Stteel 
London Colney 
St.Albeno,He<ls 
GB-England 
Tel: (0727) 24400 
Telex: 1-8952716 
Hewlett-Pacl<wd Lid. 
Trafalgar House 
Navigation Road 
Attrlnchlim 
Cheshire WA14 1NU 
GB-Englond 
Tel: (061) 928 6422 
Telex: 688088 
Hewlett-Packard Lid. 
Lygon C0161 
Hefew•d Rise 
Dudley Road 
H•le.awen, 
Wesl -. 862 850 
GB-England 
Tel: (021) 501 1221 
Telex: 339105 
Hewlett-Packwd Lid. 
Wedge-
799. London Rood 
Thornton Heath 
&Irey, CR4 6XL 
GB-England 
Tel: (01) 884-0103/8 
Telex: 948825 
Hewlett.Packard Lid. 
14 Wesley SI 
C••tleford 
Yorks WF10 1AE 
Tel: (0977) 550016 
TWX: 5557335 
Hewlett-Packard Lid. 
Tradax House 
SI. Mary's Walk 
1181denh••d 
Berkshire, SL6 1ST 
GB-England 

-•-Packard Lid. 
Morley Road 
Steptehlll 
Briskll, SS 16 4QT 
GB-England 
Hewlett-Packwd Lid. 
South Queeneferry 
Wesl Lolhian. EH30 9TG 
GB-SColland 
Tel: (031)3311188 
Telex: 72682 
UNITED STATES 

ALABAMA 

3939 Lankersl*n -ord 
North HoHywood 91804 
Tel: (213) 877-1282 
TWX: 910-499-2671 
3200 Hilview Av 
Pelo Alto, CA 94304 
Tel: (408) 988-7000 
646 w. Norlh Markel Blvd. 
Sacr•m•nto 95834 
Tel: (918) 929-7222 
9606 Aero D<ive 
P.O. Box 23333 
SenDlego92123 
Tel: (714) 27Q.321JO 
363 Brookhollow D<. 
Sente Ane, CA 92705 
Tel: (714) 641-0977 
3003 Scott Boolevard 
Sente Clare 95050 
Tel: (406) 988-7000 
TWX: 910-338-0518 
454 Car1lon Cour1 
So. S.n Fr•nctKo 94080 
Tel: (415) 877-0772 
"Tarzmn11 
Tel: (213) 705-3344 

COLORADO 
5800 OTC Parkway 
Englewood 80110 
Tel: 1303) 771-3455 

CONNECTICUT 
47 Barnes IMJslfial Road 
Barnes Park South 
WeUlnglord 06492 
Tel: (203) 265-7801 

FLORIDA 
P.O. Box 24210 
2727 N.W. 82nd Slreet 
Ft. Leuderdllla 33309 
Tel: (305) 973-2600 
4080 Woodcock ll<ive # 132 
llfownelt Buidilg 
Jeckoonwllle 32207 
Tel: (904) 398-0683 

P.O. Box 13910 
6177 Lake Elenor D<. 
Orlendo32809 
Tel: (305) 859-2900 
P.O. Box 12826 
5uile 5, Bldg. 1 
Olfice Park Nor1h 
PeftNCOla 32575 
Tel: (904) 476-8422 
110 Soulh Hoover Blvd. 
5uile 120 
Tamp•33809 
Tel: (813) 872-0900 

QEORGIA 
P.O. Box 105005 
450 lnlerSlale Norlh Parkway 
AUente30348 
Tel: 1404) 955-1500 
TWX: 810-786-4890 
Medical Service Only 
'Auguote30903 
Tel: (404) 736-0592 
P.O. Box 2103 
1172 N. Olvis D<ive 

700 CenUy Pllk 
5uile 128 

Blnnlngh.., 35226 
Tel: (205) 822-8802 

SOUlll. W•mer R-• 31098 
Tel: (912) !122-0449 

P.O. Box 4207 
8290WNteslK<gll<. 
Hunt1vlHe 35802 
Tel: 1205) 881-4591 
ARIZONA 
2336 E. Magnall SI. 
Phoenix 85034 
Tel: (802) 273-8000 
2424 Eesl Aragon Rd. 
Tuc-85706 
Tel: (802) 273-8000 

'ARKANSAS 
Medical Service Only 
P.O. Box 5846 
Brady Slalion 
Llttlll Rock 72215 
Tel: (501) 376-1844 

CALIFORNIA 
1579 w. Shaw Ave. 
Freono 83771 
Tel: (209) 224-0582 
1430 Easl Orangelhorpe Ave. 
Fullllrton 92631 
Tel: (714) 870-1000 
5400Wes1Rolecr1111111Yd. 
P.O. Box 92105 
World Way Poslal Center 
Loo Angeleo 90009 
Tel: (213) 970-7500 
TWX: 910-325·8808 

HAWAN 
2875So.Kings.eet 
Honolulu 96826 
Tel: (806) 955-4455 

ILLINOll 
211 Prospecl Rd. 
-gton81701 
Tel: (309) 883-0383 

5201T-D<. 
Rolllng Meeclo-
80008 
Tel: (312) 255-8800 
TWX: 910-887-2280 

INDIANA 
7301 Norlh - Ave. 
ln--8048250 
Tel: (317) 842-1000 
TWX: 810-260-1797 

IOWA 
2415 Heinl Road 
low• City 52240 
Tel: (319) 351-1020 

KENTUCKY 
10170 Lim Slalon Road 
5uile 525 
~-40223 
Tel: (502) 426-0100 

LOUISIANA 
P.O. Box 1449 
3229-39 ~ Boolevard 
Ken-70062 
Tel: 15041443-8201 

MARYLAND 
7121 Slandard D<ive 
Parkway lndullrial Carder 
llllnover21076 
Tel: (301) 796-7700 
TWX: 710-862-1943 
2 Choke Cherry Road 
Rockwllla 20850 
Tel: 1301) 948-6370 
TWX: 710-828-9684 
MASSACHUSETTS 
32 Hartwel Ave. 
Lexington 02173 
Tel: (617) 881-8980 
TWX: 710-326-8904 

MICHIGAN 
23855 -ch D<ive 
F-lngton Hiie 48024 
Tel: (313) 476·6400 
~~4 West Cenlre Ave. 
KlllHIU0049002 
Tel: (816) 323-8382 

MINNESOTA 

2400 N. Prior Ave. 
St. Peul 55113 
Tel: (612) 636-0700 

MISSISSIPPI 
322 N. Marl Plaza 
Jackson 39206 
Tel: (601) 982-8383 

MISSOURI 
11131 Colorado Ave. 
KanH• City 64137 
Tel: (816) 783-8000 
TWX: 910-771-2087 
1024 Executive Parkway 
St.~83141 
Tel: (314) 878-0200 

NEBRASKA 
MedicalOnly 
7101 Morey Road 
5uile 101 
Om•he68106 
Tel: (402) 392-0948 

NEVADA 
'LeoV99• 
Tel: (702) 736-6610 

NEW JERSEY 
CrystelBrookProlassilJnlll 

Buidilg 
Roole35 
E•tontown 07724 
Tel: (201) 542-1384 

w. 120 CenUy Rd. 
P••mu•07652 
Tel: (201) 265-5000 
TWX: 710-990-4951 
NEWllEXICO 
P.O. Box 11834 
Slalion E 
11300 Lomas Blvd .. N.E. 
AlbuQ-que 87123 
Tel: (505) 2112-1330 
TWX: 910-989-1185 
158 Wyatt Drive 
Leo Crucn 88001 
Tel: 1505) 526-2484 
TWX: 910-9983-0550 

NEW YORK 
6 Aulornalion Line 
Cornpuler Park 
Albeny 12205 
Tel: (518) 458-1550 
TWX: 710-444-4961 
650 Pomton HI Ollice Park 
Felrport 14450 
Tel: (716) 223-9950 
TWX: 510-253-0092 
No. 1 Pannsylvania Ploza 
551h Floor 
341h Stteet & 8lh Avenue 
New York 10001 
Tel: (212) 971-0800 
5858 Eesl Moloy Road 
Syroc-13211 
Tel: (315) 455-2488 
1 Crossways Park Wesl 
Woodburr 11797 
Tel: (518) 921-0300 
TWX: 510-221-2183 
Tel: (513) 671-7400 

NORTH CAROUNA 
5805 Roanne Way 
GrM-027409 
Tel: (919) 852-1800 

OHIO 
Medcal/Con'!JUI Only 
9920 CWver Road 
ClnclnneU 45242 
Tel: (513) 891-9870 
18500 SprlllJlll Road 
Clevelend 44130 
Tel: (216) 243-7300 
TWX: 810-423-9430 

962 Crupper Ave. 
Columbuo 43229 
Tel: (614) 436-1041 

330 ProgrHI Rd. 
Deyton 45449 
Tel: 1513) 859-8202 
OKLAHOMA 
P.O. Box 32006 
8301N.MeridlllA
Okl-me City 73112 
Tel: (405) 721-0200 
9920 E. 42nd Slreet 
5uile 121 
T-74145 
Tel: (918) 865-3300 

OREGON 
17890 S.W. Lo- -

Ferry Road 
TuelaUn 97082 
Tel: (503) 820-3350 

PE-YLVANIA 
1021 81h Avenue 
King ol Prulsia lndullrial Park 
Kl119 of Pru .... 19406 
Tel: (215) 265-7000 
TWX: 510-880-2670 

111Ze111Drive 
PIHllburgh 15238 
Tel: (412) 782-0400 
SOUTH CAROUNA 
P.O. Box 8442 
6941-0N. TrenholmRoad 
Columllle29206 
Tel: (803) 782-6483 

TENNESSEE 
8906 KingslOn Pike 
Knoxwllle 37919 
Tel: (815) 691-2371 
3070 Oireclors Row 
Oiraclors Scpre 
lllempllltl38131 
Tel: (901) 346-8370 'N-MedicalSa<viceOnly 
Tel: (615) 244-5448 

TEXAS 

4171 --5uileC110 
El Peoo 79902 
Tel: 1915) 533-3555 
P.O. Box 42816 
10535 Hllwin SI. 
Houoton77036 
Tel: (713) 776-8400 
'l.Wllock 
Medical Service Only 
Tel: (806) 799-4472 
P.O. Box 1270 
201 E. Arapaho Rd. 
lltchercloon 75081 
Tel: (214) 231-8101 
205Bllyl.llchelRoad 
Sen Antonio 78226 
Tel: (512)434-8241 

UTAH 
2180 Soulh 3270 Well -
Sllit Leke City 84119 
Tel: (801) 972-4711 

VIRGINIA 
P.O. Box 9669 
2914 IU!gory Spring Road 
Rlcllnloncl 23228 
Tel: (804) 285-3431 
CoqJuler SyslemllMedcll 

Only 
Aiporl Execullve Carder 
5uile 302 
5700 Tlvafon Aveiu 
Vlrg- -h 23455 
Tel: (804) 480-2471 

WA-TON 
-OflicePI<. 
1203 • 114111 Ave. S.E. 
Bellevue98004 
Tel: (206) 454-3971 
TWX: 910-443-2446 
P.O. Box 4010 
8pokene99.202 
Tel: (509) 535-0884 

'WEST VIRGINIA 
Medicll/Analylical Only 
4804 Mac Corkle Ave .. S.E. 
Cherlaoton 25304 
Tel: (304) 925-0492 

WISCONSIN 
150 Soulh &my Slope Road ··--53005 Tel: (414) 784-8800 

FOR U.S. AREAS 
NOT LISTED: 
Conlacl lie regionll .
nurest you: 
AUente. Goorgill ... North 
Holly-wood. Clllfornia ... 
Rockwllla, Moryland .. 
Rollng llNdowe, lllnois. 
TheirCOft'lllelead<tOIMI ··--· USSR 
Hewtett-Pack•d 

Reprnlnlalve Oflice 
USSR 
Pokrovlky -•d 

4117-kw 12 
lloocow101000 
Tel: 294.20.24 
Telex: 7825 hewpak 1U 

YUGOSLAVIA 
Iskra Commerce, n.sol.o. 
Zaslopstvo -·Pacl<ord 
Obilicev Venoc 28 
YU 11000 llffgrecl 
Tel: 636-955 
Telex: 11530 
Iskra Comrnllce, n.sol.o. 
ZaslopolYO -.f'acl<•d 
lllklosicevl 38/VI 
YU-61000 LJub11ene 
Tel: 321-874, 315-879 
Telex: 31583 

URUQUAY 
- FOIJ- S.A.C.el. 
Avonidallaia2877 
cas11a de Correo 370 
Montevideo 
Tel: 40-3102 
Telex: 702 N11ic -
P•a Pabk> Ferrando 

VENEZUELA 
Hewlett.Pacl<•d do Venezuell 

C.A. 
P.O. Box 50833 
caraca1 105 
Los~Norte 
31 Tr1n1verul 
Edificio Sa!Je 
Cerocn107 
Tel: 239-4133 (20 liles) 
Telex: 25146 HEWPACK 
ZAMBIA 
R.J. Tiltuy (Zambia) Lid. 
P.O. Box 2792 

L-• 
Tel: 73783 

MEDITERRANEAN AND 
MIDDLE l!AIT 
COUNTRIES NOT 
SHOWN, PLEASE 
CONTACT: 
Hewtett.f'acl<ardS.A. 
--and-Eu! 

Operdons 
35, Kolokoroni Slroet 
PlaliaK
GR·K--A-. Greece 
Tel: 80803591429 
Telex: 21-8588 
C:..: HEWPACKSA Alhenl 

SOCIALIST 
COUNTRIES NOT 
SHOWN, PLEASE 
CONTACT: 
Hewlett-Pacl<•d Ges.m.b.H. 
-·52 
P.O. Box 1 
A-1205 Vlenne, Auafria 
Tel: 10222) 35 18 21 IO 27 
C:..: HEWPAK Vleml 
Telex: 75923 hewpak I 

OTHEll AREAS NOT 
UBTED, CONTACT: 
--Packlrcl 

lnle<c-
3495 °""' Crook Road 
Pelo Alto, Clllfornia 94304 
Tel: (415) 858-1501 
TWX: 910-373-1267 
C:..: HEWPACK Piiio A11o 
Telex: 034-8300, 034-8483 

--Pack•d S.A. 
7, rue '*' Bois-GI-Lan 
P.O. Box 
CH-1217 Meyrin 2 --·• 
Swilzerllnd 
Tel: (022) 82 70 00 
Cable: HEWPACKSA Genevl 
Telex: 2 24 86 

·-•Only 
2-15-80 
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